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Abstract
Every year, approximately 3500 students are alienated from conventional secondary schools
in New Zealand. The students, of whom the majority are M!ori and Pasifika, are directed to
continue their learning with alternative education providers, under the guidance of tutors
rather than trained teachers. As a trained teacher who has spent the past 13 years working
with tutors in New Zealand’s largest provider of alternative education, I have been inspired
by tutors’ unique ways of being-in-education that artfully reengaged many of these
vulnerable young people into learning. Yet, tutors’ voices are largely absent from education
literature. Thus, I sought to understand and make visible the contribution of tutors and
their pedagogies to the field of education.
Drawing on phenomenological theory, I sought to find and represent the essences of the
lived experiences of alternative education tutors using a poetic inquiry approach, which
privileged the poetic in the everyday language of tutors. The phenomenological poetic
methodology I utilised throughout this study gracefully and playfully engaged my research
participants. The methodology demonstrated the powerful way poetic inquiry can honour a
marginalised workforce, in a provocative and transforming manner. During this research I
also experienced re/finding myself as a poet. Thus, the form of this thesis reflects my
journey, in which prosaic ways-of-being disintegrates - opening up a clearing space for poetic
dwelling. Based on in depth interviews, field work, and a performative workshop with eight
tutor participants, I created more than 200 poems that represent who tutors are in-the-world
of education and of life. I then drew from these poetic findings to create 21 constellations of
tutor essences, entitled: call, love, joy, empathy, grace, mana, watching-over, commitment,
past experience, criticality, wh!nau, guidance, poiesis, talanoa, holism, thoughtful pedagogy,
inspirational pedagogy, epiphany, movement, transformation, and mystery. The
constellations navigated my return to the ancient tutors we once knew, albeit refreshed for a
new age. I discovered that the tutor is other than the teacher, emerging as an holistic
educator in response to a dehumanising neoliberal education agenda. And so, I conclude that
tutor pedagogies offer a conceptual foundation which future training and development of
tutors can build, and from which conventional school can learn inclusive ways of working
with all students.
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Chapter 1: Opening lines
Language has all our future experiences written in to it,
just as the destiny of men is written in the stars.
(Merleau-Ponty, 1973, p. 6)

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
When the last of earth left to discover
Is that which was the beginning.
(T.S. Eliot, 1944, p. 44)

A tutor! What a noble soul!
(Rousseau, 1956, p. 17)
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A beautiful beginning
By January 2001, I had been teaching seven and eight year olds at a central city Auckland
public school for more than five years. At the beginning of the year, over half of my class of
30 students were immigrant children either from India or Bangladesh. I remember we loved
singing together. I had a piano in my class and we often wrote songs about what we were
learning; those were always our favourite songs. At that time, the idea of working with socalled youth at risk could not have been any further from my mind. I had some friends just
five minutes up the road from my school who were teaching the older teenage siblings of
primary school students in my class. These older brothers and sisters were no longer
attending their conventional secondary schools, and were now in alternative education;
housed in a room at the Salvation Army. However, my perceptions of working in such a
space began to shift in the year 2000. One significant event that influenced me to consider
the change was when I visited India in the year 2000 over the Christmas school holidays and
spent time volunteering at Mother Teresa’s orphanage in Calcutta (Kolkata). I noticed an
inscription painted across one of the walls there; one that deeply challenged me to consider
my vision and purpose:
Let us do something beautiful for God
A few months after returning from India, the church I was attending (Auckland City
Church), gave me an opportunity to provide teacher support for tutors at their alternative
education initiative: Creative Learning Scheme. Alternative education in New Zealand is a
community led education initiative for students aged 13 to 16 years old who are, in the words
and underscoring of the Ministry of Education (2015, para. 1), “alienated”, from conventional
schools due to exclusions, multiple suspensions or truancy. Annually 3500 students across
New Zealand attend one of approximately 150 alternative education providers, which are
contracted by secondary schools (Education Review Office, 2011).
I started my work with Creative Learning Scheme as a support teacher in October 2001. As
a trained teacher, I thought I could ‘help’ the tutors by assisting them with educational
planning and student management, as I knew the tutors were not trained teachers. I also
thought I would commit to working in alternative education for a maximum of two years
before returning to primary teaching. However, I was wrong on both those counts. On the
first count, I experienced that tutors artfully re/engaged1 some of our most vulnerable
The use of slashes in my writing here foreshadows the positioning of my research as a/r/tographic;
the use of slashes “purposefully illustrates a doubling of identities and concepts rather than a
separation/bifurcation of ideas” (Irwin, Beer, Springgay, Grauer, Xiong, Bickel, 2006, p. 70).
1
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young people in meaningful learning despite my best intentions to ‘help’ them. It was my
intrigue and wonder about these ‘unqualified’ tutors that formed the motivation and topic for
this study. On the second count, I did not return to primary teaching after two years, as I
have now been involved in alternative education for the past 13 years. Following a number
of promotions I eventually became Creative Learning Scheme’s General Manager. I also
sought to contribute to the development of this emerging alternative space in education at a
national level. In 2002 I was invited by other alternative education provider managers to
join a working party for the formation of a national body for alternative education, which
was later launched as the Alternative Education National Body (AENB) in 2003. The AENB
was established to be a voice for providers and a central point for information sharing and
professional development. Since 2009, I have been the elected Chairperson of the AENB.
The voluntary role of Chairperson has required me to co-ordinate quarterly meetings each
year, with elected representatives from 10 regions across New Zealand. At these meetings
we have gained a national sense of issues facing providers and discussed how we might
address some of these issues. One way we identified, included working with representatives
from the Ministry of Education to strengthen alternative education at a policy level. I have
also been involved with co-ordinating national training conferences to up-skill tutors and
teachers through an holistic conference programme, which included learning in the arts,
health, M!ori and Pasifika culture, along with Ministry of Education requirements for
numeracy and literacy.
One significant issue I faced as Chairperson was a review conducted by the Ministry through
2008, which resulted in the Ministry making the following recommendation to the Minister
of Education: “We recommend entering into discussions with schools to explore how we
might disestablish current programmes” (Ministry of Education, 2009, May, p.9). After
consultation with those involved in alternative education and conventional schools, the
Ministry of Education found that school principals were overwhelmingly opposed to their
proposal; preferring the status-quo in terms of organisation - but with increased funding.
Subsequently, in 2010, the Minister retained the same organisational arrangements for
alternative education and, in addition, increased the number of student places and made a
small increase to funding (Tolley & Sharples, 2010). However, history seems to be repeating
itself. As I write this in 2015, alternative education is yet again under review.
The experience of being a pedagogical leader working with tutors, an alternative education
provider manager, and Chairperson of the AENB has positioned me to be both an insider and
connoisseur of alternative education. Barone and Eisner (2006) write that “connoisseurship
is developed when an individual has so refined his or her understanding of a domain that the
meanings the individual is able to secure are both complex and subtle” (p. 289). Educational
4

connoisseurship specifically references the ability of an individual “to read a classroom or
read school work” (Eisner 2002, p. 187). I believe that my experience in the sector has
enabled me to conduct a nuanced and compassionate piece of research.

Research context: Creative Learning Scheme
In this research, I sought to understand the lived experiences and pedagogies of eight
alternative education tutors from Creative Learning Scheme. An Auckland City Church
youth leader Simone Graham (nee Grace) initiated Creative Learning Scheme in 1997 after
she found that some of the young people who attended her youth group were not attending
school (see Figure 1). Despite her efforts to help these young people re-enter school, she was
unsuccessful (Burge, 1999), in part because within New Zealand, it is particularly difficult to
re-enter conventional schools after being excluded from more than one secondary school
(Higgins & Nairn, 2014). Without any government funding, Simone rallied volunteers from
the church to provide a range of learning experiences relating to: life skills, the arts, M!ori
language and culture, camps, literacy, and numeracy for the 15 students who were in the
inaugural year (Gerritsen, 1999a). Creative Learning Scheme was originally housed in the
Mercury Theatre, which the church purchased in 1994. The Edwardian Baroque style
theatre was built in 1910. It was originally named the Kings Theatre; the first purpose-built
cinema in Auckland. The alternative education classroom was in the old bar room of the
theatre and the students also made use of the theatre itself as they rehearsed for an end of
year performance. The alternative education staff soon found that bringing students into
inner city Auckland became counterproductive, as students absconded, falling into the
temptations of playing ‘spacies’ (space invaders) on nearby Karangahape Road (S. Graham,
personal communication, 21-09-2010), a street which was also well known for its night life
and adult sex shops. After two years in the theatre, Creative Learning Scheme expanded and
relocated to community venues that were in the outer Auckland suburbs where their
students lived.

5

Figure 1. Creative Learning Scheme's first student cohort, 1997 (Graham, 2010).

The photo in Figure 2 was taken from a New Zealand Herald article (New Zealand’s largest
daily circulation newspaper) about Creative Learning Scheme. Burge (1999) reports that the
students, who included former street gang members, car converters and chronic truants
“hated school and in a lot of cases the schools weren’t too fond of them” (para. 2).

Figure 2. Early days of Creative Learning Scheme at the Mercury Theatre (Burge, 1999).
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The story of Creative Learning Scheme is also the story of an inner-city group of Christian
believers in a church (Auckland City Church/since renamed Equippers)—the tutors and
myself included—who strive to outlive their faith in a way that demonstrates how we love
our neighbour (Matt. 22: 29, The Bible, New Living Translation). I join Paulo Freire (1997)
in his view of faith and works:
This is how I have always understood God—a presence in history that does not
preclude me from making history, but rather pushes me toward world
transformation, which makes it possible to restore the humanity of those who
exploit and of the weak. (p. 103)
The church ordained me in 2009 as a Minister, not so much as a Minister of Religion, but
more like a ‘Minister of Education’ within the community. I am mindful of the criticisms in
popular media surrounding faith-based organisations involved in such works like ours;
criticisms which are largely centred on fears of proselytising. However, the work of Creative
Learning Scheme derives from a presenting need within the community which the founder,
Simone Grace, sought to meet in a practical way. Creative Learning Scheme provides
education on alcohol and drugs, and sexuality and sex, in secular fashion as required by law.
These are taught sometimes in partnership with external health providers. Thus, I feel that
the tutors, and myself, try to live a pragmatic and inclusive faith. Moreover, Creative
Learning Scheme’s mission throughout the founding years was to do itself out of a job, in the
belief that schools would eventually become inclusive places of learning. However, 18 years
on, Creative Learning Scheme has expanded to provide education to many more students
who are incarcerated in youth justice centres and in state care. The scheme now has a roll of
over 200 students with approximately 60 staff. The need for an alternative education seems
to be increasing rather than decreasing.
The emergence of alternative education in the 1990s coincided with neoliberal government
policies in the broader education and economic contexts both in New Zealand (Nairn &
Higgins, 2011; Vaughan, 2004) and internationally (Farouk, 2014; Mills & McGregor, 2014;
Tissington 2006). The neoliberal agenda in education has seen the introduction of highstakes testing and a competitive education market within compulsory schooling in
accordance with business rhetoric (O’Connor & Holland, 2013). This affected schools by
turning them into conservative institutions; more concerned with their own status and less
concerned with the needs of all students (McGregor & Mills, 2011; Nairn & Higgins, 2011).
As McGregor and Mills (2011) argue, “Credentialing and rank-ordering of students demand
regimes of comparability and uniformity of assessment that takes little account of the life
circumstances of marginalized youth” (p. 8). Thus, Nairn and Higgins (2011) argue that
7

alternative education is “emblematic of how neo-liberal governments treat the causalities of
their reforms” (p. 182).
By 1996, there were 500 students who received alternative education across approximately
60 different settings, “none of which were registered schools and were therefore technically
illegal” (Gerritsen, 1999b, para. 10). Creative Learning Scheme was one organisation, within
a number of other community groups, churches, and M!ori-based organisations, which
established alternative education due to increasing numbers of young people ‘on their
doorstep’ alienated from conventional schools. At the time Gerritsen (1999b) described
alternative education as “the last safety net that the education system can offer” (para. 2).
Many of these groups provided a pragmatic solution by offering an education that was often
based on teaching life-skills, wellbeing, literacy and numeracy, cultural skills and physical
education (Gerritsen, 1999b; O’Brien, Thesing, & Herbert, 2001). Volunteers usually taught
the students. These volunteers had a passion for working with young people, life skills, and
cultural knowledge the students could benefit from learning about (O’Brien et al., 2001).
It was not until the year 2000 that the government began to systematically fund student
placements within alternative education, through secondary schools. Although secondary
schools contract alternative education providers, and the students who attend remain on the
school’s roll, the Education Review Office (2011) reported there has been an “out of sight, out
of mind” mentality by many schools (p. 18). For example, schools rarely shared their
resources or provided added support to students wishing to re-enter conventional schools.
According to Higgins and Nairn (2014), the same mentality was also apparent at the
Ministry of Education. Higgins and Nairn (2014) remark that alternative education has
“experienced significant policy neglect, with static funding levels and an ‘out of sight, out of
mind’ approach to providers and their students” (p. 147).

Who is the tutor?
In 2011, I began this study with eight Creative Learning Scheme tutors who worked in
different sites across Auckland city. The tutors who volunteered for my study were Lincoln2
and Alice, who worked at Creative Learning Scheme’s centre in Greenwoods; Amosa, Fetu,
and Luke from Te Papa, and Pete and Rose from Chapel Road. The eighth tutor in this
study, who I refer to as Koro3 due to his long service of 13 years as a tutor, taught at South
"!All

participants names, any student names, and the names of Creative Learning Scheme’s particular
sites are pseudonyms. Creative Learning Scheme’s Board approved the use of its actual name.
3 M!ori, “the term of address to an older man” (Moorfield, 2015d). The tutors used Koro as a term of
endearment for the M!ori word kaum!tua: “an elder… a person of status within the wh!nau (family)”
(Moorfield, 2015c).

!
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City Creative Learning Scheme. None of these tutors held teaching qualifications, yet they
were charged with providing education that would enable the students to receive national
qualifications. In addition, these tutors also provided pastoral support, which included
picking the students up from their home each morning, and returning them back in the
afternoon. At the centres the students were also fed breakfast and lunch most days.
Many of the students in alternative education, with whom these tutors work, have actively
embodied their resistance to conventional schools and teachers through truancy or violent
behaviour. Other students are effectively “shoved” out of conventional schools, which they
found to be sites of “formidable whirlpools of anxiety, fear and distrust” (McGraw, 2011, p.
105). A health survey on 335 New Zealand students in alternative education found that
“considerable health, education and social disparities are evident among young people in
alternative education, demonstrating a broader failure of services to meet the needs of this
group” (Clark et al., 2010, p. 75). The student who attends alternative education is likely to
be M!ori (61%), male (70%), live in an urban location (93%), and be socio-economically
deprived (Clark et al., 2010). To access alternative education a student must be verified by
meeting one or more of the Ministry of Education’s (2012) criteria which include: “been out
of a registered school for two terms or more; been excluded and refused enrolment by local
schools; been suspended and risks further suspensions” or it is the “professional opinion of
the school” that alternative education “is the best option for the learner” (p. 8). These
descriptions of students give you a sense of the students whom the tutors taught, although,
as this study will demonstrate, the tutors often looked to the potential within the students
and were able to work with them from a place of strength.
During my early years of working as a qualified teacher in alternative education, I tried to
turn tutors into professional teachers. I taught tutors to write Individual Education Plans
for each student; drawing from the skills I taught them in terms of assessing reading,
mathematics, and writing SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time-bound)
goals. I provided lesson plan structures. I observed tutors teaching and gave them feedback
on how to improve. In my pursuit of transforming tutors into teachers I often failed to
recognise the pedagogies and their ways of being that were already effectively engaging
young people in learning again. I did not know enough about who the tutors were in order
to begin effectively assisting them with lesson plans. For example, before this research, I did
not realise that the centre van was a type of classroom where tutors conducted a lot of their
mentoring with students, as they drove around Auckland to pick up and drop students off at
their homes, or driving to share an ice cream.
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The existing research literature did not equip me with evidence that could help inform my
work with tutors. There are only a handful of studies of alternative education in New
Zealand (O’Brien et al, 2001; Vaughan, 2004) and the most notable are studies on the health
of students who attend alternative education (Clark et al., 2010), the education and life
experiences of students in alternative education (Brooking, Gardiner & Calvert, 2009), and
the geography of alternative education spaces (Nairn & Higgins, 2011). In addition, New
Zealand’s crown agency that reviews all schools and education providers within the
compulsory school sector, the Education Review Office, conducted a series of evaluations on
alternative education (2011, 2012). However, there has been no study that has focussed on
the role of tutors, which I am now addressing in this PhD.
The impact of this lack of research on tutors is that we risk dishonouring a workforce that
Brooking et al. (2009) have shown successfully engages challenging and vulnerable students
into learning again. The Education Review Office (2011) evaluation on good practices in the
alternative education sector found that “despite the complex educational and social issues
that arise in connection with Alternative Education students, these passionate tutors often
have greater successes than teachers in the mainstream who have previously been unable to
support these students” (p. 62). Yet, the voices of the tutors’ remain largely absent from
research that explores pedagogies that engage young people. Perhaps our failure to
acknowledge and understand the role of tutors comes from being blinded by the harsh light
of best evidence syntheses of effective practices in education, such as by John Hattie (2012)
and Adrienne Alton-Lee (2003). I contend that if we look to other sources of ‘natural’ light,
that is, to the lived-experiences of tutors in alternative education, we may find a workforce
that embodies much of what we consider best pedagogical practice anyway. Another possible
reason for a lack of research on tutoring is likely due to what Gordon (2004) refers to as the
bias against tutoring arising from the historical shift from the role of tutors as the
preeminent form of ‘teacher,’ to being replaced by professional teachers with the advent of
public schooling.
One further impact that could occur from tutors’ lack of voice in research, is that we lose
tutors altogether. Tutors’ future presence in alternative education seems less tenable in view
of global trends of increased compliance measures and professional standards for alternative
education (Ogg & Kaill, 2010). For example, one measure that may push tutors away from
teaching students, and further formalise the non-formal4 alternative education space, already
occurred in 2011 with the New Zealand government requirement to have pedagogical
leaders, who are registered and qualified teachers, working within alternative education.
Thaman (2002) defines nonformal education as “worthwhile learning that is organised but not
institutionalised” (p. 23).
4
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The impact of losing tutors is that we would lose one workforce that we need, given that
Western countries are faced with growing numbers of young people disengaging from
formal systems of education (O’Brien et al., 2001). This need for an alternative was
reinforced by the Council of Europe (1999), in which the members of the Committee on
Culture and Education resolved that, “formal educational systems alone cannot respond to
the challenges of modern society and therefore welcomes its reinforcement by non-formal
educational practices” (para. 1). Moreover, alternative education provision for so-called youth
at risk has become an international phenomena. Recent data indicates approximately 645,500
students study in alternative education in the United States (Carver & Lewis, 2010), 33,000
in Australia (te Riele, 2012) and 15,700 students in Pupil Referral Units throughout the
United Kingdom (Ogg & Kaill, 2010).
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researching from within
i know the road to whangarei like the back of my hand
it’s where i was born
and raised
Dad worked there on tuna boats and welded the marsden point oil refinery chimneys- the
painted red and white striped towers compete with the mountains that edge the whangarei
harbour
we had trips in the white falcon car, sometimes on the white falcon – as we soared
down the highway – to visit our uncle and aunty in new plymouth
us five boys liked to squash each other as we pushed into the movement of the falcon
flying around corners of the brynderwyn hills – go faster Dad! go faster!
Dad would stop us at kaiwaka – to buy rollmops at the dutch shop
and Mum would stop us at huntly – to feed us egg sandwiches, and Nana’s caramel slice
roads hold memories
that roll out before us as we roll on
it’s never the same road
driving home to Mum - knowing Dad has died that morning
it’s never the same road
driving to ruakaka beach from auckland, anticipating the summer holiday
it’s never the same road
when you notice something new
along the way
what you know so well
always invites more knowing

!
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Overview of the thesis
The grounding of this thesis in a phenomenological approach helps frame my main research
question, which is:
What are the essences of lived experiences of tutors in alternative education?
My sub-questions are:
1.

How is language used by tutors working in the alternative education?

2.

How does the language the tutors use, reveal who they are as tutors, their
pedagogies, and the kind of futures they intend for their students?

3.

What influences the development (or training) of the alternative education tutors?

In the next chapter I fully explain my research philosophy and methodology: namely
phenomenology and poetic inquiry. A central method of my poetic inquiry was found poetry.
Butler-Kisber (2012) describes found poetry as:
the rearrangement of words, phrases and sometimes whole passages that are taken
from other sources and reframed as poetry by changes in spaces and/or lines (and
consequently meaning), or by altering the text by additions and/or deletions. (p.
146)
In Chapter 3, I introduce you to the tutors of old; both real and imagined. I conclude this
chapter by making comparisons between the tutors in alternative education and tutors from
the past. Chapter 4 provides you with a broader historical overview of alternative education.
I argue that alternative education has provided the context where the tutor has emerged
again. In helping us see the tutor, in Chapter 5, I describe the poetic methods I used, the
alternative education contexts where I conducted my research, and discuss how I
experienced my methodological choices as an insider researcher. Chapter 6 demonstrates the
realization of my methods where I present to you each tutor in poetry, as if you were
meeting them kanohi ki te kanohi (face to face)5. In Chapter 7, I bring the voices of the tutors
together in a performative workshop where they explored their shared lived experiences as
tutors. I describe how my work with tutors drew from the experience and advice I received
from an earlier workshop I conducted with colleagues. Drawing from the poetic ‘data’ in
Chapters 6 and 7, in Chapter 8, I present my research findings as constellations of tutor
essences. In Chapter 9 I conclude with a discussion in two parts. In the first part I describe
Kanohi ki te kanohi is a M!ori pedagogical method that highlights the importance of relationship and
personal encounter, hence kanohi(face) ki te (to) kanohi(face) (Moorfield, 2015a).
5
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where the constellations have navigated us to, in terms of our knowledge about alternative
education tutors, and the implications that arise from this re/arriving. In the final section of
this chapter—and where this thesis concludes—I reflect on my methodological choices and
consider the possibilities my methodology could afford other qualitative and arts based
researchers, particularly those who seek to understand the experiences of marginalised
groups.
There is an increasing number of poems presented throughout this thesis. Unless I state
otherwise, all of these poems have either been written by me, or ‘found’ by me from the
voices or writings of others. In the case of the latter, I will reference all sources that assisted
me in creating these poems through the use of footnotes or in-text citations. Another feature
of the poems in this thesis is they were largely written in lowercase to demonstrate the
democratization of language through poetry, whereby all the individual words share an
equality of written form. Thus, proper nouns were made lowercase, and I became i. As the
well-known poet of the lowercase, E.E. Cummings, wrote in a letter to his mother: “I am a
small eye poet” (Dupee & Stade, 1969, pp. 108-9). Similarly for me, the i in my poems reveals
me as being an observer within the world; not standing over the world. Similarly the
lowercase i that I wrote in the tutors’ found poems demonstrates their being-in-the-world
alongside students. Only on certain occasions I used uppercase letters in poems: either for
special emphasis, or when there were uppercase letters within the direct quotations that I
incorporated into found poems.
This thesis was written foremost for print. In order for the reader to fully appreciate my
aesthetic choices, in terms of the placement of poems throughout—particularly important for
the constellation poems in Chapter 8—I encourage the reader to seek a hard copy.
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Alternative overview (1)
allow me to take you by the hand6 – walk with me though this thesis as the
prose
disintegrates, thus
artfully integrates
knowledge
findings
experiences
hunches
the wise words of others
from people i’ve met
and people i’ve read
and You
in a most
rare
and
(hopefully)
pleasing
way

This line is a poetic response to my supervisor Assoc. Prof. Toni Bruce, who asked me in a poem she
wrote as feedback to me, to metaphorically ‘take her by the hand’ through the research.
6
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Alternative overview (2)
These sets of images (Figure 3) represent my vision for the thesis. The dark prosaic writing,
which acts to ground the thesis, increasingly disintegrates to open up poetic spaces that
eventually lead us to space itself.

Figure 3. Screen shots of the entire thesis.
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Chapter 2: Phenomenology, essences and poetic inquiry
In this chapter I outline the research methodology that informed my study to find the
essences of the lived experiences of tutors in alternative education. I begin by discussing
phenomenology, as the term from my research question: the essences of the lived experiences,
directly positions my thesis as a phenomenological study of the everyday realities of my tutor
research participants. I explain how I use found poetry as a way to represent the tutors’
phenomenological world. I also position the phenomenological term essences through an artsbased worldview, which yields the beauty of essences, rather than the brutality that could
ensue from a study that ascertained essentials. I conclude this chapter by arguing that poetry
can be a form of liberating critical discourse that speaks against limiting prosaic ways-ofbeing, particularly in the context of education.

Phenomenology: reaching lived experiences
the tutor is phenomena.

Although tutors are largely absent in research literature, they are present in the world.
Every school day, all across New Zealand, tutors in alternative education are working with
students disenfranchised from conventional secondary schools. The term disenfranchisement
points to wider societal factors, both economic and social, that works to “deprive (someone)
of a right or privilege” (“Disenfranchisement”, 2015). My study derived from the earthy
lived realties of my eight tutor research participants at Creative Learning Scheme. My aim
in researching the lived experiences of these tutors was to present them, in their vitality of
being. I aimed to bring the presence of these tutors to paper and bring their presence to life
in ways that can be shared more widely. I saw this intent reflected in Freire’s (1970)
introduction to his classic work, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed. He wrote, “thought and study
alone did not produce [this]; it is rooted in concrete situations… I have observed” (p. 19). In
this chapter I describe how phenomenology enabled me to meet these aims with the help of
poetic inquiry.

Introduction to phenomenology
In this section, I position phenomenology as the philosophical basis for working poetically
with alternative education tutors. Phenomenological research apprehends and describes
phenomena in a world where “things do appear to us, things are truly disclosed” (Sokolowski,
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2000, p. 25). Because Phenomenology is one philosophy that acknowledges that the
mind/body and world are intrinsically bonded to form an “an extra-mental reality”
(Sokolowski, 2000, p. 25), thus it is regarded as a fierce attack on psychologism (Peters,
2009). Psychologism is based on the Cartesian duality: the bifurcation between the mind,
and the body and external world. What is real is only within the mind: “ego cogito, ergo
sum” (“I think, therefore I am”) (Descartes, 2010, part 1, article 7). In contrast, Madison
(2014) explains that phenomenology “directs us towards our senses that are connected, in
turn, always in relation to an/other” (14:17-16:51). Madison (2014) explains that, “The
worth and value of this theory is its relation to otherness…When we fear, we fear
something, when we love, we love something” (14:17-16:51). In this way, the consciousness
is always directed towards an object: either physical or abstract (Stewart & Mikunas, 1990).
Therefore, phenomenology provides a way “to return to things themselves”:
to return to that world which precedes knowledge, of which knowledge always
speaks, to in relation to which every scientific schematization as an abstract and
derivative sign-language, as to geography in relation to the countryside in which we
have learnt beforehand what a forest, a prairie or a river is. (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p.
ix)
As an insider researcher, I was already in a place of apprehending tutors in a
phenomenological sense—from being with them as a teacher and manager in the Creative
Learning Scheme centres. However, this phenomenological approach would allow me to
gain a greater depth of understanding, as I sought to enter the world of tutors and observe
them in their everyday pursuits.
Heidegger (1996) explains that the word phenomenon derives from the Greek phainomenon – a
conjugation of phaino, which means to bring into daylight (the root pha-, like phos, light or
brightness) and logos to mean describing (pp. 28-29). Therefore, phenomenology is describing
what appears illuminated (Thwaites, 2009). It is “to let what shows itself to be seen from
itself, just as it shows itself from itself” (Heidegger, 1996, p. 34). Thus, I consider
phenomenology as a science of light; like the light that emanates from stars. If only we
would stop to gaze upon them—or meditate upon tutors working with students in
alternative education, we may be confronted with ways of being in education that shine. A
phenomenological researcher wants to, “slow the research down and hold his or her gaze on
the phenomenon itself… to illume its special quality as an experience” (Willis, 2002, p. 2).
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From Edmund Husserl to Martin Heidegger, and from one Martin to
another
Phenomenology entered the discourse of philosophy at the dawn of the 20th century with
Edmund Husserl’s work Logische Untersuchungen (Logical Investigations) that was published in
two parts in 1900 and 1901 (Sokolowski, 2000). Owing to his scientific and mathematical
background, it is unsurprising that Husserl’s phenomenology was essentialist in nature. He
sought to find essential truths through a process of reduction, which included bracketing
assumptions, theories, and prejudices (Wolff, 1984). Husserl (1969) contends that,
“Although we have ‘Suspended’ the whole world with all things, living creatures, men,
ourselves included we have literally lost nothing, but have won the whole of the Absolute
Being” (p. 154). I consider Husserl’s idea of suspending or bracketing problematic, given the
challenge, or impossibility, of ‘teasing out’ my subjectivity in the research setting. For
example, I doubted that I could uncouple from both my experiences in alternative education,
and my teaching qualifications, in order to attain a pure appreciation and view of tutors. My
concern about bracketing is supported by McLaren (1986), who described his attempt at
bracketing with the following metaphor: “I reminded myself of a juror, who, having heard
opinions of the trial leaked through the media, nevertheless tried (perhaps in vain) not to let
the information prejudice his judgement” (pp. 64-65).
The impossibility of bracketing out my subjective experience is, however, addressed by
Martin Heidegger, Husserl’s assistant, who took Husserl’s ideas on phenomenology into a
new and more philosophical direction (Small, 2001). In contrast to Husserl’s reductionist
approach, Heidegger’s phenomenology is hermeneutic, in which he highlights the importance
of Da-sein, or ‘Being-in-the-world’ (Heidegger, 1996, p. 51). Presupposing his hermeneutic
approach is the idea that, “we construct reality, and therefore, comprehension from our
experience of Being-in-the-world” (McConnell-Henry, Chapman & Francis, 2009, p. 3,
authors’ italics). Indeed, as I am a connoisseur of alternative education, thus being-in-theworld of alternative education, I drew from my knowledge and experiences to gain a greater
depth of interpretation. Thus, I positioned this research as hermeneutic phenomenology.
Herniksson and Friesen (2012) write that, “Hermeneutic phenomenology is consequently
the study of experience together with its meaning” (p. 1).
When considering Husserl and Heidegger’s markedly different approaches to
phenomenology, while at the same time both working as close colleagues at the University of
Freiburg, I created a found poem from words and phrases taken from both Husserl’s (1969,
pp. i-xxiii) Ideas: General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology (Ideen zu einer reinen
Phänomenologie und phänomenologischen Philosphie), and Heidegger’s (1968, pp. 3-18) What is
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Called Thinking? (Was Heisst Denken?). In presenting this found poem here, I foreshadow
found poetry as my central research method; I explain found poetry’s place in research
further on in this chapter. Here, I highlight a special type of found poetry: the literaturevoiced research poem (Prendergast, 2004, p. 75). Prendergast (2004) coined this term “to
describe research poetry that consists of found poems created from theoretical discourse” (p.
75). McCrary-Sullivan’s (2000) three found poems from John Dewey’s Art as Experience was
an early, and quite possibly the first, example of the method. This poetic method helped
Prendergast (2004) “synthesize, process and make meaning” (p. 75) from literature in her
study on performance theorist Herbert Blau. Prendergast (2006) has since helped to position
found poetry as a legitimate and artful way to engage with research literature. I build on the
literature-voiced poem method, by imagining the different writers of the literature in the
same room, speaking with each other. This has helped me to re-see the research literature,
through a relational frame, where the researchers are interacting with each other through an
imagined conversation.
In the following found poem I create a conversation, in English, between Husserl and
Heidegger. I imagine the conversation took place in 1968, 30 years after the death of
Husserl, and after the publication of Heidegger’s (1968) What is Called Thinking? Thus, it is a
conversation between the ghost of Husserl and an aging Heidegger at 79 years of age.
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a conversation between Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger

[Martin]

What is thought provoking—is that we are still not thinking;
None of us, including me
who speaks
to
you

[Edmund]

The plain meaning of my statement was missed;
My presumed “attacks”
over and against
psychology

[Martin]

Frankly, Edmund
A fog still surrounds the essence of modern science
Universities today still fondly imagine sciences as positively essential

[Edmund]

Phenomenology is here to be established as a science
Pure or transcendental phenomenology will be established not as a science of
facts,
but a science of essential Being [!!!]

[Martin]

...Thinking has entered into literature; and literature has decided the fate of
Western science which,
by way of the doctrina of the middle ages
became the scientia of modern times
Thus, sciences have leapt from the womb of philosophy

[Edmund]

Martin, I would have been pleased to dispense with the heavy-laden word Real
If only I could have found suitable substitute

[Martin]

alas Edmund: We are pointing then at something which has not,
not yet,
been transposed into the language of our speech. As Holderlin says:
“We are a sign that is not read”
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Heidegger casts a very long shadow that stretches to us today. The shadow derives from his
involvement and support of Nazi Germany during the 1930s. Ten days after he became the
Rector of the University of Freiburg, he joined the Nazi party. I find it curious that some of
Heidegger’s closest associates were Jewish, namely Edmund Husserl, to whom he dedicated
his classic work Sein and Zeit (Being and Time), and Hannah Arendt with whom he had a
romantic relationship at one stage (Chu, Morgan & Wardle, 1999). The atrocities of the
Holocaust touch closely with even my own biography. I had not made the connection
between my research, Nazi-ism and self, until I was talking about my research in a dramatic
workshop hosted by arts-based researcher Esther Fitzpatrick, at the University of Auckland.
Esther asked that I participate in a fictionalised drama, in which my role was to act as a
recently graduated PhD student being interviewed on television. In this fictional interview
audience members in the studio could stand and represent ghosts from my research. These
ghosts were meant to represent the people who influenced my research (Fitzpatrick, 2015).
In the drama, I could address the ghost and explain to everyone how I was influenced by him
or her. (Earlier on in the arts-based research workshop, Esther had asked us to represent
our identity in some way—I remember painting Van Gogh’s starry night, as my father was
Dutch). As I was being interviewed on television, a woman from the audience stood up and
said:
I am the ghost of Adrian’s research. I am Heidegger, a Nazi.
At the time I was dumbfounded. I did not know how to respond. I remember thinking that I
had not invited such a horror into my study. The fictional drama was making some
surprising and disturbing connections for me. My father was a boy in Holland during the
war. The fact that my father had emigrated to New Zealand, to the other side of the world,
soon after the war ended and seldom spoke of his childhood to us, suggested to me that he
felt as if the past was best left there—in silence. We knew that his family in Holland hid
Jews in their house, and as a boy he swore not to speak a word to a soul—silence. We knew
his father owned a flower shop in Haarlem and the German soldiers came by and purchased
flowers for their Fräulein. Such beauty and such hideousness seemed to cohabitate. I find
this with Heidegger too. Heidegger’s beauty of thought and love of poetry seemed to
cohabitate with a disturbing silence from his past.
In this thesis, I mainly draw on Heidegger’s philosophy of essence and language and, with
the latter, particularly his focus on poetic language. Criticism levelled at Heidegger, beyond
his association with Nazi-ism, although conceivably not unrelated, surrounds his dealings
with the self. In this regard, Hayim (2001) argues criticism is levelled at Heidegger’s “closed
system” (p. x), because Heidegger’s scholarship ignores the depth of interactions and
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relationships between people as a major experience of human existence. To address this core
aspect of being, which I perceive to be central to the experiences of tutors in alternative
education, I turn to another Martin: Jewish existentialist Martin Buber.
My turn from Heidegger to Buber has historical underpinnings. Both men, who wrote at the
same period of history, sought to “wrench philosophy from what they deemed to be the
myopic focus on the isolated subject of cognition” (Siegfried7, cited by Mendes-Flohrs, 2013,
26:59). This focus on cognition, Mendes-Flohrs (2013) argues, has been advocated
consistently from Descartes right through to Husserl. Both Heidegger and Buber turned to
the philosophy of language and dialogue to liberate men and women from their minds.
However Buber considered Heidegger’s analysis inadequate, due to his lack of consideration
of the other. Both sought to meet and discuss their philosophies, and indeed they met in 1957:
In the late spring of 1957 Buber and Heidegger met at the bucolic grounds of a
castle perched some 300 meters above the eastern shore of Lake Constance, with a
view of the Swiss Alps and the Upper Rhine valley to the south. These two
septuagenarian philosophers strolled for hours in animated conversation. (MendesFlohrs, 2013, 9:39)
However, that meeting was subject to controversy, particularly given Buber was Jewish, and
Heidegger’s link to Nazi-sim (Mendes-Flohrs, 2013). Heidegger and Buber did not meet
again, although, perhaps in a metaphorical sense, they meet once again in this thesis.
Buber (1996) contends that we all live with a two-fold attitude based on the primary words I
-Thou and I-It. Mutuality of relationship is I-Thou; Objectification and institutionalization
are expressed as I-It. The It world is the world of experience; anything experienced becomes
an It. The Thou world is the world of relationship. However, Buber (1996) contends that we
cannot live in a purely Thou world because “without It [the world] you cannot remain alive;
its reliability preserves you, but if you were to die into it, then you would be buried in
nothingness” (p. 83). However, while every Thou is “doomed by its nature to become a
thing” (p. 69), it is able to “catch fire and become present” (p. 90). Thus, Buber offers my
study a philosophy of relationships between humankind. This offering has potential to help
explain the reciprocal relationships I have observed between tutors and students in
alternative education, in which the students are reignited, and recovered from their at-risk/It
label. Moreover, his theories have informed education research, particularly visible in adult
Siegfied and Mendes-Flohrs are scholars on the subject of the relationship between the philosophies
of Buber and Heidegger. As Seigfield’s major work concerning this, Abkehr vom Subjekt, is only in
German, a language I do not speak, I am using Mendes-Flohrs interpretation and translation of this
work in English.
7
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education studies (Guilherme & Morgan, 2009). In addition, Buber’s explication of I-Thou
personally challenges me about approaching my research participants in empathetic and
caring ways. I am provoked by Buber to present a thesis that demonstrates both the human
and the eternal nature of I-Thou (Buber, 1996). Buber re/appears throughout this thesis, it is
as if he is with me on this research voyage, helping me to attend to Thou.

Phenomenology and education research
Given that my research was undertaken in an education setting, I now explore some key
examples of phenomenological studies in education that resonate with the work I have
observed in alternative education. Such studies can be divided into research that either views
phenomenology as an educative process, or uses phenomenology as a methodology.
Henriksson’s (2012) charge is that, “it is time to recapitulate the connection between
hermeneutic phenomenology as research method and pedagogical practice” (p. 134). My
thesis attempts to fulfil this charge, whereby my phenomenological inquiry (through poetic
inquiry methods) will potentially reveal a phenomenological pedagogy (the essences of tutors
in alternative education).
Henriksson (2012) articulates the contribution phenomenology makes to education studies
claiming that it gives relevant knowledge, pertinent to pedagogical practices. Thus,
Henriksson (2012) believes phenomenology is the, “Missing link between theory and
practice” (p. 134). For example, Henriksson (2012) writes that, “It gives us the tools to
discover what goes on; moment-by-moment, in different corners of the classroom… sees the
unique person as a living, breathing, subject… works against compartmentalizing…” (pp.
134-5). Of particular resonance with my study is Henrikson’s (2012) point that
phenomenological research, “Advocates a language which is expressive and which resembles
the language we use” (p. 135). As will be discussed later, my thesis pivots on representing
the expressive voices of tutors in alternative education.
Phenomenological research suggests that something important has been lost in the way that
pedagogy is discussed, and that phenomenology offers the chance to bring back into our
vision key elements such as compassion, intuition, and embodiment. Phenomenology’s
impact on educational research emerged from Europe and the United States as early as the
1950s. Martinus Jan Langeveld in the Netherlands, and Otto Bollnow in Germany,
grounded education in the child’s existence (Vandenberg, 1997). Strasser (1997) believes
that phenomenological studies in education, unlike empirical or normative research, will be
able to reveal pedagogy that “lies enclosed in our pre-academic knowledge of it” (p. 101).
This is particularly pertinent to my study in which I aim to describe and understand
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pedagogies of tutors, which may or may not reflect ‘best evidence’ pedagogies. Examples of
phenomenological education studies include Bollnow’s thesis that centred on children and
young peoples’ encounters with curriculum that enabled them to “emerge from out of the
inauthentic existence of everydayness into authentic existence” (Vandenberg, 1997, p. 14).
Thus, he found the curriculum acted to enliven young people to make sense of their everyday
world. In the United States, Maxine Greene (1997) studied how literature can help students
be ‘awake’ in their everyday life. Greene (1997) explains that, “Literature allows us to enter a
world defined by other horizons” (p. 171). More recent examples of phenomenological
research in education have studied topics such as: schools as places of unselving (Bonnett,
2009,) where students’ lost (rather than gained) a sense of their individuality, the
phenomenology of students transitioning into secondary schools (Ganeson & Ehrich, 2009),
and the use of multi-modal interviews to reveal children’s embodied voices (Nielsen, 2012).
A key thinker, and prolific writer, in phenomenology on education is Max van Manen, who
writes about both phenomenological method and phenomenological pedagogy (van Manen,
1982, 1990, 1991, 1997, 2002, 2011, 2012, 2014). In terms of phenomenological method, van
Manen (1990) explains that “phenomenology is the study of lived experience” that produces
“plausible insights not theories” (p. 9). In terms of phenomenological pedagogy, van Manen
(1982) contributes to our thinking about teaching in its essential, primordial, pre-reflective
state. Hence, van Manen (1982) maintains that an examination of pedagogy cannot be the
result of a series of prescriptive elements nor can it be found in “some life philosophy or value
system”, rather pedagogy is a “relationship of practical actions between an adult and a young
person who is on the way to adulthood” (p. 284). Van Manen argues that pedagogy is a
response to ‘call’ and therefore intuitive and compassionate. This resonates with Buber’s
(2002) lamentation: “education has lost the paradise of pure instinctiveness” (p. 106).
Another key concept that phenomenology brings to the table is Heidegger’s (1968) Called
Thinking. Peters (2009) suggests that there has been no philosopher since Socrates who was
as “committed to questions of education and to good teaching as Heidegger” (p. xi).
Heidegger (1968) maintains that “to learn means to make everything we do answer to
whatever essentials address themselves to us at a given time” (p. 15). Heidegger talks of
called thinking, which is a way of being-in-the-world and responding to those things that are
most thought provoking. Of particular relevance to my research is Heidegger’s (1968)
example of the cabinetmaker’s apprentice who learns, not only knowledge related to cabinet
making and the use of tools, but responds to the different types and shapes of wood through
his relationship with the wood. From this anecdote Heidegger (1968) observes that
“without relatedness, the craft will never be anything but empty busywork, any occupation
without it will be determined exclusively with business concerns” (p. 15). Heidegger (1968)
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maintains that the teacher is one who “lets learn” (p.15), assisting the student with
comprehension. The teacher, according to Heidegger, must also be a learner: “being more
teachable than his apprentices” (p. 15).
Phenomenology as a research methodology is particularly appropriate to the alternative
education setting. Goodman (1999) observes that alternative education is founded by the
philosophic paradigms of existentialism and phenomenology as, “the focus is upon the
individual and his or her development as an authentic self” (p. 19). The span of
phenomenological inquiry “grasping the whole as stuff happens in education that is not
educational” (Vandenberg, 1997, p. 5) per-se, provides an opportunity to take a fresh look at
the breadth of what learning means for students in alternative education centres beyond only
classroom teaching. Gaining understanding from the life-world of tutors in alternative
education honours knowledge, which derives from tutors’ theories in action (Argyris & Schon,
1974), which may not yet have become research-based evidence.
The validity of this phenomenological research is found in the ‘phenomenological’ nod. Van
Manen (1990) outlines that “…a good phenomenological description is something that we
can nod to, recognizing it as an experience that we have had or could have” (p. 27).
Theologian Henri Nouwen (1972) puts it this way, “You say what I suspected, you express
what I vaguely felt, you bring to the fore what I fearfully kept in the back of my mind. Yes,
yes – you say who we are, you recognize our condition…” (p. 39). Thus, primary success of
this research can be evaluated in the tutors being able to recognize their voices in what I
write. Secondly, the validity of the research is established from the nod of readers, such as
academic researchers, when they connect common experiences of humanity (van Manen,
1990).

Phenomenology and poetry
Poetry… is phenomenology of the soul.
(Bachelard 1994, p. xx)

In this section I take what Galvin and Todres (2009) call the “very short step from
phenomenology to poetry” (p. 308). As van Manen (1990) describes, phenomenology is a
“poetizing activity” (p. 13). A poet can give “linguistic expression to some aspect of human
experience that cannot be paraphrased without losing a sense of the vivid truthfulness that
lines of the poems are somehow able to communicate” (van Manen, 1990, p. 71). In my
study, in order to find and represent the phenomenological world of eight tutors, I sought to
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find poetry in their voices: from observations of their daily work, research interviews, and a
performative workshop my tutors participated in.
The link between phenomenology and poetry is also clearly made by Heidegger. Thwaites
(2009) explains that poetry for Heidegger was “an ‘essential language’ that could speak of
‘being’” (p. 229). Indeed Heidegger (1971) posits that “what is spoken purely is the poem” (p.
192). Thwaites (2009) reveals that for Heidegger, this passage of essential language is
privileged above practical language as, language is able to “establish beings and ‘keep’ them”
(p. 229). Furthermore, Goethe (1988) observes that:
we get by in life with our everyday language, for we describe only superficial
relationships, the instant we speak of deeper relationships, another language springs
up: poetic language (p. 26)
Researchers and artists alike have highlighted the special nature of poetry. For example,
educational researcher Cahnmann (2003) speaks of poetry’s ability to capture “depth of
feeling in the original situation” (p. 33). Poet and author Diane Wakoski (1980) writes that
poetry is the “structured presentation of feeling” (p. 5.). Skelton (1978) argues poetry
“presents a kind of ‘total’ awareness which is not available elsewhere”, and involves “sharing
as well as recognising an experience” (p. 76). Throughout my study I have hoped that poetry
will capture the total awareness/heart/depth/music of tutors’ lived experiences, that it will
compel readers’ hearts as well as their ‘heads’. I wanted to provide an opportunity for reader
to meet the tutor as if in person, and also the tutor to be confronted with himself or herself in
a strange, yet, familiar way.
Moreover, in a more fundamental way, poems can be viewed as phenomenon. Therefore
poetry not only tells of life, it is life. This was an important premise to my research methods
of seeking poetry in the voices of tutors as I philosophically presupposed that there is a
certain poetic nature of our being. Heidegger (1971) writes: “…Being’s poem/ just begun,
/is man8 (p. 4). I reflected on this statement in the following poem I wrote, expressing my
need to have ‘me, the poem’ live with the space to become, and to breathe.

#!This

is better rendered today as ‘men and women.’!
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if i am a poem
i need this space
to become
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Heidegger (1971) provides a commentary on a poem of Friedrich Holderin’s in which
Holderin writes, “…poetically man dwells” (p. 213). Taking this line as inspiration,
Heidegger (1971) contends that the poetic is more than “a flight into dream land” or just
“literature” as it is poetry that lets us dwell (p. 215). The idea that Heidegger progresses is
that poetic dwelling supersedes a fixed structure, such as a house, and requires humankind to
think of dwelling in more poetic terms as his or her space on earth and under sky. Heidegger
(1971) argues that this is where the concept of dwelling is developed and against which it is
measured. Thus, men and women find “proper abode of his [or her] existence in language”
(Heidegger 1971, p. 57). Furthermore, given that the word ‘poetry’ derives from the Greek
poi"sis which means ‘to make’ in the sense of “bringing something from concealment into the
full light” (Whitehead, 2003, para. 9). Thus, the substructure of all existence is indeed
poetry: “Every occasion for whatever passes beyond the nonpresent and goes forward into
presencing is poi"sis, bringing forth” (Heidegger, 1977, p. 10 citing Plato, Symposium 205b).
Heidegger (1977) expands on the notion of poi"sis to also include ‘physis’, which he explains
below as a bringing-forth from within:
It is of utmost importance that we think bringing-forth in its full scope and at the
same time in the sense in which the Greeks thought it. Not only handcraft
manufacture, not only artistic and poetical bringing into appearance and concrete
imagery, is a bringing-forth, poi"sis. Physis also, the arising of something from out
of itself, is a bringing-forth, poi"sis. Physis is indeed poi"sis in the highest sense. For
what presences by means of physis has the bursting open belonging to bringingforth, e.g., the bursting of a blossom into bloom, in itself (en heautoi). (p.10)

Heidegger’s assertion that we dwell poetically is supported by Gibbs (1994), who argues that
our everyday use of metaphorical language points to the poetic nature of us all, which is
internalised in our very consciousness. Similarly, Rosenthal (1974) remarks that poetry
derives from human experience, which is in “the province of everyone’s thoughts” (p. 5).
Rosenthal (1974) further emphasizes the importance of poetry for all human beings, in the
claim that, “The poetic process goes on incessantly in the minds of people who would never
believe it, who are sure they have neither an interest in poetry nor the ability to grasp it” (p.
5). Rosenthal’s position then suggests poetic inquiry as an appropriate approach, even if the
tutors in this study might not see themselves as poetic.
Our everday language is potentially one place where we can explore poetic dwelling, as
Gokak (1952) refers to language as, “fossil poetry”, and a, “cemetery of dead metaphors” (p.
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31). Moreover, an examination of etymological roots is a phenomenological enterprise. Van
manen (1990) believes that:
Being attentive to the etymological origins of words may sometimes put us in touch
with an original form of life where the terms still had living ties to the lived
experiences from which they orginially sprang. (p. 59)
Thus, throughout this thesis I cite dictionary meanings (from etymological sources, standard
English and M!ori dictionaries), as a phenomenological and poetic method to “return to
things themselves” (Merleau Ponty, 1962, p. ix).
One inference I gained from Heidegger’s philosophy is a transformative possibility. I contend
that if our dwelling is in language, then, when we alter our language, we can alter the places
of our dwelling. For example, I wondered if the way tutors’ spoke to their students could
provoke alternative dwelling places for their students who find themselves in limiting
situations. In this way, poetry not only represents actuality of being, but also expresses
potentiality—and therefore can be seen as a tool of critical hope, a “house of Possibility”
(Dickinson 1960, p. 327). Therefore, this phenomenological research extends “beyond the
use of poetic methods to a way of being in the world” (Prendergast, 2009b, p. 1) in which
poetry can create alternative dwelling places.

Finding essences
In this section I explore the word essence and explain the concept and my philosophical
approach to finding essences of tutors in alternative education. Opposition to the concept of
essence first confronted me when I was participating in a workshop at the Second Critical
studies in Drama in Education International Symposium in 2011, at the University of Auckland.
In a workshop for PhD students we were asked to share our topics of study through a ‘speed
dating’ drama. In one date, I was paired with a visiting professor to the symposium, who
told me that he had a problem with the term essence. He cautioned me, that in my use of
essence, I could be working to ‘pin people down’, enslaving them to a set of ‘ideal’
characteristics. I was provoked by his caution. I knew that my motivation was not to create
a list of essential characteristics of tutors, yet on the other hand, I felt drawn to the term
essences. Back then I didn’t have the words or philosophical knowledge to assert, as I do
now, that essence can relate to fragrances of being, “spirit awakening impressions” (Buber,
1996, p. 70) which, derives from poetic dwelling.
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Notions of essence have had a troubled philosophical history because essence is a word that
seems to have been colonised both by positivists and artists to manifest in “manifold forms”
(Marcuse, 1968, p. 43). Etymologically, the word essence derives from Greek esse meaning
“to be” (Harper 2015b). Harper reveals that essence originally meant the “substance of the
Trinity”, and it was not until the 1650s that ‘essence’ was used in English to mean “the basic
element of anything.” A M!ori concept similar to essence is mauri. Marsden9 (2003) speaks
of mauri as the “elemental essence imparted by the wairua [spirit]” (p. 47). Marsden (2003)
explains that mauri gives “uniqueness and being to each individual object; and it is that
element that is immanent in all things knitting and bonding them together” (p. 47). Pere
(1994) provides an example of an individual’s mauri with the following:
If a person feels that she is respected and accepted for what she herself represents
and believes in, particularly by people who relate or interact with her, then her
mauri waxes; but should she feel that people are not accepting her in her totality, so
that she is unable to make a positive contribution from her own makeup as a person,
then her mauri wanes. Certain influences can either strengthen or weaken the
mauri of a person. (p. 32-33)
Thus, my approach to essences is similar to the way Pere conveys mauri, in that I am seeking
to find elements that give tutors their uniqueness in alternative education; which I will
explore on an individual tutor basis, and also the shared understandings of essences between
tutors.
In terms of Western notions of essence, Marcuse (1968) cites Plato as having first
formulated a theory on essence “for the unity and universality of Being” (p. 45). Plato’s
theory of forms is based on the notion of pre-existent metaphysical essences that are
unchangeable ideals for which life strives to attain. In Plato’s book Phaedo (2001), Socrates
and Cebes discuss this concept of essence:
Then now let us return to the previous discussion. Is that idea or essence, which in
the dialectical process we define as essence of true existence- whether essence of
equality, beauty, or anything else: are these essences, I say, liable at time to some
degree of change? Or are they each of them always what they are, having the same
simple, self-existent and unchanging forms, and not admitting of variation at all, or
in any way, or at any time?
9 The Rev. M!ori Marsden (of the Nga puhi tribe) came from Tai Tokerau (the North of New
Zealand’s North Island, from the same region where I was raised as a child). There are subtle
differences in M!ori dialects between tribes in New Zealand. I feel honoured to bring insights of the
Nga puhi M!ori worldview into this thesis, having known many Nga puhi M!ori.
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They must always be the same, Socrates, replied Cebes. (p. 21)
The essentialist notions of essences have reappeared throughout history. Marcuse (1968)
elaborates that, in the era of rational subjectivity, “knowledge of essence has primarily the
function of binding the critical freedom of the individual to pre-given, unconditionally valid
necessities” (p. 44). Thus, “It is no longer the spontaneity of the concept” (Marcuse, 1968, p.
44). The propagation of this kind of essence, Marcuse (1968) argues, leads the individual to
“surrender to the powers of the authoritarian state” (p. 45).
In a phenomenological frame, Marcuse (1968) points to Husserl’s concept of essence as also
contributing to “the doctrine of essence found in its classical form” (p. 44). However,
essences and phenomenology are intrinsically linked, for “phenomenology is the study of
essences” (Merleau-Ponty 1962, p. vii). In this phenomenological study I take a hermeneutic
approach to essences, rather than Husserl’s positivist stance. Heidegger (1977) renders
essence as “the manner in which something pursues its course”; how it “endures its presenceing” (p.3). I argue that, if poetry lets us dwell (Heidegger 1971), then poetic language can
reveal what is sustaining us because we are because of poetry. Phenomenological inquiry in
this sense is perceiving an entity and thinking about what that entity perceives. Hayim
(2001) suggests that “by perceiving and thinking, quite often the essence and nature is being
disclosed” (p. 9). In this way “knowledge of essences is linked to Dasein’s concern and
fascination of the world” (Hayim 2001, p. 9). Thus, I aim that my reflections during my
fieldwork will lead to phenomenological knowledge that shines. Reflection also
acknowledges my face as the observer, reflecting back at me, in those things that I find
shining. Therefore, I become visible in this process of observing and making meaning.
I use essences throughout this study to help interpret my research data: the found poems. In
this way, I position essences as a hermeneutic method. Van Manen (2011) writes that
“phenomenology becomes hermeneutical when its method is taken to be interpretive (rather
than purely descriptive…)” (para. 1). Therefore, the poems are descriptive, and received
essences as the interpretation. However, hermeneutic phenomenology presents a tension, in
that, on one hand its charge is to be immersed in the world of the research (van Manen,
2014), yet and on the other hand, maintain a phenomenological attitude that that embraces:
“disciplined naïveté, bridled dwelling, disinterested attentiveness, and/or the process of
retaining an empathic wonderment in the face of the world” (Finlay, 2012, p. 24). While
being in the world of the alternative education tutors, leaning on my experience as a
connoisseur of alternative education, I must, therefore remind myself to be open to the
wonder of research and the formulation of new meanings, and essences. In this regard,
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Wolff’s (1976) notion of surrender-and-catch closely describes my approach to finding
essences. Wolff (1976) explains that surrender is an act of “cognitive love: total involvement,
suspension of received notions, pertinence of everything, identification and risk of being
hurt” (p. 20). In addition to an attitude of wonder and awake-ness, the essences ensue from
mutual relationships between the researcher and the participant. This is not an objectified, IIt relationship, as Buber (1996) describes, but an I-Thou relationship where “the Thou meets
me through grace – it is not found by seeking’ (p. 26). By catch, Wolff (1976) means “the
cognitive or existential result, yield, harvest… of surrender… a new conceiving, a new
concept, a beginning, a new being-in-the-world” (p. 20). The catch is the essence. The
essence is my interpretation of the poetry.
Indeed the essences that I derive from the alternative education tutors in this study are
potentially endless. I can never come to a point of saying that I completely know all of the
possible lived experiences of tutors. This is why I refer to essences (plural) of tutors rather
than the ‘essence’ of the tutor. Wolff explains (1986):
The reason for the infinite nature of interpretation is the inexhaustibility of the
spirit, the perpetualness and perpetuity of wonderment. But man [sic] is not a
spirit alone but mixed, and the claims on his non-exclusively human features
interrupt or end exploration continually. (p. 351)
I acknowledge that the essences found are at best an approximation, or a “provisional sketch
of…[the tutors]… total being” Merleau-Ponty (1962, p. 198). As Bachelard (1994) remarks
“…the poetic image is essentially variational, and not, in the case of the concept, constitutive”
(p. xix). As Sokolowski (2000) remarks, “the thing will always hold more appearances in
reserve” (p. 28).
A further aspect of essence is that the essences of themselves are never fixed, but are instead
continually re-creating. Essence then, is always in a state of becoming. Heidegger (1996)
writes that “Dasein (being), as itself, has to become, that is, be, what it is not yet” (p. 226).
Heidegger gives the example of unripe fruit that “moves toward its ripeness” (p. 226). Being
is always moving towards it purpose. Dewey (1934) concurs when he says, “all genuine
expression moves, in this sense toward ‘essence’” (p. 293). In defining essence he terms it the
“gist” of a thing (Dewey 1934, p. 293). Similarly, Marcuse (1968) asserts a “new sharpness”
(p. 69) for notions of essence when he suggests that an essence includes both the potentiality
and actuality of what is. He suggests that this “incongruity of potentiality and actuality” is
an historical relationship that “can be transformed in this life by real men [and women]” (p.
69). Marcuse (1968) believes that essences will need to, “prove themselves in the practice of
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the associated individuals and no longer in absolute consciousness divorced from practice” (p.
87). Therefore, while I find the essences of tutors in this study, these essences in themselves
are also in a state of becoming. The essences I find are caught in motion of recreating, as
tutors move toward their purposes. The tutors are agents, re/creating their essences as they
respond to their students’ needs and their own sense of purpose as tutors in the alternative
education space.
Essences find an arts-based expression through poetry, for poetry is a graceful way into
essences. As Wakoski (1980) contends, “essence transcends the poet” (p. 34). On a number
of occasions researchers who use poetry and poetic devices remark that in their studies they
have either pursued or found essences. The idea that essences can be discerned emanating
from the poem would support Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) view that language has the ability to
enable essences to “exist in a state of separation” (p. xv.). For example Lahnman and Richard
(2013) describe editing and revising their research poems “again and again… [to] get closer
to the essence of participants’ understandings” (p. 352). Cahnmann-Taylor’s (2009) writes in
her poetic research that, “After the field I returned to my office to write up my notes in the
computer and used poetry to help me catch the essence of what was said (p. 22).” Glesne
(1997), in her poetic transcription of her research participant Dona Juana, recalls that she
was “trying to understand the essence of what she [Dona Juana] was saying”… and then
“portray the essences that I understood” (p. 206). Sparkes, Nigles, Swan and Dowling (2003)
explain that finding the essence in their research is “capturing something deep and
personal… [at an] emotional level” (p. 156). Leavy (2009) argues that poems “surrounded
by space and weighted by silence, break through the noise to present an essence” (p. 63). In
one New Zealand study, which used poetry for ethnographic inquiry into people’s
experiences living in informal housing (such as in garages, buses, sheds, and tents), the
researchers reflect on their process in this way:
Poetry captures the essence of
the how, the why, the what.
Captures the essence of dreams.
Speaks
to the heart of the matter.
(Carroll, Dew & Howden-Chapman 2011, p.2, authors’ italics and word spacing)
Additionally, Clarke (2014) states, “In the distillation of language into poetry, I find my
truest expression of self and thought” (p. 105). Clearly poetry is a powerful way into
essences and, thus, should enable me to find the essences of the lived experiences of tutors in
alternative education.
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In addition, I argue that the essence of an individual can be generalized. Eisner (1981)
contends that, “Generalization is possible because of the belief that the general resides in the
particular and because what one learns from a particular applies to other situations
subsequently encounters” (p. 7). To explore some of the shared essences, or
intersubjectivities, in this thesis I worked with tutors in a workshop together (see Chapter 7).
Intersubjectivity provides a different view of essences again because “a much richer array of
manifolds comes into play” (Sokolowski 2000, p. 31). Merleau-Ponty (1962) points out:
The phenomenological world is not pure being, but the sense which is revealed
where the paths of …various experiences intersect, and also whereby our own and
other people’s intersect and engage each other like gears (p. 22).
As Furman, Langer, Davis, Gallardo and Kulkarni, (2007) maintain, “while a poem addresses
the experiences of one person, they have the capacity to sensitize readers to existential
themes that are often shared by many people” (p. 303). Faulkner (2009) talks about research
poetry as “a way to tap into universality” (p. 17). Luce-Kapler (2009) argues, “Poetry has a
way of drawing us toward a phenomenon so that we feel the emotional reverberations of a
shared moment” (p. 75). Moreover, because I am a connoisseur of alternative education, I
bring a depth of experience, that yields nuanced poetic representations that I consider
resonant beyond the individual tutors in this study. Thus, while the limitation of this
research is that it has only eight research participants, their particular experiences may
indeed resonate with similar experiences that others are having, both in alternative education
and beyond.

Poetic inquiry
My phenomenological informed use of poetry in research finds a home in the methodology of
poetic inquiry. Poetic inquiry is an arts-based research method using poetry and poetic
techniques to gather, analyse and represent research findings (Butler-Kisber, 2010;
Prendergast, Leggo & Sameshima, 2009; Thomas, Cole & Stewart, 2012; Yallop, Wiebe,
Faulkner, 2014). Prendergast (2015) points out that poetic inquirers are a “small, but
growing community of methodological practice” (p. 5). Before I more fully explain poetic
inquiry, I present a found poem that I wrote, taking words and phrases I heard from many
presenters/ performers at the Fourth International Symposium on Poetic Inquiry in Montreal,
Canada, in October 2013. Monica Prendergast and Carl Leggo initiated the first symposium,
at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada in 2007. Yallop et al. (2014)
consider the symposium to be one of the “communal sites of poetic inquiry, sites we return to
for our own nourishment as we continue our work as poetic inquirers” (p. 2). Creating this
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found poem was my way of representing the essences of the symposium. The poem
demonstrates how I was nourished and challenged as a poetic inquirer by likeminded
researchers. In this poem I use uppercase letters, as the poem is made solely from direct
quotations from presenters, as I heard them. I have footnoted the name of the presenter and
their presentation title.
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Found poem from International Symposium of Poetic Inquiry 2013
In my body is a poem
I want it to be a found poem10
Sometimes we are Icarus; sometimes we are that delicate ship11
All on the journey to the last bridge12
Ivory is cold, so I carved myself a poetic path13
Inflection, volume, pace, accent
The face, the body
reduced to print14
Language is always inadequate15
The poem almost an approximation16
Lyric language is my blunt instrument17
Allow the poem’s secret to speak18
Hold the deepest roots of hearing19
Breathe in suffering
breathe out love20
I am always looking for the face of God21
Where is the poem in the refugee camp?22
If she was born in peacetime she may have been a poet23
Sunlight and zephyrs don’t play favourites24
Time is eclipsed, remembered25
Nobody seems to be reading much of anything these days26
[cont.]

Sean Wiebe, What is a good for a poemis good for the poet.
Amanda Gulla, Awakening the imgaination through poetic inquiry in teacher education.
12 Kathleen Galvin, The poets know something about the fullness of human well-being.
13 Monica Prendergast, Seeing the forest through the trees: A poetic inquiry bibliographic update, 2007-2012.
14 Joe Norris, Intertextuality: The ontology of experience poetry with images and live recorded sound.
15 Christi Kramer, What resounds, endures.
16 Daniela Elza, The ecology of being.
17 Lorri Neilsen Glenn, Lost and found: poetry and resistance.
18 Merle Nudelman, Change, healing, and insight through poetry.
19 Kathleen Galvin, The poets know something about the fullness of human well-being.
20 Susan Walsh, Poetic inquiry as compassionate practice: research with women and difficult experiences in
teaching.
21 alexandra fidyx, The moon, the crane and the great mother: revisiting the work of Marija Gimbutas
22 Karen Meyer, The breath of place.
23 Heather McLeod & Gisela Ruebsaat, Parents and poetry: engaging lost voices.
24 Mika Yoshimoto, Curriculum as Zen: Six poetic ruminations in the philosophical context of Zen.
25 Sarah Penwarden, Listening with a tuned ear: Writing rescued speech poetry for people who have lost loved
partners.
26 Carl Leggo, The vocation of poetry: Writing a lively love of the world.
10
11
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Affirm! Affirm! Affirm!27
Bring poems into the world
It is blood28
It is sky – spread blue like butter29
Words are not an exhaustible resource30
Decant our poetry
Slowly31

Jane Piirto, Coming back to poetry.!
Carl Leggo, The vocation of poetry: Writing a lively love of the world.
29 Sally Gradle, Art at the end of time.
30 Kedrick James, Antics of a cultural recycler.
31 Carl Leggo, The vocation of poetry: Writing a lively love of the world.!
27
28
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Poetic inquiry is an expression of arts-based methodology. Springgay, Irwin and Kind
(2005) argue that arts-based research is neither qualitative nor quantitative, but is firmly
arts. In terms of arts-based methodologies, Eisner (1981) contends that “what artistic
approaches seek is to exploit the power of the form to inform” (p. 7). Therefore, this study
uses the form of poetry to inform.
Poetic Inquiry, according to Butler-Kisber (2012) “got a boost in the qualitative circles” (p.
144) when sociologist Laurel Richardson began to use found poetry in her research.
Richardson (2000) explains that “by writing in different ways, we discover new aspects of our
topic and our relationship to it” (p. 923). Poetry changes the relationship to our topic
because, as Stewart (2012) writes, poems are “… often an invitation into the complex terrain
of epistemological, ontological, or ethical reflection, in exploratory non-didactic ways”
(Stewart 2012, p. 46). Particularly in education settings, Cahnmann (2003) observes that
poetic research is able to “represent and interpret complexity” (p. 31). Furthermore, poetry
can make research more accessible to a wider audience, an audience who “longs for fresh
language to describe the indescribable emotional and intellectual experiences in and beyond
classroom” (Cahnmann-Taylor, 2009, p. 26). I perceive that the use of poetry in research can
fall on a continuum where, on one end, poetry is used to illustrate a certain point or anecdote
and, where at the other end, the research becomes an holistic extension of the researcher
“living poetically” (Leggo, 2005, p. 175). The latter aligns with a/r/tography (artist,
researcher, teacher) in which “research becomes a process of exchange that is not separated
from the body but emerges through an intertwining of mind and body, self and other, and
through our interactions with the world” (Irwin & Springgay, 2008, p. xxii).
The emergence of poetry and poetic methods in research has been thoroughly documented
by Prendergast (2009a; 2015). Prendergast (2009a, p. xx) states that the term poetic inquiry is
“an umbrella to cover the multiple terminologies” (p. xx). Prendergast found at least 40
terms, for example: research poetry, data poetry, poetic representation, poetic transcription,
and poetic narrative. Faulkner (2009) prefers to use the term research poetry; she explains that
“this label places poems firmly in the context of research, emphasizing goals of poetic inquiry
as both a method and product of research activity” (p. 20). Through Prendergast’s (2015)
analysis of her 600-page bibliography of poetry in research, she finds five Vox-es (voices) of
poetry in research (expanded from her original three voices in her 2009 study):
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Vox Theoria/Vox Poetica: Poems about self, writing and poetry as method
Vox Justitia: Poems on equity, equality, social justice, class, freedom
Vox Identitatis: Poems exploring self/participants’ gender, race, sexuality
Vox Custodia: Poetry of caring, cursing, caregivers’/patients’ experiences
Vox Procreator: Poetry of parenting, family, and/or religion (p. 6)
My study’s voices of poetry, are potentially Vox Justitia/Vox Identitatis as the thesis explores
the identity of tutors who work with some of New Zealand’s most disenfranchised young
people as they help them to re/engage with education.
The voice of poetry in alternative education research is only a whisper, beyond pedagogical
material to support teachers in teaching poetry to young people ‘at risk’ (Morrell & DuncanAndradae, 2004). One whisper of poetry in alternative education research was particularly
disturbing as I was confronted with young people disenfranchised from their own creativity.
In a United States study, Kim’s (2011) narrative on an alternative education student Kevin
Gonzales, she asked him to keep a journal. In the journal, Kevin writes some poems. Kevin
explains his use of poetry this way:
I want to leave a little mark in the world by writing good poetry or making good
music. My school doesn’t teach me how to become a poet or a musician. No teacher
is interested in the world of my poetry or music. To them, I’m just a troublemaker. I
don’t want to play this school game anymore. (p. 86)
A poem Kevin wrote in his journal ends with:
…yesterday I didn’t have to think
As I faded away
I’m the same
But never been sane
Any more
It’s seeping in
To every pore
I’m hanging from fear
Can you admit that you’re scared

In New Zealand, there are no research poems directly emerging from the alternative
education space, apart from those of my own that emerge from this study (Schoone, 2014;
2015; in press). However, Fitzpatrick (2012) writes poems as one method in her critical
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ethnography on young people’s perspectives of health and physical education and schooling
in New Zealand. Fitzpatrick (2012) explains, “Poetry is an overtly creative mode of
representation; it doesn’t pretend to be objective” (p. 12). Fitzpatrick (2012) describes the
use of poetry in her research as, “as a way to communicate my response to students in the
moment(s) of a class” (p. 12). One example of found poetry from Fitzpatrick’s study emerged
from a conversation between two sixteen year old girls, one she called Harriet: who is
M!ori/Nuiean; and the other she called Emily: a Cook Island M!ori. The girls’ thoughts
may resonate with my study within alternative education in that many of the students in
Creative Learning Scheme live in the suburb of Otara which the girls in Fitzpatrick’s study
mention:

(p. 13)
Fitzpatrick (2012) also wrote poems about the social realities of the communities in which
the young people in her study lived. The students in my study share these same Auckland
communities:

(p.13)
In New Zealand, students from alternative education provider Tagata Pasifika (Pacific
People) have published their poems on line, under the direction of their teacher the Rev. Mua
Strickson Pua (Donaldson, 2006a, b). The poems are introduced with these words: “The
poems speak from the perspectives of our pasifika youth, and challenge you to see the world
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through their young eyes; listen to their young hearts, minds and spirits speak” (Donaldson,
2006a, para. 1). Therefore, in a way, the students were conducting their own poetic inquiry
of their alternative education journeys. The following poem by one of these young people,
Robbie Donaldson, points to alternative education being an educational environment that
has fostered personal change for him:

GREY LYNN32
Walking to Grey Lynn central
all I see is our crew feeling so good
relaxing chilling just hanging out
my brain begins to think of new ways
it’s about making good choices
and living with the consequences
of my drugs and alcohol
gotta get my shit together.

Found Poetry
Found Poetry is my primary method of poetic inquiry. Found poetry derives from the
literary tradition, exemplified by poets such as Blaise Cendrars, David Antin and Charles
Reznikoff. On the basis that humankind dwells poetically, in this thesis I sought the essences
of the lived experiences by ‘finding’ poetry from their tutors’ everyday discourse from their
work in alternative education, research interview transcripts, and from a performative
workshop that the tutors participated in. I recovered the poetry from the voices of tutors
who live in a prose-laden world.
Laurel Richardson (1992) pioneered found poetry as a research method. In her study of
unmarried mothers Richardson told the story of Louisa May, transcribing the tape into 36
pages of text. She then fashioned the text into a three-page poem using only the words of
Lousia May, her tone and diction, but relied on “poetic devices such as repetition, off-rhyme,
meter, and pause to convey her narrative” (p. 126). Similarly Glesne (1997) interviewed 86year-old Puerto Rican educationalist Dona Juana and created portraits of her life through
found poetry. From here Glesne (1997) was careful to only use the words and phrases of
Grey Lynn is an inner city Auckland suburb, close to Tagata Pasifika alternative education
programme.
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Dona Juana and made sure they were written as “her way of saying things” (p. 205). Words
and phrases were pulled together from any place within the text to create juxtaposition. In
other education research, Cahnmann (2003) believes poetry can represent and interpret the
complexity in education settings by: “paying attention to the rhythms of speech within
communities where we carry out research; and learning how to adapt that speech to the
page” (p. 31). The works of Richardson, Glesne and Cahnmann have provided me with the
confidence that this research methodology is a legitimate and powerful way to represent
lived-experiences of research participants.
Found poetry fits well with phenomenology because it captures the research participants
dwelling poetically, and therefore speaks of the essences of their being (Heidegger 1977).
Prior to my observations as a researcher, I checked my hunch that tutors dwell poetically, by
finding poetic phrases that I heard when a tutor was introducing himself at a professional
development meeting. I subsequently created this found poem:

cls panmure university
seeing gangsters
turn
in
to
soft young males and
soft young women

This poem provided initial rich data that showed me the potential of found poetry to inform
the study of being a tutor. For example the theme of transformation with the words turn
into, the idea that gangster conceals sexual identity; and that transformation is something that
the tutor sees. I found the use of irony in the juxtaposition of gangster with soft, and CLS33
Panmure34 with University (an alternative education centre compared to New Zealand’s
leading university). The humorous nature of the introduction was an insight into the tutor’s
pedagogy. Discovering this fragment of discourse, helped confirm my thinking that tutors
are deeply poetic, and therefore, this gave me confidence to commence with using found
poetry as a key poetic research method of inquiry.
Found poetry has played an important role in research by bringing the voices of
marginalised groups to the fore, as does much poetic scholarship as a whole (Schwartzman
CLS, Creative Learning Scheme.
Panmure is an Eastern suburb in Auckland. The students who attended this alternative education
centre were mainly transported from Glen Innes, a low socio-economic area, just to the East of
Panmure.!
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2002). Lahmann and Richard (2014) observe that many research poets work with “materials
from potentially vulnerable participants” (p. 348). From a literary perspective, the use of
found poetry to express the voices of the disenfranchised is found in the work of Charles
Reznikoff. Reznikoff, concerned for inhumanity within the United States justice system,
created found poems from legal records dating from between 1885-1915. These found poems
demonstrated the essences of a system fraught with “accident, injustice, and disaster” (The
Poetry Foundation, para. 37). In terms of research literature, found poetry has been used to
represent the experiences and bring understanding to arrange of people in marginalised
groups or situations, such as, with: refugees and immigrants (Hordyk, Soltane, & Hanley,
2013; Sjollema, Hordyk, Walsh, Hanely, & Ives, 2012; Reale, 2013), homeless mentally ill
people (Clarke et al., 2005), people living in informal housing situations (Carroll et al., 2011),
people on welfare benefits (Connelly, 2010), people with dementia (Killick, 1999), residents in
aged care (Miller, Donoghue & Holland-Blatt, 2015), terminally ill people and their families
(Furman 2004), victims of pregnancy loss (Hawkins 2014), HIV patients (Poindexter 2002),
and unmarried mothers (Richardson, 1994).

Good enough poetry?

(Fitzpatrick, 2012, p.10)
A perennial discussion among researchers in poetic inquiry is the tension between aesthetic
and academic aims. As I was not a published poet before beginning this study, my identity as
artist/researcher is something I have grappled with. Nor have I studied poetry beyond my
secondary school studies. Nevertheless, Denzin (1997) captures the hope for my research to
aspire to be: “well-crafted engaging writing capable of being respected by critics of literature
as well as by social scientists” (p. 200). However, in some cases, Faulkner (2009) has found
that Denzin’s standard of academic/aesthetic has not been reached through poetic inquiry.
Faulkner (2009) expresses her frustration in finding that, “some poetry published as
academic research … seemed sloppy, ill conceived, and unconsidered” (p. 19). Piirto (2009)
highlights the tensions that exist when using arts-based research, particularly when
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considering the quality of the art. Piirto (2009) advocates that there must be respect for the
art form: “let us not confuse the seekers for the masters. Let us not confuse the poetasters
for the poets” (p. 98). Faulkner (2007) concurs that we need to steer away from “lousy poetry
that masquerades as research and vice versa” (p. 220). Both Piirto (2009) and Faulkner
(2009) contend that those who use poetry in research, or who are poet-researchers, should
study poetic craft. For Piirto (2009) this means having at least an undergraduate minor in
the arts domain.
My position on this tension is informed by the phenomenological insight that we are all
poetic beings. Finding the poetic in people’s voices is an act of recovering self. Leggo (2008)
agrees with Piirto, that we should know the poetic craft, yet adds: “I claim that we are all
poets, but sadly many of us have lost our confidence as poets” (p. 170). Furthermore, Leggo’s
(2004) ruminations on poetry are wide and therefore inclusive, which demonstrate the
breadth of poetry’s influence:
Poetry is prophetic: … Poetry is one more way of questioning and reconstituting
our knowing and becoming and living in the world. (p.4)
Poetry is healing
Poetry is ludic: … Poetry invites us to explore the plural identities of human
be(com)ings constituted in the play of language. (p. 6)
Poetry is meditative
Poetry is full of truth: … the composing of truth in our living. (p. 9)
I do not dispute that there are master poets, connoisseurs of the craft of poetry, whose works
will shine and therefore attract a potentially wide readership. However, in this era of
reductionism and prose-laden discourse, I prefer to lean on the side of a generous
interpretation of poetry. I claim the artist in/of me. I invite broad definitions of the artist
(Springgay, Irwin & Kind 2005). Thus,
I believe the world is beautiful and that poetry, like bread, is for everyone
(Roque Dalton, 1968, p. 39)
I agree with James (2012) who states that, “Poetic inquiry should be open to all people for
whom the joy of watching meaning emerge from language makes the effort of playing with
words and syntax worthwhile” (p. 261). At times my voice of poetry is shaky. At times my
voice of poetry whispers a single word or no word at all. While I think that I will always
need to improve my crafting of poetry, in the first instance I am responding to the inclination
towards the poetic in me. This is the inclination towards my true self.
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To evaluate what makes a ‘good’ poem is an “a seemingly impossible task” (Faulkner, 2009,
p. 76). In terms of research poetry, Leavy (2010) believes that rather than asking: “Is it a
good poem?”, perhaps we should ask: “what is this poem good for?” (p. 184). Leavy (2010)
remarks, “A research poem is good for what it discloses, and is a poem by its artful enclosure”
(p. 184). Even Faulkner (2009) reflected on her own writings, stating that at times she kept
to a “ruthless adherence to research language at the sacrifice of line” (p. 74). Glesne (2010)
discusses how a myriad of factors come into play when writing poetry in research, including
form, word choice, story line, feeling, complexity or depth, and time in the field. In terms of
evaluating poems for this study, I check on the poems resonances. That is, the poems ability
to connect with the lived experiences of tutors, or its authenticity to the human condition
which others can empathise with. My focus on poems’ resonances is matched with Galvin
and Todres’ (2009) “aesthetic concern” in their work, in which they write they are “interested
in the pursuit of language that deeply describes existential dimensions of experience in order
to facilitate resonances” (p. 309).
In the following poem I reflect on my use of poetry in this research, weaving in literature
throughout. Thus, the style of found poems mixing literature and self, reminiscent of
Prendergast and Leggo’s (2007) poem, entitled: Astonishing wonder: Spirituality and Poetry in
Educational Research. This poem is also my ars poetica. Faulkner (2009) believes that ars
poetica (literally “the art of poetry”) as poems about poetry, provide an entry point from
which to understand poetic craft and can contribute to formulating criteria to assess research
poetry. This is because ars poetica enables the poet to articulate what “poetry means to them,
their own aesthetic and process” (Faulkner 2009 p. 78).
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a poem reflecting on my use of poetry in research
what is a poem?
what is a good poem?
and what work do poems do?
Monica Prendergast—aghast—stands up and says:
“poetic inquiry is to do as poetry does”
“to synthesize experience in a direct and affective way”35
Elliot Eisner—a-ghost—enters on cue with:
“what artistic approaches seek is to exploit the power of the form
to inform.”36
but do my poems work as poems?
or are they flights of fancy?
the poetic is more thunders Heidegger
“a flight into dream land”37
- it is poetry that lets us dwell
that lets us dwell
lets us dwell
us dwell
can you dwell in my poems?
can you/me/the tutors/ dwell out/from/through my poems?
creative analytical practice
Laurel Richardson38
does the creative piece…

Prendergast (2009a, p. xxii)
Eisner (1981, p. 7).
37 Heidegger (1971, p. 215)
38 Richardson (1999)!
35
36
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make, 1.

a substantive contribution?

—check—
nobody nowhere talks about tutors in alternative education
so called “well meaning”39 tutors have been afforded ‘no meaning’ very well
2.

aesthetic merit?

—possibly—
although the thought comes to me quite often: am i really a poet?
you know, in the sense that T. S. Eliot was a Poet
or am i creating bastard poems
Jane Piirto40 bites
only poets
who know it
can do
poetic
inquiry
3.

reflexivity

—let me think about this—
Martin Buber
and i quote
“I term it reflexion when a man withdraws from accepting with his essential being another
person in his particularity”41
he goes on to say that the dialogue in this way becomes a
“fiction”
reflexivity peels away my relationship
to become two parts
the researcher and the researched
Langley (2009, p. 6)
Piirto (2009)
41 Buber (2002, p. 27)!
39
40
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4.

impact

—yes—
i saw someone mop their tears when I read a poem
was it that awful? was it that good?
perhaps they remembered some sad news
in the middle of my poem
the poem stirred a memory
not directly
connected
5.

expression of reality

—true—
verisimilitude
Norm Denzin42
“Truth-like statements that produce for readers the feeling that they have experienced, or
could experience, the events being described.”
the phenomenological nod
Henri Nouwen43:
“You say what I suspected, you express what I vaguely felt,
you bring to the fore what I fearfully kept in the back of my mind.
Yes, yes –
you say who we are, you recognize our condition…”
and i went back to the tutors to read out their poems to them
in cafés and alternative education centres all over auckland
“member checking”
i read - at first - apologetically
tentatively
i confront them
42
43

Denzin (1989)
Nouwen (1972, p. 39)!
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with their own words
made strange through my mouth
at the end of the recital
the tutor rocks his chair back
behind his desk
he delivers
the Verdict:
“These poems …
represent my best answers”
you could have knocked me over with a feather, or a poem in this case.
i could have hugged him
they became our words
a truth we could both share
but would these poems work – out there?
the poem is only an opening
Louise Rosenblatt44 does not diminish the importance of the text, but points out that the
transaction between the text and the reader creates an “evocation”, which is the “object of
response.”
the object of response
kind of out of my hands i suggest
but this i have come to know:
a poem that reads well on a monday
but not on sunday
isn’t such a great poem
because
a great poem
knows how to
read the
reader

44

Rosenblatt (1986, p. 126)
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Poetic criticality
Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world.
(Shelley, 1819, p. 15)

My use of poetry in this research, not only positions this study as phenomenological and
poetic, but artfully critical. Throughout this thesis I aim to privilege poetic discourse both in
my methods and presentation of research findings, by which I mean findings in the artsbased sense which “enhance perspectives” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p. 95). These perspectives
become critical, not just because of the challenging content of disenfranchised people, but by
the form they are presented in. Brueggemann (1989) contends that “the poet is always
voicing an alternative that is subverting and inviting, nullifying and authorizing” (p. 140).
My study literally presents an ‘alternative’ role in education: the tutor. By presenting tutors
poetically I nullify other prosaic research methods I could have used to understand their
work, and in doing so, join others who call for more poetic scholarship in higher education
(Elizabeth & Grant 2013; Pelias, 2004; Schwartzman 2002).
My sense is that poetic criticality is best understood as a critique of prosaic ways of saying
and being. I use the term prose literally and metaphorically, to mean “the practical, utilitarian
and technical” way in which we strive to survive and meet aims (Fielding & Moss, 2011, p.
136). Prose is a world where “speech has lost its power” (Arendt, 1958, p. 4). For
Brueggemann (1989), prose is the world “organized in settled formulae” (p. 3). Dewey (1934)
provides us with this definition: “The prosaic is an affair of description and narration, of
details accumulated and relations elaborated. It spreads as it goes like a legal document or
catalogue” (p. 241). Given that my research aims to find tutors dwelling poetically, this
counters notions of prosaic being.
Fielding and Moss (2011) argue for a “powerful counteroffensive of poetry, at a time when
human beings spend most of their lives surviving and where the future on offer seems to be
ever more prose…” (p. 136). I will demonstrate in the next chapter, that students in
alternative education found schools to be prosaic, although as we saw glimmers of this from
Kevin Gonzales’ poem earlier (Kim 2011). I use poetry in this thesis to recover the voices of
my research participants, and ultimately myself.
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Let tutors in
I conclude this chapter on phenomenology, poetry and essences with an excerpt from a poem
written by the Argentinian poet Jorge Luis Borges (1968).
This is the best that can happen,
What heaven perhaps will grant us:
Not to be wondered at or required
To succeed
But simply to be let in
As a part of the undeniable Reality
Like stones of the road, like trees.
(p. 62)
I chose this poem to conclude with, because it clarifies the main aim of the thesis: to let tutors
into ‘the undeniable Reality’, both in education and the world. Poetic inquiry, informed by
phenomenology, provides a way to let tutors appear before us all. This thesis does not
require tutors to be shown as successful, or otherwise, but simply to be invited into the
conversation on education; a conversation they were once a part of.

!
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Chapter 3: The precepts of Chiron: the tutors we once
knew
In this chapter I explore historical examples of tutors. I sought to examine, from a
phenomenological perspective, the extent to which tutors in alternative education were pretheoretical (Van Manen, 1990); thus, under-theorised. I wondered if there were historical and
philosophical justifications for tutors. Are tutors in alternative education newly conceived
education roles developed by providers like Creative Learning Scheme? Or, are tutors in
alternative education a new iteration of a role we once knew? What could we learn from
these historical figures that would help inform my understanding of tutor practices today?
The actual word tutor did not enter English discourse until the late 14th century, and at the
time meant “guardian, custodian” from Old French tutour, “guardian, private teacher”, from
Latin tutorem meaning “guardian, watcher” (Harper, 2015c). The verb tutoring emerged in
the 1590s, and in 1680 the word tutor specifically referred to a “senior boy appointed to help
a junior in his studies” (Harper, 2015c). Instead of keeping strictly to the English-language
definition of tutor, I was particularly interested in finding historical examples of individuals
who were given charge of teaching young people, and who attended to both their students’
academic and social needs. The work of that kind of historical ‘tutor’ would mirror the
holistic ways in which I had observed tutors in alternative education approach their work.
Thus, I was not searching for examples of how tutoring has become an amorphous concept
which largely refers to supplementary tuition of a particular subject, nor did I consider
tutoring in tertiary institutions.
In this chapter I describe three types of tutors who were present in history. These tutors
were either imagined in literature, or were real people in the world, namely: the Greek
mythological tutor Chiron (800 BC), the ancient Greek and Roman pedagogues (400 BC –
400 AD), and Rousseau’s tutor for Emile (18th century). In the first section of this historical
overview of tutors I present Chiron through a literature-voiced research poem (Prendergast,
2004). I have made citations within the text to make it more obvious to the reader, the
various sources of literature used to create this found poem. I was motivated to present this
overview of Chiron in verse because our knowledge of him is given to us in verse, by Greek
and Roman poets such as Hesiod, Homer, Statius and Ovid. Moreover, this poem on Chiron
will create symmetry with my own rendering of alternative education tutors through poetry.
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I draw inspiration for this poem from Statius’ (2011) unfinished epic poem on Achilles’ life in
which Oinides asks Achilles about his education. Within this poem, I turn to have a direct
conversation with Achilles on the same topic. All the words outside of the direct quotations
are my own.

Figure 4. "Chiron instructs young Achilles - Ancient Roman fresco" by Sconosciuto. Il prototipo era
probabilmente un gruppo scultoreo esposto a Roma nei Saepta. - Unknown. Licensed under Public
Domain via Wikimedia Commons –
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chiron_instructs_young_Achilles__Ancient_Roman_fresco.jpg
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Chiron
[Adrian]
the tutor entered time
as poem,
now
i bring the tutor back, through ancient re/tellings
a “venerable history” (Bausell, Moody & Walz, 1972, p. 591)
in headwaters of western education, we
find the greeks
who
“created worldviews, methods of thinking, and bodies of knowledge which
have influenced Western culture and education to our own day” (Butts,
1955, p. 45)
“Backward to their sources flow the streams of holy rivers,
and
the order of all things is reversed.” (Euripides, Media, 410)
there’s Chiron
at that eternal fount
“loomed o’er” (Statius, 2011, 145) his charge Achilles, who
“strove to stand” in “the violence of the stream” (Statius, 2011, 145)
the stream of knowledge that would
issue forth through
time, i
find myself in
its
tributary
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Chiron, “the most righteous of centaurs” (Homer, 2008, p. 256)
centaur (half horse, half human-divine)
son of the god
Kronos
whose father’s divine touch, rests in his soul
a “wise and noble being” (Hard, 2004, p. 73)
a student of the gods
Apollo and Artemis, thus Chiron was renowned for his skill in
“hunting, medicine, music, gymnastics” and the
art of
“prophecy”
(Smith, 1867, p. 692)
thus,
worthy to be
tutor to gods and heroes
Hercules – son of Zeus
Achilles – hero of the Trojan war
Jason – leader of the Argonauts
Asklepios – god of medicine
Arstaios – hero of culture
Dionysus – god of theatre
Kokytos – god of rivers
(Atsma, 2011)
yea,
at the cave on mt. pelion
Peleus, father of Achilles,
entrusted his son
unto Chiron to be
“reared
and
educated”
(Hard, 2004, p. 55)
in loco parentis
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[Adrian addresses Achilles]
Achilles, “o thou progeny of heaven, tell us, thy admiring friends”
readers of educational research,
here in the Antipodean 2015
“tell thy admiring” Aotearoa45 “friends, of the ways in which thy spirit was trained,
and as the vigour of thy youth increased what stirring themes of glory Chiron was wont to
recount to thee,
and how thy valour grew, by what arts he made strong thy limbs or fired them by courage”
(Statius, 2011, book 2, 86)
for, i wonder if indeed
the waters that i swim in
hold memories
of ancient times
quench my thirst
[Achilles]
i was “chased… at full gallop with headlong speed o’er the plains,
and when I was exhausted by roaming over the meads
he praised me joyously
and hoisted me upon his back”
(Statius, 2011, Book 1B, 110)
[Adrian]
Achilles
Chiron rescued you from the challenge he set down for you
yet, you are a courageous hunter
and educated with
“…more peaceful skills of medicine and music” (Hard, 2004, p. 458)
for war and
peace
Chiron equipped you

45

M!ori name for New Zealand.
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[Achilles]
for the art of public speaking I was sent to be tutored by Phoenix (Hards, 2004)
who taught me to take the precepts of Chiron, that
“he implanted deep within my heart
the precepts of divine justice” (Statius, 2011, 145),
and make them to soar from out my mouth, from within
[Adrian]
invite us to wonder at the precepts of Chiron—so that we too may soar
[Achilles]
yet only fragments of his precepts remain:
“and now, pray, mark all these things well in a wise heart. first, whenever you come to your
house, offer good sacrifices to the eternal gods” (Hesiod, 1914, p. 73)
to the eternal gods
the eternal gods
eternal gods
[Adrian]
indeed Chiron’s precepts echo in/from/out of the cave on mt. pelion
“he himself, seated in his vast cave, awaited my exploits”
(Statius, 2011, Book 1B, 110)
the voices i hear echo back
are strangely toned distant voices
drawn deep from the future, they
beckon forward
the precepts of
Chiron
unto
us
today
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[Achilles]
the voices as you suppose
are not echoes from mt. pelion’s cave, or
whispers of memory escaping from water, no, the voices you hear
are the shimmers of light, that shine upon you in the most romantic ways
for
having mistaken
Chiron for a stag
Hercules shot him with
a poisoned arrow head
[Adrian]
alas, the tutor’s weakness
became the tutor’s death
[Achilles]
immortal pain, unbearable
Chiron bargained with Zeus
to release Prometheus, to
take his eternal space
(Hard, 2004)
thus Zeus bestowed upon
Chiron
the honour of becoming
a constellation
re/immortalized in the heavens
as
—Sagittarius
(Discovery Education, 2008)
“… most righteous Chiron didst gird thy body with thrice seven
stars” (Ovid, 1959, p. 291)
the ancient knowledges shine on you from above
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Figure 5. Constellation of Sagittarius. "SagittariusCC" by Till Credner - Own work,
http://www.AlltheSky.com. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons.

Pedagogues of Ancient Greece and Rome
While Chiron was a Greek mythological tutor, whose knowledge continues to shine upon us
from above, I now introduce you to a type of actual tutor, found in everyday ancient Greek
and Roman life. Pedagogues appeared in Greek households from the fifth century through to
168 BC, and in Roman households after the end of the third Macedonian Wars, when Greekspeaking prisoners found employment as pedagogues (Bonner, 1977). Butts (1955) writes
that the earliest education policy in Greece was the compulsory assignment of pedagogues to
young boy students. Pedagogues were with students temporarily, from the ages of six or
seven until late puberty (Young, 2011). Pedagogues were connected to the family rather than
to individual children, and in Greek times could also be given responsibility to assist nurses
and handmaids with watching over girls (Bonner, 1977). Once the pedagogue slaves were
granted freedom, they sometimes stayed on with the families they served, became a master or
helped tutor other pedagogues (Bonner, 1977).
I am now going to consider two key roles that pedagogues undertook which seem
particularly pertinent for my research with alternative education tutors: the pedagogues
were protectors and educators (Young, 2011).
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Pedagogues as protectors
Greek and Roman pedagogues were expected to be protectors in the manner of parental
guardianship. Indeed, in Roman times the term custus (guardian) was interchangeable with
pedagogue (Bonner, 1977). Peers (2006) notes that in Athens, fatherhood was the model for
pedagogues to emulate. According to Butts (1955) pedagogues’ fundamental task was to act
as a guardian and take boys to their masters. In Greek times, the masters included the
teacher of letters (grammatist), music (citharist), and gymnastics (paedrotribe). The pedagogue
protected students from both physical and moral danger, such as on their walk to the
masters, as the roads could house bandits. The pedagogues also protected students in
schoolrooms and gymnasiums, as these could be places where adult men could become “too
closely associated with the young boys” (p. 35). To note, Peers (2006) points to the
pederastic notions and practices in Greek society, but argues that the pedagogues, as slaves,
were “not recognised as more than observers of the pederastic transmission of valued
qualities” (p. 194).

Pedagogues as educators
Pedagogues were primarily educators of values and behaviours. In his exploration of the
etymology of pedagogy, van Manen (1982) reveals that “a pedagogue is a man or woman who
is a leader or teacher (agogos) of children (paides). Thus, van Manen (1982) highlights that
the pedagogue’s role was to lead and guide the student with watchful encouragement with
the sense that the student is taken “by the hand” (p. 285). He contends that in this way “the
pedagogue is the adult who shows the child the way into the world” (p. 285). Bonner (1977)
concurs, stating, “It was he who helped the parents instil into the children what was right
and what was wrong, and all the details of proper behaviour” (p. 38). For example it was
recorded by Plutarch (n.d.) that Sarpedon, the tutor of younger Cato (a politician and
statesman in the Roman republic, b. 95BC d. 46BC, later,) decided it would be wise to watch
over Cato who was “swelling with anger and determination” to kill an unjust man (Plutarch,
n.d., para. 7). Sarpedon “took care thenceforward to watch him strictly, lest he should hazard
any desperate attempt” (Plutarch, n.d., para. 7).
Yet, beyond pedagogues’ instruction on personal conduct, they were also teachers of
academic knowledge and skills. Therefore, the delineated roles of master and pedagogue
were not as apparent as Yannicopoulus (1985) describes: that the master’s role was to “equip
the boy with useful knowledge and skills, and the tutor’s was to enforce conduct” (p. 176).
For example, pedagogues would sit in on lessons, and “on returning home would test the
children and make them repeat to him what they were supposed to know by heart” (Bonner,
1977, p. 39). Furthermore, if the pedagogue was an educated Greek slave in a Roman
household, he would at times become the master (Bonner, 1977; Butts, 1955) such as
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particularly educated pedagogue, philosopher Diogenes of Sinope (b. 412 BC, d. 323 BC).
Diogenes was captured by pirates and sold as a slave in Corinth. There he became
pedagogue to the sons of Xeniades. Similar to mythological tutor Chiron, Diogenes provided
holistic education, which included personal and physical training, as outlined below by
historian Diogenes Laertius (2014). Of note, is that Diogenes of Sinope instructed the other
masters on their teaching too, ensuring their pedagogical practices suited the sons of
Xeniade:
After their other studies he taught them to ride, to shoot with the bow, to sling
stones and to hurl javelins. Later, when they reached the wrestling-school, he
would not permit the master to give them full athletic training, but only so much as
to heighten their colour and keep them in good condition. (Diogenes Laertius, 2014,
p. 27).
The boys used to get by heart many passages from poets, historians, and the
writings of Diogenes himself… In the house too he taught them to wait upon
themselves, and to be content with plain fare and water to drink. He used to make
them crop their hair close and to wear it unadorned, and to go lightly clad, barefoot,
silent, and not looking about them in the streets. He would also take them out
hunting. They on their part had a great reward for Diogenes and made requests of
their parents for him. (Diogenes Laertius, 2014, p. 31)

Pedagogues as liminal servants
I argue that the ancient pedagogues of Greece and Rome were a type of liminal servant.
McLaren (1997) describes that teachers as liminal servants claim the space of the in between,
“neither here nor there” (Turner, 1969, p. 81), where the teacher is “…closer to his students
than to his profession” (p. 114), in which “both the teacher and student are united in the
sacred communitas of knowing” (p. 75). Peers (2006) points out the “interstitial position” (p.
189) that Greek and Roman pedagogues found themselves in, helping their students to
mediate between kinship and citizenship. In addition, this liminal space enabled pedagogues
to form affectionate relationships with their students, for pedagogues were known to have “a
kind heart under a rough exterior” (Bonner, 1977, p. 39).
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Rousseau’s tutor for Emile
A tutor! What a noble soul! (Rousseau, 1956, p. 17)
Rousseau’s (1956) 18th century treatise on education, Emile, provides romantic notions of
childhood and of tutoring. Rousseau (1956) positions Emile’s tutor as combining both the
roles of master (teacher) and tutor. Rousseau (1956) writes:
The ancients used the word “Education” in a different sense, it meant “Nurture.”
“Educit obsterix,” says Varro. “Educatnutrix, instituit, paedagogus, docet magister.”
Thus, education, discipline, and instruction are three things as different in their
purpose as the dame, the usher, and the teacher.

But these distinctions are

undesirable and the child should only follow one guide. (pp. 9-10)

Therefore, Rousseau’s (1956) imagined tutor was a generalist who “look[s] at the general
rather than the particular… a man exposed to all the changes and chances of mortal life” (p.
10); Thus, Emile’s tutor would assert that “Life would be the trade I would teach him” (p. 9).
The tutor was required to be well educated for his student: “We must pass from education to
education” (p. 17). In this way, Rousseau’s tutor was a model of manhood for Emile to
emulate, thus the integrity of the tutor was paramount. I imagine Rousseau would have
agreed with Buber’s (2002) contention that “there is hidden influence which proceeds from
the teacher’s integrity, and this has an ‘integrating force’” (p. 107). Therefore, I intuit that
the tutor not only facilitates learning in areas that are of interest to Emile, but the tutor is
also a type of curriculum himself. Certainly Rousseau (1956) thought he was the ‘tutor
curriculum’. He writes that he himself is “endowed” with the “qualities required in a good
tutor” (p. 18). Rousseau suggests that finding a tutor of integrity, worthy to teach, is hard to
come by. Indeed, I imagine the difficulty Rousseau foresaw in finding such tutors of high
education and moral standards, given his expectation, was that the tutor would not seek
monetary reward.
From Rousseau’s perspective, the teaching and learning essentially took place in the milieu of
everyday life events. Emile was to learn “according to his own interests and through handson experience” (Noddings, 2007, p. 15). The tutor would take Emile out of the congested
city and into the countryside for educational exploits. The tutor’s role was to guide, rather
than to instruct as a master or teacher would, as Rousseau (1956) writes, “He must not give
precepts, he must let the scholar find them out for himself” (p. 19). Rousseau’s tutor
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embraced a strengths-based approach to young people. He says that, “Teachers complain
that the energy of this age makes their pupils unruly… Far from being a hindrance to
education, this enthusiasm of adolescence is its crown and capping stone” (p. 194). I suggest
that Rousseau’s insight into this regard is an apt reminder for these times, given that society
today tends to problematize youth (Shuker, Openshaw & Soler, 1990).
An important characteristic of Rousseau’s tutor was that the student knew the tutor loved
him and was “a man who desires his happiness” (p. 209). Rousseau argued to seek tutors who
were young and wise, so that “he should become a child himself, that he may be the
companion of his pupil” (Rousseau, 1956, p. 19). Owing to the positive relationship between
tutor and student, the tutor was able to speak in a straightforward way to his student about
dangers and pitfalls. The tutor expected Emile to be: “a thinker, a philosopher, a young
theologian, or an ardent, lively, eager, and fiery young man, at the most impulsive period of
youth” (p. 279). When the student reached maturity the tutor should no longer regard Emile
as his student, but his disciple and friend.

Dissonances and towards Romanticism
A central finding from my search of this literature is that the tutors of old do bring us back
to the Old French tutour, “guardian, private teacher” (Harper, 2015c), where they clearly
embodied through their roles both a sense of care for their students, and a responsibility to
educate. The tutors of old worked holistically with young people in the contexts of home,
society, and school.
When I searched for types of tutors from the past, I was also confronted with four main
dissonances between these tutors of old and the tutors I had known in alternative education
in these times. Dissonance means having a, “Lack of agreement or harmony between people
or things” (“Dissonance”, 2015). The first dissonance was that the tutors of old taught the
sons of gods, heroes, aristocrats, or wealthy. The alternative education tutors today teach
disenfranchised secondary students, many living in low socio-economic communities (Clark
et al., 2010). Rousseau was dismissive of the education of the poor, despite saying “a natural
education should fit a man for any position” (p. 20). Rousseau’s education was for the
wealthy: “Let us choose our scholar among the rich; we shall at least have made another man;
the poor may come to manhood without our help” (p. 20).
The second dissonance between the tutors of the past and tutors in alternative education was
the difference in the number of students they were responsible for teaching. In Creative
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Learning Scheme, tutors generally work with a fellow tutor and up to 14 students. In the
examples I presented of tutors from the past, they usually worked with only one student at a
time. Bausell et al. (1972) suggests, that one-to-one tuition “escaped scrutiny” in education
research literature, and thus it was relegated as the central mode of teaching young people,
due to its “seeming impracticality” (p. 591). Indeed, the need for mass education made this
kind of personal tutoring untenable.
The focus on males providing tuition to male students is the third dissonant feature from the
historical appearance of tutors. Peers (2006) observes that “the teacher as he arose through
the historical contexts of antiquity was never based on a feminine function…” which resulted
in the “repression of woman as a potential basis for an authoritative social function/agency
such as that conative of pedagogic mastery” (p. 199). However, in this study, three of the
eight tutors are female, and female students numbered approximately 30% of the general
alternative education cohort (Clark, et al., 2010). I found one historical exception to the
exclusive tuition of males. Rousseau (1956) writes about a tutor for Emile’s wife-to-be,
Sophie, in Book V of Emile, and in its incomplete sequel Emile et Sophie. The education of
Emile appears to be progressive for Emile, but as Noddings (2007) highlights, Rousseau’s
idea for tutoring Sophie, was drastically different. “Whereas Emile was taught to think for
himself, Sophie was taught to guard her reputation… Whereas Emile was prepared for
responsible, public life, Sophie was confined to the home” (Noddings, 2007, p. 17). Rousseau
appeared to adopt essentialist notions of male and female. For example, Rousseau (1956)
contends: “The man should be strong and active; the women should be weak and passive” (p.
322). Okin (2013) concludes that, “Emile and its sequel … are the account of the fates of a
man and a woman who are educated to be paragons of their respective sexes” (p. 172).
In addition to the bias towards males in the history of tutoring, I was also confronted with
the fourth dissonant feature: the Eurocentric nature of the tutoring concept. As six of my
eight tutors in this study are Pasifika (two Samoan, two Tongan, two Cook Island), I
wondered if concepts of tutors deriving from European cultures in the past, such as ancient
Greece, would be appropriate and relevant comparisons to the work of the eight tutors I was
researching. Nonetheless, I found that the application of Greek concepts within Pacific
education and society is not without precedent. Futa Helu, a Tongan philosopher
introduced, to his small South Pacific Island, an educational institution informed by Greek
philosophy (Campbell & Coxon 2005). Helu established ‘Atenisi (Athens) University in
Tonga in 1963, an independent secondary school and university that he called “a tribute to
Greece, cradle of science and philosophy” (Helu, 1999, p. 95). Helu (1999) found his mission
reflected in these lines from the lyrical play Hellas by poet Shelley:
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If Greece must be
A wreck, yet shall its fragments re-assemble,
And build themselves again impregnably
In a diviner clime…
(Shelley cited in Helu, 1999, p. 98)

Helu (1999) explained that he wished his university to be “part of the ‘re-assembling’ the
brighter Hellas’, this ‘other Athens’” (p. 98), in the ‘diviner clime’ of the South Pacific. He
argued, “A return to the Greeks and the spirit of paideia by all modern cultures and
communities would serve the interests of education” (Coxon & Campbell 2005, p.16). Helu
defined paideia as the “gist of this Greek spirit” (Coxon & Campbell, 2005, p. 16) revolving
around culture and education. Helu realized his vision through ‘Atenisi institute, as Coxon
(2005) explains, “ ‘Atenisi Institute upheld a rigorously worked out and coherent philosophy
incorporating an educational position which specifically opposed instrumentalism as the
guiding principle” (p. 59). Consequently, ‘Atenisi became the cradle in which critical
educators, artists, academics, philosophers and public servants were nurtured in the South
Pacific (for example, poet and scholar, Konai Helu Thaman; anthropologist, Wendy Cowling;
poet and scholar, Leialoha Apo Perkins; the current Tongan Minister of Education ,‘Ana
Taufe’ulungaki; development educationalist, Eve Coxon; and archaeologist, David Burely).
Findlay (1993) considers Shelley’s poem ‘Hellas’ published in 1822, Futa Helu’s inspiration,
to be symbolic of romantic nationalism which was prevalent in Europe at the time. “Hellas is
an impressive attempt to connect past and present political, philosophical, and poetic
formations in ways which challenge various versions of the hegemonic while urging the
necessity and difficulty of resistance to oppression” (p. 281). Inspired by Helu, I wonder if I
too am participating in his romantic quest to rebuild ancient Greek concepts in the “diviner
clime” (Shelley, cited in Helu, 1999, p. 98) of New Zealand. Therefore, through this study I
re-fresh the initial Greek concept for a new education and social climate, looking to romantic
notions of tutoring found in Chiron, the ancient pedagogues of Greece and Rome, and
Rousseau’s tutor for Emile. My use of the terms romantic and romanticism refer to the
historical reaction against the 18th century Enlightenment, that Beiser (Beiser, Novalis & von
Schegel, 1996) suggests left society bereft of such things as mystery, magic, beauty, and faith.
Thus, romanticism can be seen as a rejection of the precepts of “order, calm, harmony,
balance, idealization, and rationality” (Romanticism, 2015, para. 1). Therefore, in my study I
do not consider romanticism to be synonymous with sentimentality, but that it is a deeply
political act that seeks to restore humanity in an increasingly rational and technocratic
world.
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Towards the tutors of today
Given that I found Chiron, the tutor, at the fount of Western education, perhaps ‘refreshing’
of the concept of tutors for today will come about when the “order of all things is reversed”
in this “backward… flow” (Euripides, Media, 410). Thus, the tutors’ students are not sons of
gods, or from wealthy families, but young people disenfranchised from their schools and who
live in low socio-economic areas. The tutors and students are not only male, but are equally
females. The tutors and students are not European, but represent a largely M!ori and
Pasifika population. Perhaps the “backward…flow” begins in alternative education in New
Zealand, conceivably the most distant place where any river sourced from Greece may end.
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Chapter 4: Alternative education and the reappearance of
the tutor
In this chapter I argue that alternative education is the educational setting in which the
holistic tutor of old eventually reappears to us, albeit refreshed for this new age. In this
chapter I provide an overview of alternative education’s advent, firstly as a progressive
response to compulsory public schools, and then as a pragmatic response for students not
attending any school. I also present the unique attributes and criticisms of alternative
education in its current form. Throughout this chapter I refer to both international and New
Zealand research literature because, as Mills and McGregor (2014) observe, “schools”, and I
would add ‘education systems’, “exist within a ‘glocal’ [global/local] slipstream of education
ideologies and policies” (p. 33).

The grammar of schooling and the emergence of the teacher
Anything that is not conventional, formal, or traditional schooling could be considered
alternative education; including education provision that came before public schooling, and
education provision that arose after the advent of public schooling. However, these
alternatives have struggled to emerge or sustain themselves against the hegemony created
by conventional schools that have set up a kind of “dictatorship of no alternative” (Brazilian
social theorist Roberto Mangabeira Unger cited in Fielding & Moss, 2011, p. 2). This
education dictatorship wields conventional grammar and prose to maintain control. I use
Tyack and Cuban’s (1995) metaphor of the “grammar of schooling” to mean “the
organisational forms that govern instruction” (p. 5). Indeed it is as if we can only be
conceived and developed within schools’ prosaic matrixes, as “social man [or woman] is born
only in adolescence, and properly born only if he [or she] matures in the school womb”
(Illich, 1970 p. 67).
Universal compulsory public education, firstly for primary aged students, emerged in
Western countries in the mid to late nineteenth century. Prior to compulsory education,
formal education was only available to the wealthy and powerful (Mills & McGregor, 2014).
In New Zealand, prior to education being made compulsory in 1877, schooling was usually
for the rich. At the time, public schooling was conceived as a “private or semi-private
charity” rather than “social necessity” (Campbell, 1941, p. 12). As in other Western nations,
those who did not attend school would receive their education through a series of organic
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learning opportunities, such as apprenticeships, home education and religious or private
schooling (Leiding, 2008). Prior to colonisation, M!ori education was transmitted through
oral sources, “such as whakatauki (proverbs and poetic allusions) and waiata (song)”
(Stephenson, 2009, p. 1).
The emergence of compulsory schooling in Western countries ushered in a compelling
orthodoxy of mass-produced education, which was a response to industrialization,
urbanization and the need for population management (Peim, 2001; Robinson, 2010).
Precursors to schooling were found in church Sunday schools and monitorial schools. David
Stow, a religious philanthropist and early protagonist for public schooling, initiated a Sunday
school and day school for Glasgow’s street children to “remove these children from their
demoralizing surroundings” (Hunter, 1988, p. 42). In monitorial schools, “more able”
students taught other students in an organized “pyramid of observation” with the trained
teacher at the top (Hunter, 1988, p. 37). The monitorial system of education was an efficient
way of educating large numbers of students. Hunter’s (1988) observation, that the
monitorial school’s pedagogical norms “were embodied in the apparatus and not in the
teacher” (p. 51), bears an uncanny resemblance to neoliberal effects on the teaching
profession today: For example, Codd (2005) argues that neo-liberal reforms in New Zealand
have “reduced professional accountability [of teachers] to a form of managerial control
which aims to render the world of teachers visible through reporting systems and managerial
procedures” (p. 205). Indeed, along with the emergence of compulsory public schooling was
the mass production of teachers through the transference of the “guardianship of parent and
priest onto the teacher as agent of a new mechanism for policing urban space” (Hunter, 1988,
p. 57).
Teachers were instrumental in unifying the emerging education system as “teachers
discharged their duties in a predictable fashion” (Tyack & Cuban, 1995, Ch.4. para. 7). Thus,
I wonder if the de-professionalization of teaching today is inadvertently pulling teachers
back to the role they were positioned for in the first place—to maintain an orderly system.
Moreover, Biesta (2012) maintains, teachers are truly disappearing as they become unable to
interrupt their students with something new to teach in an environment of “learnification”
(p. 37), where teachers become mere facilitators of a learning process. If Biesta (2012) is
correct, and the teachers are no longer able to ‘teach’, I argue that we will see Illich’s (1970)
prophetic picture fulfilled, that: “Increasingly large numbers of bureaucrats will presume to
pose as teachers” (p. 50).
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In terms of the onset of public schooling and professional teachers, Tyack and Cuban (1995)
argue that such reforms, which “enter on the ground floor of major institutional
changes…have a good chance of becoming the standard institutional template” (p. 86). The
implication is that these reforms tend to make the rules of grammar for everyone, and bear
very few exceptions to their own rules. The grammar of schooling has persisted and
remained intact, despite efforts at reform (Munoz, 2005; te Riele, 2009; Tyack & Cuban,
1995). For example, Tyack and Cuban (1995) point to the shape of the physical school and
classrooms, which they suggest have remained remarkably consistent since their inception.
It has not been until the 21st century in New Zealand, that the Ministry of Education (2015)
has looked closely at the redesign of schools beyond the use of standard classrooms. The
Ministry of Education (2015) now acknowledges, through its Modern Learning Environments
project, that, “New technologies and building materials allow for new, vibrant, and well
connected learning spaces” (para. 1). Notwithstanding such “tinkerings” (Tyack & Cuban,
1995, p. 5) of the school form, we still have, for the most part: the familiar age grading of
students, the organisation of subject teachers in secondary schools, timetables, uniforms,
bells, curriculum, tests, school reports, and of particular pertinence to my study—the
professional teacher—who is highly valued above any “nonprofessional ministration of a
neighbour” (Illich, 1970, p. 74). What I consider here, is how schools (and therefore the
teachers within) help to institutionalise education to the degree that we risk valuing less
those learning relationships beyond formal education, and alternative education would be
one example of the ‘beyond’.
In the current milieu of 2015, governments in the Western nations are requiring schools to
be even stricter with the rules of grammar. Indeed, “The motto seems to be more of the
same—but better” (Fielding & Moss, 2011, p. 136). Fielding and Moss (2011) supply a list of
terms that to them describe conventional schools as “projecting the image of a human
treadmill” (p. 17):
measurement
outcomes
performance
standards
indicators
delivery
goals
high stakes tests
assessment
league tables
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efficiency
competition
incentives
sanctions
inspections
(p. 17)

New Zealand’s education system has experienced the global trend towards standardisation
and high stakes testing. For example, the introduction of National Standards for reading,
writing, and mathematics in primary schools has seen the curriculum narrowed, to the
detriment of learning in the arts, according to Thrupp and White (2013). From 2014, it has
been more difficult for secondary school students to enter university, when the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority raised the entry criteria from 42 credits to 80 credits of the National
Certificate of Educational Achievement Level 3 (New Zealand’s highest secondary school
qualification). Raising the entry level occurred despite only 34.2% of M!ori students, and
34.9% of Pasifika students (as compared to 59.1% New Zealand-European students) who
gained university entrance in 2013 (New Zealand Qualification Authority, 2013). Thus, the
consequence of raising the standard is that many more students will be disenfranchised from
university education. Moreover, Wylie (2012) questions whether the National Certificate of
Educational Achievement’, “which can segment learning into disparate standards”, coupled
with “the continued dominance of traditional ‘academic subjects’” (p. 215) gives students
sufficient purpose to stay engaged in schools.

Schools and the reproduction of prose
Given that my research study privileges poetic ways of knowing and being in the world, I
now examine the impact this industrial model of education has had on the poetic worldview
of students. Dewey (1963) contends that one outcome of conventional education is students
becoming docile, receptive and obedient. I argue that when students attend conventional
schools they learn to think and act in prosaic ways. Even the very mechanism that keeps
schools operating tends to seep prose. For instance, Dancer (2009) argues that with the
advent of the industrial revolution “contemporary rhythms ... tied to production,
consumerism, and to cultivating consumers as producers” (p. 31) has resulted in a soundscape
that is flattening and drone-like. Extending Dancer’s argument into education, I suggest
that, because schools are based on industrial models, they can emit a drone-like soundscape
in which poetic and evocative language often collapses into monotone prose. I found the
mention of drone, from an education context, in Barone’s (1989) case study of Billy Charles
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Barnett. Barnett is a 15 year-old student identified by his teachers as the “least likely to
remain in Dusty Hollow Middle School” (p. 147). Barone suggests he is not the only at risk
student in the school. Barone (1989) points to the “classroom drones who remain…
seriously at risk of never becoming truly educated” (p. 151). Barone suggests that students
can become drones, when they are in an education system that is in pursuit of a utilitarian
aims. He writes that schools are no longer places where disciplines can be used to penetrate
“more deeply into one’s own past and present world” or provide students with “the power to
imagine a wide range of alternative worlds in other times and places, and the power to
express these understandings by employing many forms of literacy” (Barone, 1989, p. 151).
Beyond Barone’s concern regarding the poor state of disciplinary knowledge in schools, is a
more fundamental concern regarding the manner in which schools work to transform
students everyday discourse. The replacement of vernacular language with rules of
grammar is one project of modern day schooling, which had its roots in the 15th century
when a Spaniard named Elio Antonio de Nebrija published the first grammar in any modern
European language, Gramatica Castellana (Illich & Sanders, 1988). Grammar became the
means by which the Crown could exert control over people’s lives, because the “ungoverned
speech in which people actually live and manage their lives has become a challenge to the
Crown” (Illich & Sanders, 1988, pp. 66-67). In controlling the diversity of people’s language
through a set of grammatical rules, we risk not recognizing “a world rich with superstition
and folklore, with adventure and beauty” (Illich & Sanders, 1988, p. 105). One example in an
education context is revealed in Bernstein’s (1971) seminal work on social class and language
in which he ponders on both the beauty of public language and its role in constituting self:
A public language contains its own aesthetic, a simplicity and directness of
expression, emotionally virile, pithy and powerful and a metaphoric range of
considerable force and appropriateness. Some examples taken from the schools of
this country have a beauty which many writers might well envy. It is a language
which symbolizes a tradition and a form of social relationship in which the
individual is treated as an end, not as a means to a further end. To simply
substitute a formal language is to cut off the individual from his [sic] traditional
relationships and perhaps alienate him [sic] from them (p. 54).
Bernstein concludes that the ideal would be for the individual to retain the public language
alongside the formal language, but he surmises this is no easy task, as language-use requires
the whole personality of the individual. In terms of my study on tutors in alternative
education, I sought to listen and record excerpts of their language. I reasoned that because
tutors had not received initial teacher education, their discourse would be more likely to
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contain evocative and poetic elements, and I found to be the case in a sample of tutor
language I gathered in the initial stages of this research. Thus, I imagine that the tutors’
evocative speech will resonate with the very language the students bring with them to the
alternative education centres.
In New Zealand, one explicit example of when the government intervened to curtail
students’ ability to speak their own language was through the Native Schools Act of 1867.
The Act saw the education of M!ori students transferred from missionary schools to state
control, through a national system of Native Schools for M!ori that lasted for approximately
one hundred years. As Simon and Smith (2001) write, “New Zealand was not alone in setting
to civilise or assimilate its indigenous population through schooling” (p. 8). The remit of the
Native Schools was to assimilate M!ori into European cultural norms, which included
forbidding students to speak te reo M!ori (M!ori language) (Stephenson, 2009). Many M!ori
students were physically punished, by being hit with a strap, for using their language in
school. Although many M!ori resisted the English language policy, and Simon and Smith
(2001) present evidence that some Native Schools were not as strict as others with the policy,
The punishing of M!ori children for using the language of their families also
communicated to them that there was something wrong with that language—that it
was ‘bad’ or ‘inferior.’ Thus the punishments devalued both the language and the
wh!nau [family] using it. (Simon & Smith, 2001, p. 171)
Since the disestablishment of Native School for M!ori in 1969, there has been a renaissance
nurturing te reo M!ori (M!ori language), and M!ori culture and knowledge facilitated in part
through state funded Te Kura Kaupapa M!ori schools. These schools cater for students
from year one (5 years old) through to year 13 (the highest grade of secondary education)
(Ministry of Education, 2015a). The renaissance of M!ori language instruction in schools
has opened up new spaces of dwelling for many M!ori students.
Another response to the prosaic nature of conventional schools was the emergence of
progressive alternative education, which called for a more poetic (romantic, compassionate,
child-centred, natural, spiritual, primordial) vision of learning and teaching.
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Progressive alternative education
Theories of education denoted as progressive, have drawn largely from the educational
philosophies of Comenius (b. 1592 – 1670), Rousseau (b. 1712 – 1778), Pestalozzi (b. 1746 –
1827), Froebel (b. 1782 – 1852), and Dewey (b. 1859 – 1952) (Darling & Nordenbo, 2002).
Comenius, a Czech theologian, highlighted the use of the natural world as ‘teacher’, and in
the light of this, the child’s nature is respected and “kept free to unfold in play” (Darling &
Nordenbo, 2002, p. 289). As discussed earlier, the French philosopher Rousseau authored
Emile, a treatise on education, which enunciated a child-centred philosophy of education
based on the relationship between a tutor and his sole charge (Rousseau, 1956). Pestalozzi
was a Swiss pedagogue whose motto “head, heart, and hands” firmly positioned holistic
education as an important facet of progressivism (Green, 1911, p. 82). Finally, German
pedagogue, Froebel’s theory of education gave importance to practical activities, art, and play
as central to learning. Drawing inspiration from these precursors of progressive education,
Dewey (1916, 1934, 1963) is regarded as the protagonist of modern progressive education
(Goodman, 1999). His child-centred philosophy of education espoused the importance of
understanding, action, and experience and was informed by democratic values (Sliwka, 2008).
These progressive educational philosophers contribute to three key tenants of progressivism:
child-centred pedagogies, holistic curriculum, and democratic values. One of the earliest
examples of progressive education schools in England was A.S. Neill’s Summerhill School,
founded in 1921 and described as a free school where “the school’s philosophy is to allow
freedom for the individual – each child being able to take their own path in life, and following
their own interests to develop into the person that they personally feel that they are meant to
be” (Summerhill, 2015, para. 1).
Reaction against industrial models of education did not only occur in Western nations.
Disenfranchisement was perhaps more deeply felt in places where schools were coupled with
the colonial enterprise. One example of dissidence, pertinent to this study, due to its
emphasis on a poetic worldview, was from Bengali Poet and Nobel Laureate Rabindranath
Tagore. The following found poem I created from selecting phrases from Tagore’s (1917)
early writings on education and schooling reflects his feelings towards colonial education’s
impact on the human spirit.
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I was sent to school
it forcibly snatches away children
from their mother’s milk
from a world of the mystery
of God’s own handiwork full of
the suggestiveness of
personality
all of a sudden I found my world vanishing around me. my mind had to accept the tight
fitting
encasement
manufactory specially designed for
grinding out
uniform
results
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Tagore was not content to leave his criticism without action, so in 1901 he established a
school under the trees of Shantinketan in Bengal. He sought to provide an education
reminiscent of Pathshala education, the traditional way of educating boys with spiritual
principles, literacy, and numeracy (Tagore, 1917). As one consequence to the British colonial
enterprise the Pathshala disappeared, giving way to factory-type education in Bengal that
suppressed cultural knowledge, language and pedagogies. Roy (1995) observed that
although colonial schooling “fulfilled the new demands it seems also to have taken away from
the lives of the youngsters a kind of wider freedom that boys at the pathshala enjoyed” (p.
217). Tagore’s (1917) school emphasized the “unity of truth” (p. 153), rather than what he
saw as Western schools separating the intellect from the spiritual and the physical, only to
offer “a bagful of information” (p. 143). Tagore’s students learnt lessons by living together.
There were no textbooks. The students recited poetry, sung from the Gitanjali (a collection
of poems written by Tagore), performed lyrical drama, painted, learned musical instruments,
meditated, and cultivated a spirit of self-help.
However, despite these early alternatives, as seen in Summerhill or in India, Neumann (2004)
notes that alternative education in the West has generally failed to gain traction through the
war and post-war years due to the drive towards functional and mechanistic education. It
was not until the 1960s when political and social tensions arose, including the Vietnam War
and Civil Rights movements in the United States, that criticism of the authoritarian
structures of traditional education was reasserted in fresh ways (Glassett, 2012; Tyack &
Cuban, 1995). Giroux (2009) points out how in the 1960s, schools became places where
students critically engaged. From the 1960s to mid-1970s humanistic education emerged as
a range of open schools and free schools in the United States (Neumann, 2004). The former
emphasised a non-competitive, student-centred approach, whereas the latter sought to
provide education options in line with the Civil Rights movements in the American South
(Quinn, Poirier, Faller, Gable, & Tonelson, 2006). Free schools were politically motivated to
be agents of change to both humanise education and transform its structure (Robinson,
1978). At the time, a number of prominent philosophers supported the restructure of
education, including: Austrian-born Illich (1970); Americans: Postman & Weingartner
(1969), Holt (1977) and Ayers (2003); and Brazilian, Freire (1970). In order to bring to life
key thoughts from these philosophers regarding education restructuring, I present a
research-literature found poem (Prendergast, 2006), created from three of their publications
that contrast their perceived realities of modern education against their suggestions for
change.
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Postman & Weingartner, Illich and Freire

Future shock: the world you were educated to believe in doesn’t exist46
subversion
A school environment that mocks reality47
deschooling
The fragmented view of reality deposited in them48
conscientização49

This found poem shows insights that echo Tagore’s sentiments, that the institutionalization
of teaching and learning through formal school structures often mutates lived experiences
and knowledge into commodities and trivialities. Postman and Weingartner’s (1969)
solution is subversion: to cultivate in the young “to be part of [their] own culture and, at
the same time, be out of it”, and to, “recognize when reality begins to drift too far away from
the grasp of the tribe” (p. 4). In terms of people keeping a grasp of their education, Postman
and Weingartner suggest a form of education pivoting on a relevant curriculum coupled with
inquiry learning. Illich (1970) believes that schools are the site of, “A New World Religion”
(p. 47), where entrenched learning and schooling rituals have resulted in passive consumers
of knowledge. Thus, this “religion of the modernized proletariat” turn men and women into
“modern producers and consumers” (Illich, 1970, p.10). He argues that liberation occurs
through deschooling, in which the dependence on schools for learning gives way to “a new
style of educational relationship between man [sic] and his environment” (p. 72.). The final
lines of this found poem belong to Freire. He criticises passive education that inculcates
oppressive realities and relationships. Freire’s (1970) solution conscientização, critical
consciousness, is informed by praxis: “reflection and action upon the world in order to
transform it” (p. 36.).
In the years that followed these robust critiques of conventional education, Kim (2011)
observes that by the mid-seventies, there was a decline in countercultural demonstrations in
the United States and therefore, the more radical free school movement gave way to
alternative schools. These schools provided a humanistic curriculum tailored to students’
needs and interests, but were without the political agenda of free schools. Many of these
schools struggled for survival beyond the 1970s due to “financial mismanagement, lack of a
Postman and Weingartner (1969, p.14)
Illich (1970, p. 28)
48 Freire (1970, p. 54)
49 Critical consciousness!
46
47
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systematic guiding philosophy, public pressure for schools accountability, and the “back to
basics’ curriculum movement that followed in the 1980s” (Kim, 2011, p. 78).
During this period, New Zealand’s most well-known alternative education secondary school
was established, Metro College. The college, formed in 1977, was based on flexible school
models in the United States and the United Kingdom, which were inspired by the
educational philosophy of Illich (Vaughan, 2002a). Vaughan (2002a) writes that the school
espoused to recognize individual differences, facilitate active learning, and co-operative
planning for ‘real life’ learning. There was flexibility around the timetabling, and
curriculum. Students were involved in the decision making of the school at every level.
However, after successive negative Education Review Office reports, the school was closed in
2001 (Vaughan, 2002a). The reasons cited as attributing to the closure were: low levels of
student attendance, poor quality of teaching, and concerns the Board was not meeting its
governance responsibilities adequately (Vaughan, 2002a). Elsewhere, Vaughan (2004) cites
progressive education’s loss of favour being due to lack of standards and inequalities in
student achievement.
With the demise of Metro College in 2001, the progressive alternative education movement
in New Zealand whittled down to Rudolf Steiner’s Waldorf Schools, Montessori pre-school
education, and some designated character schools (Vaughan, 2002b). One of the designated
character primary schools, which came from the progressive education era, still exists today:
Tamariki School. Established in 1966, the school is New Zealand’s oldest free school, and
purports to be “one of the oldest in the world” (Tamariki School, 2013b, para 3). Loosely
modelled on Summerhill (Summerhill School, 2015), Tamariki School explains its mission as
“making the school fit the child, rather than forcing the child to fit the school” (Tamariki
School, 2013a, para 1). New Zealand’s various other alternative schools, which are not
aligned with the progressive education movement, include private independent schools,
religious schools, teen parent units, activity centres (smaller state-run off-site secondary
schools), and Kura Kaupapa Maori schools which are full te reo (language) emersion and are
operating from Maori worldviews. Recently, the addition of Charter Schools (Partnership
Kura) in New Zealand provides another type of alternative schools. O’Connor and Holland
(2013) demonstrate that “charter schools are part of an ideological [government] agenda of
privatization and deregulation” (p. 146).
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Progressivism today and critical pedagogy
In some ways, progressivism has become the new orthodoxy of conventional schools
(Darling & Nordenbo, 2002; Tyack & Cuban, 1995; Vaughan, 2004). For example, Tyack
and Cuban (1995) contend that attempts to reform education systems, such as through
progressive ideals, have been “shooting stars that spurted across the pedagogical heavens,
leaving a meteoric trail in the media but burning up and disappearing in the everyday
atmosphere of schools” (p. 111). In the New Zealand context, Vaughan (2004) states, “it is
now difficult to try to speak of alternatives beyond the boundaries of an encompassing
mainstream” (p. 8).
Darling and Nordenbo (2002) caution against this new ‘take’ on progressivism, where
conventional schools appear to reflect progressivism. They argue that the concerns
conventional schools have today for the needs of the child are linked to serving educational
managerialism and how students can meet consumerist needs of society. One way schools
work to do this is by providing a futures-based curriculum that ignores the current realities,
talents, and desires of students (O’Connor, 2009). This type of education philosophy is the
opposite of progressivism, which is, “how we arrange society so that schools meet the
individual needs of the child” (O’Connor, 2009, p. 306). Progressivism today, Darling and
Nordenbo (2002), suggest, can now only be found in the extreme movements of deschooling, children’s rights, and anti-education, where there is “conflict between on the one
hand the individuality of the child and on the other hand the organizational unity of the
institutionalized school” (p. 307). However, I found the legacy of progressivism evident with
the emergence of social pedagogy, a broad academic discipline and practice that attributes
one of its key philosophical approached to to Froebel’s “head, heart and hands” (Green, 1911,
p. 82) metaphor for learning (THEMPRA, n.d.). One impact of social pedagogy is seen in
Denmark, where approximately 60,000 pedagogues are qualified through a social pedagogy
qualification, to work with young people, pre-schoolers, the disabled, and elderly (BUPL:
The Danish National Federation of Early Childhood Teachers and Youth Educators, 2006).
The pedagogues’ roles include looking after children (emotionally, physically, showing
interest and commitment in what interests the child), creating frameworks for active and
challenging communities for children (to assist with their socialization), contributing to
children’s development and learning processes, and creating a framework to become
democratic citizens (BUPL, 2006).
Other than progressivism, critical pedagogy provides another alternative discourse on
education that seeks to question the status quo. Critical pedagogy opens the space to explore
the contradictory notions of the “liberatory implications of education” and the “ideological
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effects of schooling” (Noonan & Coral, 2015, p. 51). Schools based on critical and radical
pedagogies, which were nurtured in the 1960s and 1970s, seemed to have diminished, which
raises the importance of maintaining critical scholarship within state schools. The roots of
critical pedagogy are found in Freire’s (1970) rendering of ‘conscientização’: “…learning to
perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action against the
oppressive elements of reality” (p. 17). However, as Giroux (1988) points out, this is not
criticism without hope, for radical or critical pedagogy needs to combine “the language of
critique with the language of possibility” (p. xxii) to become a viable political project. In the
case of my research, I use poetic language, which I propose can be a form of critical discourse
and open up possibilities at the same time.

Progressivism to pragmatism
In conclusion to this section on progressive alternative education, I return to Metro College
in New Zealand and describe how progressive education became unstitched by a new
alternative education emerging in the 1990s. Vaughan (2004) writes that Metro College
became a “sink” for “at-risk” (p. 15) students, and this had the impact of undermining the
progressive ideals of personal responsibility and individual freedom of choice. The school
was unable to cater for these ‘at-risk’ students. Coincidently, the closure of Metro in 2001
happened soon after the formalisation of alternative education for disenfranchised young
people in New Zealand. The Metro school building in Mt, Eden, Auckland, even housed the
first cohort of students in the new alternative education. Vaughan (2004) suggests that this
new alternative education came “just-in-time” (p. 81) in the wake of New Zealand’s education
reforms of the late 1980s and 1990s that resulted in schools becoming more conservative and
competitive, and therefore less amenable places for students ‘at-risk.’ Vaughan (2004) has
observed in New Zealand that various alternative education initiatives developed as “a
pragmatic response to the emergence of problems to which schools appeared to have few or
no effective answers” (p. 77). Moreover, O’Brien et al. (2001) observed that this was “a
global problem” whereby the “system of public education is failing to meet the challenges of
demographic and social change” (p. i).

Pragmatic alternative education for disenfranchised young
people
Internationally, alternative education has undergone a sea change from being viewed as a
progressive approach, to a pragmatic response to the growing numbers of students
disenfranchised from conventional schools in Western countries (Kim & Taylor, 2008).
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Raywid (1983) notes how alternative education that emerged in the 1980s was not obligated
to a certain set of formative ideas, “no heir of progressive legacy”, but is “evolving largely in
practice” (p. 191). Raywid suggests this type of alternative has anti-theory, anti-systems,
anti-science, anti-abstraction tendencies. Therefore, alternative education seems to eschew
theorisation; thus, called a “slippery” concept by McGregor and Mills (2011, p.1). As
discussed earlier, the numbers of students disengaging from conventional schooling, and
requiring an alternative education, is rising in proportion to increased accountability
standards in conventional schools; both internationally (Tissington, 2006) and in New
Zealand. For example, in New Zealand, the number of alternative education placements that
the Ministry of Education funds has risen from 400 student placements in 1999 (Gerritsen,
1999b) to 1888 in 2014. Every year, approximately 3500 students access the service at some
point during the year (Education Review Office, 2011).

The students in alternative education
The students in alternative education are often referred to as being youth at-risk (Vaughan,
2004). Smith et al. (2002) notes that youth at risk in the New Zealand context are, for the
most part, represented by government policies and wider societal discourse as M!ori and
Pacific Island youth growing up in poor families who live in poor communities and attend
poor schools; mostly in urban areas. Thus, such wider social and economic issues contribute
to young people being at risk (Loutzenheiser, 2002; Mills & McGregor, 2014). In New
Zealand, a health survey of 335 Auckland and Northland alternative education students
found “considerable health, education and social disparities are evident among young people
in alternative education, demonstrating a broader failure of services to meet the needs of this
group” (Clark et al., 2010, p. 75). Also, a study on the background of 41 alternative education
students reported that most experienced significant problems in their family life, such as:
violence, drugs and alcohol, poverty, and sexual abuse (Brooking et al., 2009). According to
te Riele (2009), the personal issues that face students in alternative education reflect the 21st
century life that has been particularly dehumanizing for young people in Western nations.
Te Riele contends that, in this period, society has made three shifts and these have had a
bearing on young people’s engagement with formal education. Firstly, a shift has occurred
from community to more individual orientations. Secondly, with the rise of the knowledge
society and high unemployment for young people, they have to spend more years in training
and education. Thirdly, there is an “increasing complexity in young people’s lives as they
manage their education journey in the context of peer and family commitments, part-time
work and other pressures” (te Riele, 2009, p. 6). Wright (2004) sees one impact of such
fragmentation, to the “traditional and institutional forms of social and economic
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relationships”, as young people now called upon to “bear the responsibility and cost for
shaping their lives” (p. 4).
Of particular relevance to my study, is that neoliberalism projects onto students preferred
identities which, privilege the “entrepreneurial self” of which Kelly (2006) describes as
having “rational, autonomous, responsible behaviours and dispositions of a free, prudent and
active subject” (p. 18). These characteristics often collide with the cultural identities of
M!ori and Pasifika students who generally value the individual only in relation to the
context of their families, communities, and their cultural traditions (Bishop & Berryman,
2006; Coxon, Anae, Mara, Wendt-Samu, & Finau, 2002). Therefore the young people who
are in alternative education are often those who do not subscribe to such neoliberal norms,
and thus, have become a type of collateral damage to society (Bauman, 2011).
A striking finding from the available research literature on students in New Zealand’s
alternative education is that despite the personal challenges these students faced, they
reported their disengagement from secondary school was because of “teachers… not knowing
them or developing effective relationships with them” and a “mismatch between their levels
of achievement and teaching levels” (Brooking et al., 2009, p. 8). This finding supports Mills
and McGregor’s (2014) assertion that disengagement “is an insidious process of
disconnection from school, people and processes within it. It signifies a lack of meaningful
learning and a relational vacuum that some students simply endure” (p. 23).

Defining the concept of alternative education for disenfranchised young
people
Raywid (1994) has attempted to create a typology of alternative education by categorizing
them into three types. Type 1 alternative education programmes are schools that have been
reformed to operate in progressive ways. Type 2 alternative education programmes focus on
behaviour modification, where students are referred when they are excluded from
conventional schools, for the purpose of “remediation” (Munoz, 2005, p.14). Type 3
alternative education refers to remedial and therapeutic programmes that students attend for
short periods. Raywid (1994) notes that Type 2 and Type 3 alternatives have the propensity
to problemise young people, assuming they need fixing. Kim (2011) also presents a threepronged picture of alternative education: one is an ‘ideal haven’, embracing progressive
ideals, the second image is of alternative education as ‘dumping grounds’, and the third
image is of those that are juvenile justice centres. From an Australian perspective, te Riele
(2007) presents two opposing conceptualisations of education alternatives: “The first one
takes the youth at risk perspective, while the second one takes a learning choice perspective” (p.
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55). Te Riele (2012) writes that learning choice programmes are often characterised as
having a shared philosophy of providing enfranchising socially inclusive educational
pathways for young people who, for complex reasons, are outside conventional education (p.
6).
The alternative education providers in New Zealand do not fit tidily into any of these
typologies. For example, Creative Learning Scheme (2015) does not attempt to ‘fix’
students, but provides an education that suits their individual needs. Creative Learning
Scheme aligns with Morley’s (1991) statement that “alternative education is a perspective,
not a procedure or program. It is based upon the belief there are many ways to become
educated, as well as many types of environments and structures within which this may occur”
(p. 7). However, students in New Zealand are referred to compulsorily attend alternative
education. This does not position New Zealand’s alternative education system as a
democratic true alternative where parents can choose to send their own child. I surmise that
alternative education in New Zealand is in a ‘catch-22’ position. There is a sense that
alternative education cannot be too attractive to steer students away from conventional
schools, yet it needs to maintain quality provision. Given the Ministry’s policy neglect of
alternative education (Higgins and Nairn, 2014), providing minimal funding and few
supports for students, the alternative education sector could be inadvertently punishing
students due to poorer resources. However, as my research will reveal, the tutors in my
study subverted this mentality by providing an alternative education where students did not
end up caring that they ‘had to attend’, but rather where they ‘wanted to attend.’
Internationally, alternative education for disenfranchised young people share many of the
same characteristics to those in New Zealand. These include: lower student to teacher ratio
(Hobbs & Power, 2013; Powell, 2003; Tobin & Sprague, 2000), a “focus on individual and
personal growth as a precondition for the development of the intellect” (Goodman, 1999, p.),
a relaxed, supportive and relational learning environment (Hobbs & Power, 2013; Mills &
McGregor, 2014), pedagogy that is hands-on, real life and conversational (Powell, 2003;
Tissington, 2006) and a ‘futures’ curriculum, which is preparing students for future
employment or education (Tissington, 2006). Goodman (1999) argues that a philosophy of
alternative education pedagogy is a mix of psychological theory and sound educational
practice. He states that “philosophically, the pedagogy for at-risk young people must be
fundamentally different than the epistemological foundation of regular education” (Goodman,
1999, p. 18). Indeed, Bruce (2005) found that when she was researching the physical
education curriculum for alternative education students her New Zealand study, “critical
thought and careful questioning” (p. 16) needed to be given to any teaching models and
methods, which derive from conventional schools.
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In New Zealand, the Education Review Office’s (2011) Good Practice in Alternative
Education review found that high quality alternative education includes: positive
relationships between staff and students, a curriculum that matches individual student needs,
passion and compassion, a future focus, a wraparound approach, leadership and team work,
and relationships with schools and wh!nau (family).
One aspect of teacher pedagogy examined in alternative education, and attuned to my
research, is Touzard’s (2010) doctoral study on student and teacher discourse in alternative
education. Touzard sought to ascertain whether traditional risk discourse (TRD) that
framed young people as dangerous, delinquent and deficient was apparent in alternative
education schools. In her research, she interviewed 19 staff and 20 students across three
alternative education programmes in Los Angeles County over an eight-month timeframe.
Of the alternative education student respondents, she found that 50% actively resisted TRD,
renegotiating their identities reflected in such statements as “I’m tired”, “I’m over it”, and
“proving ‘them’ wrong” (p. 52). The other half of the respondents unintentionally
reproduced TRD through claims such as “this is who I am” and “I’m normal and in control”
(p. 52). Of the staff members 12 out of 24 were shown to actively resist TRD. They said they
believed in alternative education students, they separated young people from their problems,
respected and appreciated young people’s experience, and had broad definitions of success.
Five alternative education staff members within the study were shown to reproduce TRD by
being cynical and suspicious, having low expectations of students, and speaking with the
“language of deficiency” (p. 52). Touzard conducted further analysis of TRD that revealed
the relational patterns between staff and young people were either conflicting or
transformative. Touzard’s work is similar to my own, in that I focused on discourse in
alternative education settings, although mine was from a phenomenological perspective.
Moreover, I sought to understand how certain discourses keep/establish tutors in their
essence, and what this discourse potentially reveals about tutor pedagogy.

Autonomous alternative education
Kraftl (2013) provides an ‘alternative’, and useful way of conceptualising alternative
education. Kraftl (2013) seeks to “dismantle the binary between alternative education and
mainstream” (p. 3). Kraftl argues that without exception, all alternative education learning
spaces have various connections with mainstream society. He terms these connections
“pragmatic dis/connections” (Kraftl, 2013, p. 114), he explains as “a fuzzy, dynamic, but
carefully orchestrated process of negotiating between connection and disconnection” (p. 237).
Thus, he contends that very few alternative learning spaces actively seek to isolate
themselves. Kraftl surmises that in actuality alternative education spaces aim to be
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autonomous, rather than fully alternative. Kraftl’s ideas of autonomous alternative education
align closely with descriptions of non formal education. Rogers (2005) argues that the concept
of non formal education has been difficult to define, and he prefers to see formal, non-formal
and informal education on a continuum. He suggests, however, that non-formal education
are “those programmes which are modified to meet local situations but still retain
standardized elements – a hybrid form of education” (Rogers, 2005, p. 263).
Notions of autonomous alternative education find resonance with the manner in which New
Zealand’s alternative education is structured. In New Zealand, as alternative education
programmes are mainly community organisations contracted by schools, there are many
practical connections maintained with conventional schools. For example, as I have
mentioned earlier, the students attending alternative education remain on a conventional
school’s roll. Staff members from the conventional schools manage student referrals, offer
providers a level of pedagogical and administrative support, and schools are responsible for
the quality assurance of alternative education providers (Ministry of Education, 2012).
There are also some disconnections with conventional schools, that can disadvantage staff
and students in alternative education, such as a lack of specialist psychological services for
students, or the inability for teachers in alternative education to gain teacher registration
status.
As Chairperson of the Alternative Education National Body (AENB), I presented the
following Venn diagram (Figure 6) to the Minister of Education, Hon. Anne Tolley, in 2009,
in which I aimed to show her the various roles and responsibilities (connections) for
alternative education between providers, schools and the Ministry. The point of creating this
diagram was to emphasize the important role the Ministry plays in alternative education,
given that we in the AENB had indications in 2009 that the Ministry was planning to
distance themselves from the sector, leaving schools to work with the sector alone. The
problem the AENB foresaw then, was that due to the devolved nature of our schooling
system (Wylie, 2012), schools would not have the resources, desire or capacity to consider
macro issues relating to student disenfranchisement. If the Ministry had departed from their
relationship with alternative education providers, the AENB considered that this could have
put more students at risk of being disenfranchised from education altogether.
In the Venn diagram, the circles represent three core stakeholders: the Ministry of
Education, schools and providers. I used an alliterative technique, to represent what the
AENB considers are the core responsibility of each: to patrol, to protect, and to provide. One
circle missing from the diagram is that of families and students, who are clearly important
stakeholders for alternative education. Where the circles overlapped represented the areas
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where there was expected shared responsibility. The steering group in the centre of the
diagram was aspirational, and the other areas of shared responsibility were occurring to
various degrees of success.

Figure 6. Roles and responsibilities within alternative education, as conceptualised by the AENB,
2009.

Overall, the experiences of alternative education providers, existing research (Brooking et. al,
2009; Clark et. al, 2010) and reviews (Education Review Office, 2011, 2012) suggests there is
a long way to go with alternative education in New Zealand when it comes to negotiating
the overlapping spaces or “dis/connections” (Kraftl, 2013, p. 114). Certainly a stronger
connection in terms of alternative education providers accessing support to assist students in
the area of mental health is one example. A study on the wellbeing of alternative education
students in Northland and Auckland revealed that, “More AE students (17%) than
mainstream students (11%) had… significant depressive symptoms”, and, “More AE students
(37%) than mainstream students (19%) reported self-harm in the previous 12 months” (Clark
et al, 2010, p. 26) Yet there was no direct support for alternative education students from the
Prime Minister’s Mental Health Youth Project which launched in 2012, providing a raft of
initiatives to support students aged 12 to 19 years with mild to moderate mental health
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issues (New Zealand Government, 2012). From my personal experience in alternative
education, much additional support tends to stop at the gate of the school.
Disconnections between alternative education and conventional schools can result in
innovative practices. The emergence of the tutor in alternative education is one example. I
argue, that if alternative education was too closely connected with conventional schools, then
regulations would have dictated that qualified teachers be the key protagonists for teaching
in this space. This is a unique feature of New Zealand’s system, as opposed to much of the
alternative education in the United States where state funded teachers work in alternative
education schools.

Critical perspectives on alternative education
Internationally, there is debate within the alternative education research literature as to
whether alternative education provision provides a quality alternative learning choice (te
Riele) or whether alternative education provision further disenfranchises students (Kim,
2011). The criticisms levelled at alternative education include:
•

cynicism cast upon compulsory forms of alternative education, which aim to fix the
student for their eventual return to conventional schools (Mills & McGregor, 2014;
Raywid 1988). As one resistant student in Kim’s (2006) study responded, “Change
my personality? It took me 15 years to develop it” (p. 9);

•

concerns that alternative education provides “dumping grounds” for at risk youth
(Kim & Taylor, 2008; Tobin & Sprague, 2000);

•

pointing out the negative impacts of aggregating at-risk students together (Tobin &
Sprague, 2000), such as Dishion, McCord and Poulin’s (1999) study highlighting the
iatrogenic effects where “deviancy training” within adolescent friendships “predicts
increases in delinquency, substance abuse, violence and adult maladjustment” (p. 755);

•

suggesting that alternative education is used to solve disparate social problems in
society (Barr, 1981; Raywid, 1998), such as being used to stem the flow of students to
the youth justice sector (Tobin & Sprague, 2000);

•

alternative education is being used to protect and benefit students who remain in
conventional schools (McGee, 2001). In this way, Kim and Taylor (2008) are
concerned that alienated students are positioned as the problem, rather than the
school and wider societal factors;

•

the stigmatizing effect on both students and staff in alternative education. (Kim &
Taylor, 2008; McGee, 2001; Mills & McGregor, 2014; Tobin & Sprague, 2000);
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•

the lack of academic rigour in the curriculum on offer (Aron, 2003; Glasset, 2012;
Munoz, 2005). For example Munoz (2005) asserts that education has given way to a
“detached discourse of expedience and convenience” (p. 12). There is a concern that
as a result of a low academic curriculum, alternative education programmes
perpetuate social, political, economic, and educational inequality (Kim & Taylor,
2008).

Kim and Taylor (2008) argue that although alternative education programmes have a caring
environment there is a “lack of systemic support that would break the cycle of educational
inequality” (p. 216). In the Australian context, Smyth, McInery, and Fish (2013,) concur
with Kim’s findings, in that, while the alternative education centres are “unquestionably
more humane places of education… they are not ultimately places where young people can
escape alienation” (p. 196). They too point to the less rigorous learning programme, lowlevel forms of vocationalism, and the fewer opportunities to develop positive relationships
with typical authority figures.
Such criticisms of alternative education fuelled a review through 2008 and 2009 of New
Zealand’s provision. The Ministry of Education reports comprised a corpus of four advisory
briefings to the Minister of Education from May 29, 2009 through to October 20, 2009.
These brought to the fore the intersecting tensions of government, schools and nongovernment community organisations working together in the education space (Ministry of
Education, 2009a, b, c, d). The alternative education sector welcomed the review and many
saw it as a chance to have their voice heard. However, with a change of government over the
period of the review, and with this came a change in policy direction, the alternative
education review was in many ways side-lined. When the Ministry of Education’s work was
finally released, the results were disappointing to the alternative education sector as it
highlighted the low student achievement rates in comparison to their mainstream
counterparts. The theme of the advice given to the Minister from the Ministry of Education
was to disestablish the provision of alternative education and enable schools to provide
services within schools. The rationale was explained as a “move from a ‘deficit model’ to a
‘potential model’”, and thus sought to reorientate schools to work with student engagement
within schools, rather than working with the disengaged out of schools (Ministry of
Education, 2009b, para. 3). After consultation with school principals, the Ministry of
Education found they were overwhelmingly opposed to the Ministry of Education’s proposal
and preferred the status quo in terms of organisation, but with increased funding.
Furthermore, the AENB presented the then-Minister of Education Anne Tolley with 100
success stories from students in the sector. They also invited her to engage with the sector at
the national hui (conferences) in 2009, 2010, and 2011. Subsequently, in 2011 the
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government retained the same funding arrangement that allows schools to contract
community providers, increased the number of student places and funding to alternative
education providers, introduced funding for Pedagogical Leaders (qualified teachers to work
with providers), and provided a small fund for professional development to the sector.

An alternative view (1)
Aware of such criticisms of alternative education, as Manager of Creative Learning Scheme
and Chairperson of the AENB, I was keen to ‘set the record’ straight. So, in 2009, I wrote an
article titled: Ten myths regarding alternative education that was published through a New
Zealand education periodical: Education Review (Schoone, 2009). I explained that, “We need
to critically examine our assumptions regarding AE” (Schoone, 2009, p. 7) as it may lead us
all to see other educational opportunities beyond conventional schooling. In this section I
re/present my ten myths of alternative education from the article, but also add in many other
national and international researcher voices that emerged during the literature review. The
myths I re/present also demonstrate two different positions of ‘I’. There is the ‘I’ of the
AENB Chairperson fully immersed in the sector from 2009, together with the ‘I’ of the
researcher in 2015. The ‘I’ of 2015, writes in the present from a position of synthesizing the
key debates in the research literature. The key debate which I identified in international
literature, is between the notion that alternative education reproduces social inequality
through a poor curriculum, ‘warehouses’ at risk young people, and reinforces ‘alienation’
from mainstream society, in contrast to the notion that alternative education provides
models to conventional schools that seek innovative change (Aron, 2003; McGregor & Mills,
2011; Sliwka & Yee, 2015; te Riele, 2009). As te Riele (2007) maintains: “alternative projects
may be aimed at empowering students or promote institutional change” (p. 57).

Myth 1: Alternative Education will keep students out of mainstream
At the time, my view was that alternative education is not an easily accessible option for
secondary school students. I add now that the number of students out of the education
system, if found, would supply alternative education with many more students than it
currently caters for. For example, in a scoping exercise throughout the South Auckland area,
Counties Manukau District Health Board (2006) projected that at least 500 students, many
13 years old, are completely out of the education system.
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Myth 2: Alternative education was established to help behaviourally troubled students
What I argued here was that alternative education “was not initiated to help behaviourally
troubled students; it was developed by community groups because some of their young
people had trouble assimilating in the mainstream system” (Schoone, 2009, p. 7).
Furthermore, as many as 50% of students in alternative education are choosing not to attend
conventional schools shown by their truanting (Education Review Office, 2011).

Myth 3: Alternative education is about alternatives to education, and
Myth 4: Students don’t learn anything in AE; They just play table tennis
In 2009, when I asked a very senior official at the Ministry—who shall remain nameless,
about her views on alternative education, she replied to me, “I don’t believe in alternatives to
education.” Her play on words were subsequently reflected at the 2009 alternative education
conference presentation by the Ministry official Jeremy Wood entitled: “Keeping the ‘e’ in
alternative education”, (Wood & Ministry of Education, 2010). In my 2009 article, I
highlighted students achieving formal qualifications through alternative education, which is
still the case. My argument now, is that we also need to think more broadly in terms what
counts as learning/ knowledge so that we include a range of social outcomes.
Within the high-stakes testing environment of education, there has been increasing pressure
on alternative education to provide ‘academic’ outcomes. Aron (2009) suggests that although
there needs to be high academic standards within alternative education, he cautions that the
elements that make alternative education successful should not be sacrificed. In the United
States, Winborne and Dardaine-Ragguet (1993) conducted a survey of conventional school
principals’ views on the alternative education curriculum. The results of this study showed
that rather than principals seeking a rigorous academic curriculum, they called for learning
environments that were affective, which met other non-cognitive pastoral needs of the
students. In New Zealand, the lack of quantifiable data on students learning in broader
social skills areas seems like a missed opportunity. This was acknowledged in the Ministry
of Education’s (2009c) advice to the Minister of Education regarding the effectiveness of
alternative education in New Zealand, in which they state that “wider health, justice and
social outcomes… are seldom quantified” (p. 6). Furthermore, many students in alternative
education are making progress in reading and writing at lower curriculum levels (Brooking,
et al., 2009), meaning their achievement is invisible when looking at completion of secondary
school qualifications.
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Myth 5: AE is suitably supported and funded
At the time I wrote the article in 2009, alternative education had received no increases to
their funding since 2000. Simon Collins (2010a,b), a reporter the New Zealand Herald, wrote
about the plight of providers in 2010. In order to challenge the myth of suitable support and
funding I present two found poems created from two of Collins’ articles Teens in third world
schooling (2010b) and A far better alternative to dropping out (2010a).

Teens in third world schooling
Neediest young teenagers
Being educated
In C system "Third World" conditions
Without
Trained teachers, textbooks, standard school services, computers, insulated buildings, decent
chairs, biros, sporting facilities, technology resources, library,
Gaping hole in the veranda floor
"That just can't be right for our toughest kids"

Te Ara Poutama50
Is used to being out of sight and out of mind
Tucked away under a Pumpkin Patch
Isolated from professional backup
“When the meningitis epidemic was on we had to fight to get our kids injections”
Years of neglect
For every one going into alternative education there are probably two or three still in
schools who are pissed off and not learning much
They've been let down by so many systems and family life a lot of the time
They just want a bit of stability

50

Te Ara Poutama is the name of an alternative education in South Auckland.
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Myth 6: There are ‘good’ AE providers and ‘bad’ AE providers
In my 2009 article, I asked the question, “Why would schools contract ‘bad’ AE providers?”
(Schoone, 2009, p.7). I went on to suggest that “if there are ‘good’ AE providers and ‘bad’
AE providers, equally there are ‘good’ and ‘bad’ schools” (Schoone, 2009, p. 7). My insight
has since been vindicated by a review on 44 secondary schools and their management and
relationship with alternative education, in which the Education Review Office (2011) write:
“almost two thirds of the schools that had placed students in Alternative Education did not
meet their legal obligations as set out by the 1989 Education Act” (p. 2). Thus, the review
found that schools were not effectively quality assuring providers, there was a lack of support
to providers, and as such an “out of sight, out of mind, mentality” (p. 18).
Myth 7: AE staff are unqualified
Looking back now, I see that the roots of this study are found in my fascination back then of
the “the AE worker [who] is able to relate to young people in a way that is empowering,
transformative, and results in students engaging in learning again. Qualifications cannot
buy this personal trait” (Schoone, 2009, p. 7.). However, a position I still maintain is that,
“Registered teachers in AE are needed to work alongside tutors” (Schoone, 2009, p. 7). The
inclusion of more qualified teachers would support a holistic curriculum approach, where
they could teach in specialist areas in support of the tutor’s more pastoral teaching approach
(Education Review Office, 2011).
Myth 8: There is no evidence that AE works
In the article, I pointed to the emerging research from Brooking et. al (2009) that reported
students enjoyed learning again in alternative education. Certainly there is a lack of research
evidence on alternative education effectiveness. In this research study, I am bringing
visibility to notions of how tutors are artfully working with some of New Zealand’s most
disenfranchised young people in alternative education.
Myth 9: A Government policy focussing solely on strategies to keep students in
mainstream will help alienated students
I wrote in 2009 that we needed to make every effort to keep students engaged in their local
secondary schools. However, we cannot forget about the rights of students to an education
who are disenfranchised from conventional schools. Thus, alternative education has a social
justice mandate ensuring disenfranchised young people receive an education (Mills &
McGregor, 2014).
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Myth 10: AE is the ambulance at the bottom of a cliff
In 2009, I suggested there might be need of an AAE: an alternative, alternative education.
Because, as I have presented earlier, there are possibly greater numbers of students not
attending either schools or alternative education providers (Counties Manukau District
Health Board, 2006). Now, I would argue that the challenge of alternative education in New
Zealand is to position the sector within a more progressive framework, exemplifying the
alternative nature of alternative education, rather than an education that has an A&E
(Accident and Emergency) feel to it. Vaughan (2002b) expressed the A&E view when she
wrote that alternative education in New Zealand, “manages the risk that individuals pose to
themselves and society through careful containment and treatment within appropriate
institutions, so that students can achieve some level of education and responsibility” (p. 11,
my emphasis). In New Zealand, alternative education is often made into a noun through
capitalisation, therefore directly relating to the Ministry’s policy. This inadvertently
objectifies alternative education. Without capitalisation alternative remains an adjective and
points to unconventional teaching practices. Prasad (2012) complicates the word alternative
by bracketing the n, thus, alter(n)ative. Prasad (201) maintains that the bracketed n
exemplifies both the ‘otherness’ of alternative education and the transformative possibility
inferred by the prefix alter. A previous student of alternative education Leon Pulu (2012)
spoke of the transformational nature of the word alter in a recorded monologue presentation
on his experiences as a student in an alternative education:
To alter is the change
To change is to transform
It’s like putting fresh clothes on
Aron (2009) cites innovative and creative teaching practices that occur in alternative
education due to the nature of the students who attend. These practices, according to
Raywid (1994), challenge conservative notions of pedagogy under the guise of the ‘effective
school’ movement that seek to control teaching. For example, McGregor and Mills (2014)
suggest that alternative education can provide “valuable insights in respect to supporting
and engaging very marginalized young people”; and “these perceptions are worth sharing
with the mainstream” (p. 37). They list such practices as: students’ ability to form individual
learning pathways and teaching environments that were supportive. In another study,
Sliwka and Yee (2015) contend that moves in some education settings in Germany and
Alberta, Canada that reinforce the whole-child development, to provide learning which aims
at “the integration of learners’ cognitive, metacognitive and social-emotional development”
(p.1), have in some way been influenced by the pedagogies from alternative education.
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An alternative view (2)
Many students speak positively about their experiences in alternative education, yet their
voices were absent in the New Zealand Government’s official review of alternative in 2008-9.
The omission of student voice reflected a wider silencing of youth voices within policy.
Smith et al. (2002) describe how:
the silence of youth voices in policies and in the reform of education appeared to be a
significant omission in approaches to an understanding about how young people
were experiencing life in New Zealand during a period of profound social, economic
and cultural change. (p. 170)
The period of change Smith et al. (2002) are referring to is during the neo-liberal reforms of
New Zealand education that precipitated the emergence of alternative education for
disenfranchised young people.
Within the literature on alternative education, both locally and internationally, student
voices are emerging. For example in Mills and McGregor’s (2011) South East Queensland
study on five alternative education sites, they found that “the sites provided a schooling
experience that was positive enough to make these young people want to reconnect to
learning and allow them to dream different futures for themselves” (p. 856). In the New
Zealand context, Brooking et al.’s (2009) study of 41 alternative education students in New
Zealand reported that, 100% of student respondents said they enjoyed being in alternative
education, and 95% reported they enjoyed learning again. In another New Zealand study,
Nairn and Higgin’s (2011) interviewed four young men who attended alternative education
and found that to them alternative education “represented a refuge, a place to retreat to from
antagonistic relationships at school” (p. 184). One student reported that “the tutors are good
– Sarah and Martin – good people… because they don’t really – they don’t act like school
teachers, they’re more like friends.” In a poem written by Robbie Donaldson (2006b), a
student from Tagata Pasifika Alternative Education programme, central Auckland, he thanks
his Principal Mr Taylor for the opportunity he was given to learn in alternative education.
Carol is the alternative education co-ordinator, employed by Mr Taylor.
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THANK YOU MR TAYLOR
Mr Taylor
I used to be a failure
You inspired me
From your faith in us
You had a lot of trust
Carol
If it wasn’t for you
I would still be at home
Not doing anything
But now I feel good
About myself cause I’m going to course
Not always getting on the horse
I’ve also improved myself from this course
Tagata Pasifika
Is about making it happen
Getting yourself sorted
Thanks for the support Mr Taylor
Hope you the best with your life
Hopefully no strife
Later Mr Taylor

Student voices were also reported in the Education Review Office’s (2011) report on good
practices in alternative education:
I feel pretty comfortable and getting along with everyone.
I’m not what I was like at school – here I keep my head down and work.
I learnt how to be more responsible and I can show my parents I can actually do
something.
The course changes everyone for the better – we are more confident, more open and
thinking more about the future.
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The course has changed me – given me discipline. I’ve achieved my 8 plus 8 credits51
and I’m now working on further literacy and maths credits for NCEA
I’m no longer in a gang – I stopped as soon as I came here. (pp. 45-46)

In summary, many students who attended alternative education spoke positively about their
experiences. Indeed, possibly owing to their positive experiences in alternative education,
only 33% of students in Northland and Auckland stated they wished to return to
conventional schooling (Clark, et. al 2010, p. 18). To note, the Education Review Office
(2011) reported in 2009, that only 21% of students returned to conventional schools.
Perhaps the students’ positive interactions with tutors in alternative education helped them
to, at last, find a place of belonging within the education system.

The tutor re-emerges
from the shadows of alternative education
silhouettes of Chiron
dapple
on tough kids’ hearts
the time of the tutor has come
Alternative education is the context in which the holistic tutor re-arrives on the scene of
history. Although there are traces of the tutor in current research literature and reports, the
tutor has yet to come into the full light of day. The international literature on the make-up
of the alternative education workforce, beyond the ‘teacher’, is elusive. Research at one
alternative education site in Australian made reference to teachers, wellbeing workers, and
teacher aides (Hobbs & Power, 2013). Carmel Hobbs (2014) explains:
The role of the well-being workers is primarily to be there for the student to
support their ‘non-academic’ needs. What is interesting is that most of the students
don’t actually distinguish between the teaching and wellbeing staff and they tend to
refer to all staff as teachers. The wellbeing workers, along with the teacher aides
spend much of the class times helping the students with their work. (Personal
communication, C. Hobbs, 30 March 2014)

These were the compulsory number of credits that students needed to receive in English (8) and
Mathematics (8) in order to achieve NCEA level 1, the first seocndary school qualification.
51
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While Mills and McGregor (2014) observe that alternative education draws “a variety of
people from disparate occupational backgrounds” (p. 3), there is a consensus that teachers or
other personnel, termed ‘worker’ by Mills and McGregor (2014, p. 86), need to adopt a more
therapeutic and relational way of being (Goodman, 1999; Kim, 2006).
In early reference to alternative education staff in New Zealand, Milbank reports
“community groups often have staff who are good at ‘getting alongside’ at-risk young people
and can provide a setting that students find less threatening” (cited in Gerritsen, 1999b, para.
14). Given that alternative education is a learning environment where “social work and
education approaches are combined” (Vaughan, 2004, p. 78), there was a call for teachers in
alternative education to be “advisors, friends, mentors, and advocates” (O’Brien et al., 2001,
p. 44). Specifically, the tutor, who works with the teacher, was described as having: “a
vocation for working with wayward youth” (O’Brien et al., 2001, p. 6). O’Brien et al. (2001)
reported that the tutor’s role included engaging with young people, providing meals and
transport, assisting with personal and family issues and ‘hanging out’. Vaughan (2002b)
describes tutors having “social/emotional or behavioural expertise” (p. 16).
From three key resources regarding alternative education, two Education Review Office
(2011, 2012) reports and one New Zealand study (Brooking et al., 2001), I have created three
found poems that express the way tutors are presented. To note, in the last three lines of the
second poem, the reviewers provide three metaphors for tutoring which may be insights that
will resonate with my study.

Background of students in Alternative Education: Interviews with a selected 2008
cohort (Brooking, et al., 2009)
AE tutors worked with them
As people first
And learners
Secondly
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Good practices in alternative education
(Education Review Office, 2011)

Tutors
are the platform for positive outcomes
in an overall sense
[es]sence
Passion and compassion
Adept-ly empathizing
Engendered optimism
In some cases kuia52 and kaum!tua53 are the tutors themselves
Limited
Lack
Did not have
Struggled
Pedagogical assessment expertise
but need not credentials
to be
adult to adult
parent to child
mentor to apprentice

Alternative education: an evaluation of the pedagogical leadership initiative
(Education Review Office, 2012)
Draw on experts who can
Facilitate tutors to develop their own understanding of new ideas
Greater tutor professionalism
Greater tutor development
Greater tutor expertise
Challenge tutor assumptions
Collegially positioned
52
53

!

Kuia in M!ori language means “elderly woman, grandmother, female elder” (Moorfield, 2015e).
Kaum!tua in M!ori means “elderly man” (Moorfield, 2015b).
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The current state of tutors and the crisis of legitimacy
In this final section, I discuss tutor legitimacy and highlight its struggle to emerge from the
prevailing discourse of having only qualified teachers work legitimately in the education
space. Moreover, the legitimization of tutors and alternative education as a whole are
inextricably linked. Nairn and Higgins (2014) point out that the alternative education
movement, which continues to employ a paraprofessional workforce, struggles for
legitimacy, and therefore government funding. As Gordon (2004) found with the United
States public, the tutor has never been recognised “as professional with well-defined
expertise” (p. 2).
One source of potential confusion of the role of tutors is to view them as unqualified teachers.
The debate on ‘unqualified’ teachers has played out in the context of education policy reforms
in the United Kingdom. With the introduction of the Free Schools policy in the United
Kingdom, Michael Gove, the Secretary of Education, outlined his vision for the workforce:
“ensuring that each free school’s unique educational vision is translated into the classroom
will require brilliant people with a diverse range of experience” (Maddern, 2010, para. 9).
The teacher unions in the United Kingdom hit back that the government was “deskilling the
profession” and that children will be treated as “lab rats to anyone with a half-baked idea”
(Maddern, 2010, para. 9). Counter to these concerns, Quirke (2009) found that rogue private
schools in Ontario employed many uncertified teachers in favour of certified teachers who
present themselves as “too rigid… demanding… bureaucratic… inflexible… burnt-out …
[and] miserable” (p. 623). Quirke (2009) suggests that these schools do not base their
legitimacy on professional teachers, but on a “caring consumer ethos”, which she explains is
“claiming flexibility and responsiveness to parents’ desires and children’s needs” (p. 627).
The New Zealand government has sought to increase alternative education’s legitimacy with
the introduction of correspondence school education by teachers in 2008, and the inclusion of
pedagogical leaders in 2010. In 2008, students in alternative education were given free
access to four subjects delivered by the Correspondence School. Pedagogical Leaders are
qualified registered teachers employed usually by schools to assist tutors and other
alternative staff members with “curriculum planning and assessment” (Education Review
Office, 2012, p. 1). However, the resource allocated to pedagogical leadership is scarce, and
equates to each student in alternative education receiving an equivalent of two days of
pedagogical leadership across an entire year. In contrast to alternative education receiving
legitimization from teachers, Jerry Mintz, founder of the United States’ Alternative
Education Resource Organization (cited in Lees, 2014) argues that when employing staff in
alternative education, “If they have had that teacher training we consider it a negative
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credential that has to be overcome” (p. 98). Indeed, I argue that organisations such as
Mintz’s are communities that provide places of authority for alternative education, but
legitimization is a wider struggle in the public domain. Perhaps one source of tutor
legitimacy can derive from historical precedents of tutoring that I discussed earlier in
Chapter 3.
Notwithstanding ongoing issues of professional legitimacy, this study on tutors sought to
position tutors as tutors. In this chapter I argued that tutors in alternative education have
emerged in New Zealand as one result of alternative education’s dis/connect with
conventional education. In the next chapter I describe how I used a phenomenological poetic
inquiry to reveal what the essences of tutors are.
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Chapter 5:

Learning to know about tutors

“I still don’t know if this is going to work.
I am just not sure. I am playing at the moment.
Playing … to get to the essences.”
(Research journal, 09-2013)
“It was my songs that taught me all the lessons I ever learnt;
They showed me secret paths,
They brought before my sight many a star on the
horizon of my heart”
(Tagore, 1911, song 101)
“Phenomenological method is always a matter of attempts, bids, and hopeful risks.”
(van Manen, 2014, p. 29)

In this chapter I describe my poetic methods through which I came to know the lived
experiences of alternative education tutors in this study. I begin by outlining why I chose
Creative Learning Scheme as the research setting, and I follow this by introducing you to my
tutor research participants.

The tutors of Creative Learning Scheme
I decided to research the tutors from Creative Learning Scheme for two key reasons. The
first reason I chose Creative Learning Scheme was due to my positive relationships with the
tutors, with whom I have worked alongside for many years. Throughout the research I
hoped that the tutors would feel comfortable to ‘be themselves.’ I assured them I understood
the milieu in which they worked, and thus I would not be reproducing a review akin to that
of the Ministry of Education’s (2009a) that failed to grasp the depth and breadth of the
education experience for students within alternative education. In terms of
phenomenological research, van Manen (2014) writes, “A good talk happens between people
who experience a special affinity with each other—and not only to each other, but also to
their shared world” (p. 36). Although I maintained a positive relationship with tutors
throughout this study, I acknowledged the ethical issues of being an insider researcher, and
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the challenges of being in a position of authority within the organisation, and I discuss these
later in this chapter.
Secondly, I thought that of any place, Creative Learning Scheme is where I could find the
alternative education tutor dwelling. Creative Learning Scheme is one of New Zealand’s
largest alternative education providers54, and has delivered alternative education for the past
18 years. In my study, I sought six to eight tutor participants from Creative Learning
Scheme’s tutoring staff of 19. Due to the large number of tutors at Creative Learning
Scheme, I reasoned that tutors would not feel obliged to participate. Furthermore, I was
confident that I could trust Creative Learning Scheme’s reputation as a leading example of
alternative education beyond my own bias of being a manager there. For example, the
Ministry of Education chose Creative Learning Scheme as one of six providers, to participate
in the Education Review Office’s (2011) evaluation of good practices in the sector. Creative
Learning Scheme’s establishment story was also written about in periodicals (Burge, 1999;
Gerritsen, 1999a), and featured as an example of an early alternative provider in a New
Zealand literature review (O’Brien et al., 2001). I was interviewed about this new emerging
alternative education for disenfranchised young people for Vaughan’s (2004) study.
Furthermore, students from Creative Learning Scheme participated in studies on youth
health in alternative education (Clark et al., 2010) and the New Zealand Council for
Educational Research project on the voices of alternative education students (Brooking et al.,
2009).
In 2013, Creative Learning Scheme had six suburban alternative education centres (five in
Auckland suburbs, and one in the New Zealand town of Masterton; 100 km North of
Wellington). In this study, the tutors who volunteered worked in three Creative Learning
Scheme centres in Auckland: presented under the pseudonyms of Greenwoods, Te Papa, and
Chapel Road. I have deliberately kept the following tutor introductions brief, as the found
poems in the following chapter best speak of tutor being. I reiterate that the names of the
tutors, just like the centres, are pseudonyms.

Lincoln and Alice from Greenwoods Centre
Greenwoods centre was situated in a more affluent Auckland suburb than the other two
centres taking part in this study. The centre comprised of two classrooms and an office that
were attached to the back of a church building. The alternative education centre was also
situated right next door to a public primary school. There were four tutors who worked at
$%!In

2013 Creative Learning Scheme had approximately 135 alternative education student places;
providers in New Zealand would typically have between 10 to 15 student places.
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Greenwoods with a maximum of 26 students, although during this study there were just 14
students on the roll. The tutors who volunteered to participate in this study were Lincoln
and Alice.
Lincoln was in his early 60s, English, and married with five, grown, adult children—four
boys and a daughter. He had emigrated from England to New Zealand in his early 20s.
When Lincoln left school in England, he joined the British merchant navy. However, in New
Zealand, he worked in various roles including manufacturing chemicals, lawn mowing, and
running his own food goods’ distribution business. Lincoln had tutored for 10 years at
Greenwood’s centre, with added team leader responsibilities. As the centre leader he worked
closely with the local secondary school on enrolments, various community agencies, and led
the other three tutors at his centre. Lincoln was passionate about football, and coached
teams since his own children were at school.
Alice had tutored in alternative education for one year. She was in her early 20s and is New
Zealand Pakeha. Alice was raised as a child in a suburb close to Greenwoods. Her schooling
experiences were quite different from the students she taught in alternative education. In
her case, she had a family who supported her to attend university and she graduated with a
science degree. However, she did not continue with a science career and instead gained
employment as a youth worker at a secondary school close by to the alternative education
centre. After Alice’s youth work job ended, she came to work at Creative Learning Scheme.

Amosa, Fetu, and Luke from Te Papa Centre
Te Papa alternative education centre was located in a suburb on the Auckland city fringes,
on a busy road with many light industrial businesses. Most of the students who attended
this centre were Pasifika. As many students lived in a nearby suburb, the tutors provided
daily transport for the students to the centre in the mornings and then returned them home
again in the afternoons. The centre had 28 students with four tutors. Three of the tutors
participated in this study: Amosa, Fetu, and Luke.
Amosa was in his seventh year of tutoring young people; approximately five of those years
had been spent working in alternative education. He was also the centre leader for Te Papa.
Amosa is Samoan, early 30s, and married with four young children. Prior to tutoring,
Amosa had worked as a chef. Consequently, his chef training came in handy when preparing
food for Te Papa’s end of year student prize-givings. Along with his chef skills, Amosa was
musical and accomplished in classical piano. He also had a dry sense of humour and
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throughout this research he often joked with me about how I had come to ‘extract’ his
essences.
Fetu had worked at Te Papa for two years. She is New Zealand-born Samoan and in her
mid-20s. She moved to Auckland from Wellington to train as a vocalist in a performing arts
school. After her arts training she went on to study Christian ministry at a theological
college. She was introduced to tutoring as a part-time reliever in alternative education as a
way to finance her studies.
Luke had tutored in alternative education for four years. He is a New Zealand-born Cook
Island, and in his mid-20s. He lived with his grandparents in an inner city Auckland suburb.
Luke has a performing arts background and a basic qualification in physical education and
sports. During his time at secondary school Luke was involved in the Cook Island cultural
group. He also formed his own a capella singing group with school friends. After graduating
from secondary school he attended the same Christian ministry training programme that
Fetu completed.

Pete and Rose from Chapel Road Centre
Chapel Road alternative education centre was also located in a light industrial area in a
church building that Creative Learning Scheme leased. There were 28 students on the roll.
As requested by the secondary school that funded this centre, the students were divided into
two classrooms: boys and girls. There were four staff members who worked at the centre,
three tutors, and one registered and qualified teacher. Two of the three tutors agreed to
participate in this study: Pete and Rose.
Pete was in his second year working as a tutor. He is Tongan-Cook Island, in his mid-20s,
and married with three young children. He had always loved playing sports and this assisted
him in building rapport with his students. Pete’s commitment to his students often went
beyond the school day because he was also a church youth group leader. He invited some of
the students along to his Friday night activities. Since graduating from school he completed
a Christian ministry course.
Rose is a Tongan woman, in her late 40s, and married with four teenage children. Rose had
tutored in alternative education for the past six years. Rose progressed from being a day-today reliever, to becoming a fulltime tutor, to centre leader.
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Koro
The eighth tutor participant was named Koro. Koro, is Cook Island M!ori and has worked
as a tutor in Creative Learning Scheme for the past 12 years. As I introduced earlier, in
M!ori, the term koro means an “elderly man, grandfather, grandad” (Moorfield, 2015d); a
term of endearment for kaum!tua (Elder). Indeed, in the early years of Creative Learning
Scheme, Koro had assisted with transporting students in vans to the Mercury Theatre in the
morning before his tertiary studies. He did not initially volunteer to participate in this
research, as he did not want to be observed in the class. However, he was keen to be both
interviewed and participate in the performative workshop exercise (Chapter 7).

The tutors together
In summary, the tutors in this study are predominately Pasifika: two Samoan (Amosa and
Fetu), two Tongan (Rose and Pete) and two Cook Island (Luke and Koro). Of the two
remaining tutors, one is p!keh! (a New Zealander of European descent) and the other is a
white immigrant from England. None of the eight tutor participants held teaching
qualifications, and only Alice had an undergraduate degree. There was an age range of
tutors from early 20s right through to early 60s, which may account for the Education
Review Office’s (2011) suggestion that the teaching and learning relationships they observed
in alternative education were akin to: “adult-to-adult, parent-to-child or mentor-toapprentice” (p. 47). In terms of common experiences between tutors, they had skills in the
arts (Fetu, Amosa, Luke), sports (Lincoln, Koro, Pete), and most were married with families.
They all had a deep sense of spirituality and connection to the church. To note, church
going is central to the lives of many Pasifika people (Coxon et al., 2002). For example, Koro,
Fetu, Luke, and Pete had completed basic theological training, and all of the tutors in this
study maintained connections with Equippers; the church that founded Creative Learning
Scheme back in 1997.
In the next section, I identify four central methodological influences on how I approached the
research and that profoundly influenced the experience of gathering materials and
representing ‘data’. These include for ways of experiencing research: as liminal, as relational,
connoisseur, and as a/r/tographer. Then I describe in more detail the methods by which I
gathered and created the found poetry.
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Experiencing researching as a liminal
I am an academic researcher on staff within the organisation I am studying. In this section I
reflect on my research identity, and present the reasons for, the possibilities of, and the limits
and challenges I faced conducing this research when working from the inside out.
This research was loosely an inside job. The term ‘loosely’ indicates my feelings of liminality
both before the research project, and further enhanced by the research. Turner (1969)
describes “liminal entities” as being “neither here nor there” (p. 81). For example, although I
was inside the organisation I was studying, I was not a tutor. I felt my formal teacher
training disqualified me from being a real insider of tutor experiences. My position as
General Manager further distanced me. However, I have been ‘inside’ alternative education
for the past 12 years; Distant and close at the same time. Early on in my study I reflected on
my feelings of being in between worlds:

it is research that is close to me
yet i look upon it as a shoreline

over there

a place
from where they wave to me

McLaren (1987) renders Victor Turner’s concept of liminality as “a process in which
participants are removed temporarily from a social structure maintained and sanctioned by
power and force” and are “stripped of their usual status and authority” (p. 77). This was the
case for me, as I reflected:
This liminal space is one of vulnerability as I re-define who I am by leaving the
security of what managerial distance providers. It also challenges me as a qualified
teacher to enter the world of a tutor and to learn about how to be a teacher in
another capacity. (Research journal, 18-09-2012)

Initially I thought that my role as General Manager could be, in the phenomenological sense,
bracketed. Or, as Postman and Weingartner (1969) offer, I could become a “subversive
intellectual”, who is both “part of his [sic] own culture, and at the same time out of it (p. 4).
At times I imagined I was like an anthropologist when I was observing in alternative
education centres, small black notebook in hand. I sat quietly among the students and staff,
and jotted notes. I walked in hallways, and sat next to the tutors in their vans taking notes.
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At one point I assured the students that my notebook was not a policeman’s notebook
(Research journal 15-02-2013). This was an important reassurance, given many students
have had negative dealings with the police. When Lincoln saw me with my notebook he
asked me if I was taking “secret squirrel notes” (Research journal 26-03-2013). I soon
learned that although my aspiration was to ‘bracket’ my position as General Manager of the
provider I was researching, the research participants and students at the centre were not be
able to do this so readily. The alternative education manager even warned me beforehand
that the tutors “will not forget your title” (Research journal, 25-09-2012). My research
journal entries revealed this to be the case. For example, I noted that “I hear quiet talk”
among the students in the back of the van and they said that the “boss is in the front seat”
(Research journal, 15-02-2013). I am even introduced by Lincoln to his class of students as
“the big, big boss” (Research journal, 05-04-2013). Lincoln also told me that he only got
nervous when the Executive Director came to visit, but with me he did not feel nervous
(Research journal, 01-03-2013). The other tutors responded to my presence in various ways.
Rose said that she “ignored me”, meaning that she continued “business as usual” (Research
journal, 14-02-2013). However, I heard that her colleague, Pete, was not so comfortable with
my observations and may have even tried to avoid me (Research journal, 01-03-2013). When
I attended a staff meeting Lincoln’s centre, he instructed his staff members to “pretend
management is not there” (Research journal, 26-03-2013). Despite these comments, I noted
that over time the research participants seemed to be more at ease with my presence in their
centres (Research journal, 08.03.2013).
I acknowledged the unequal power relationship between the research participants and me
and sought to mitigate these in various ways. As the General Manager of Creative Learning
Scheme, I was responsible for the overall operations, curriculum, human resources, and
financial management of the organisation, but my role had moved away from direct
responsibility for management or staff review of the participants in recent years with the
appointment of a Principal. However, although my role had changed to focus on strategic
projects, stakeholder relationships, research and development, and new initiatives, I
acknowledged my presence could cause discomfort. Within my research ethics application I
stated that staff might feel obliged to be involved in the research due to possibly wanting to
‘please the boss.’ Or perhaps their choices were derived from cultural behaviours of Pasifika
research participants, relating to respecting leaders and those in positions of authority. The
tutors might be concerned that what I observed would affect their performance review of
employment. Additionally, the tutors may not feel they have the freedom to ‘be themselves’
in my presence.
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In order to minimise these ethical concerns, I recruited the services of Anita55, a research
assistant who was to be a neutral party. Her role was to recruit the tutor research
participants and to also act as an intermediary; additional to those of my University
supervisors, for if the tutors had concerns with any part of the research process. At such
times I felt that I was not in control of my research. I wrote the following journal entry
when my research assistant was about to start recruiting participants:
And so it begins. Anita is going to present the research at an AE staff meeting
tomorrow. Feel a bit ‘out of control’ – wonder how staff will respond. (Research
journal, 18-09-2012)

Throughout the process the tutors were explicitly told that there was no obligation to
participate, and although the Board of Creative Learning Scheme approved the research site,
individual staff members were to make their own decision to participate or not. While
Creative Learning Scheme Board were happy to be identified in this thesis, pseudonyms were
used to protect the identities of staff members. Tutors who agreed to participate were also
given an opportunity to withdraw from the research up to 21 days after the ‘data’ had been
collected; although no one did. Tutors received not only their research transcripts, but also
the found poems that were created from these. I presented the poems back to the research
participants. As I was aware that the tutors were “counting on me to tell their stories”
(Poindexter, 2002, p. 708), I sought their feedback to my version of their stories that I was
presenting poetically. Moreover, member-checking is seen as good practice within
qualitative research (Mears, 2009) and has also been evident in poetic inquiry research
methods (Sameshima, Vandermause, & Santucci, 2012). In a New Zealand study using poetic
methods, Carroll et al. (2011) described how the research team returned the poems to their
participants and reported that, “Participants saw and heard themselves in their poems…in a
form which had meaning for them” (p. 5). In this thesis I have placed tutor feedback at the
beginning of each set of found poems from the tutors. I put these at the beginning of the
poems in order for the reader to have a sense of what the tutors thought of these poems
before reading. I also wanted to honour their reflection of the poems by presenting them at
the beginning of their individual set of found poems.
Early on in my observational visits to centres I acknowledged that I could not separate my
positional gaze as ‘manager’, “the default perspective, the one we start from, the one we are
in originally” (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 42) from a purely phenomenological one. The
phenomenological gaze would be, “the researcher adopting a receptive rather than proactive
55

Pseudonym
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stance, allowing an element of experience to present itself for contemplation, then
attempting to construct a text which accounts for that experience in its wholeness” (Willis,
2002, p. 1.) At times I felt the pull towards thinking in terms of pedagogical effectiveness
and wrote in my journal: “it is hard for me not to think about how the lessons operated, how
they linked to the curriculum and to our strategic plan” (Research journal, 15-02-2013). To
curb this pull towards thinking in terms of a manager, it was important to ensure my own
reflexivity throughout the research. Guillemin and Gillam (2004) outline that “a reflexive
researcher is one who is aware of all these potential influences and is able to step back and
take a critical look at his or her own role in the research process” (p. 275). Etherington
(2007) remarks that in this way, “reflexivity… can explore and rebalance power relations
between researcher and researched” (p. 106). In the two research journal entries below, my
reflection became empathetic when I left my natural, or positional, viewpoint. As Schutz
(1967) maintains, “in order to get to your subjective consciousness, I must picture to myself
your stream of consciousness as following side by side with my own” (p. 166). Thus, in my
journal entries my positional gaze as General Manager became empathetic as I began to
picture myself in the stream of consciousness of tutors in the alternative education centre:
So, when I planned the date of the visit, I was told that the tutors and students
would be in their alternative education centre, only to arrive today and find that
most of the students and tutors are on K Road at a DJ course, including the three
tutors who are the research participants. Initially I was quite frustrated because the
time had been scheduled. Now I think about the importance of being flexible. So I
drove another 30 mins in to town, showed resilience, and got to the class on K Rd
(Research journal, 19-02-2013).
Like some mainstream hangover headache that comes back at me, I wonder about
tutor effectiveness, and “if I were a tutor I would have these kids doing unit
standard work at 9am.” From 9 – 10am, I felt the pace was too slow. Is my thought
yet another mainstream idea about rushing education, rushing between classes?
There are no bells (and definitely no bells and whistles) in AE! So the issue of time is
different in AE centres. With no bells and factory precision, there is an emphasis on
‘being’ and knowing your ‘being’ in relation to others. I see a lot of whole class
teaching because learning is something that happens ‘together’. (Research journal,
07-03-2013)
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Experiencing researching as relational
Alternative education centres are known as environments that promote positive relationships
between students and staff members, between students, and between the alternative
education centres and wh!nau (Education Review Office, 2011). Therefore, the tutors who
welcomed me to feel at home in their work places soon confronted my feelings of liminality.
For example, Rose asked all of the students in her centre to introduce themselves by saying
their name and their goal for transition (most students wanted to return to school, one said
he wanted to go to university). The relationships that I further developed with my tutor
research participants acted to ground me. My position as General Manager or ‘researcher’
toppled as we created I-Thou relationships. Thus, my true being was, momentarily,
recovered from objectified titles. Simultaneously, the tutor appeared to me as a friend. Often
those were in moments of humour. I reflected on a discussion with Amosa:
in the tutor office one afternoon
i talk about the weather:
the long dry summer sun
grass is dying
me: “it’s getting brown around here”
amosa: “you’re talking about the grass aren’t you?”
he’s samoan
we laugh
At one point Amosa and Luke joked with me about them changing their language when I
visited the centre so as they would appear more ‘professional’ for me. They joked they would
start using the word hypotenuse in their lessons and supply scripts to their students directing
them to say “yes teacher.”
The developing of closer relationships benefited my phenomenological pursuit to find
essences. Butler-Kisber (2012) remarks that:
a close and ethical researcher/ participant relationship most often produces the
richness and poignancy in what is conveyed. Then it is the delicate convergence of
what emerges because of this relationship, and the creativity and sense of craft that
is brought to the work, that gives resonance, appeal, and usefulness to this type of
inquiry. (p. 157)
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The relationships we formed resulted in tutors being open with me about such things as:
being bullied when they were at school, one tutor’s own suicidal thoughts when he or she
was a teenager, their own health concerns, their dealings with the police when they were
young, their uncertainties as what the future will hold for them in their tutor role, their
‘failures’ in the classroom, scary moments with students, and moments of pride and passion.
These anecdotes were not the result of clever questioning, but were revealed through grace
(Buber, 1996). Much of what the tutors spoke about affected me emotionally. I wrote in my
journal: “It is only when my emotions are touched by the research situation that I can write
with integrity about essence, and often only the poetic can come close to representing that”
(Research Journal, 05-04-2013). One tutor became emotional when she talked about her
students, and I reflected on this exchange in my research journal:
She is tearful talking about the girls; I ask her if she worries.
“She sleeps in parks if stuff goes down at home.”
I see the girl’s long face, as she sits on a park bench under shadowy trees (Research
journal, 01-03-2013)

The revealing conversations I had with tutors, both in the interviews and from discussions at
their centres, are what Guillemin and Gillam (2004) refer to as, “ethically important
moments” (p. 261). These ethical situations arise from “ethics in practice”, rather than
procedural ethics in which the researcher has gained prior-approval for a certain course of
inquiry. In my conversations with tutors, both in the interviews and during talk at their
centres, I was entrusted with information that I needed to work with ethically. This
required “being reflexive in an ethical sense”, where I was “sensitized to the microethical
dimensions of research practice… alert to and prepared for ways of dealing with ethical
tensions that arise” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004, p. 278). For example, I chose not to include
all disclosures that tutors made within the found poems, concerned that although their
identity would be anonymous to readers at-large, those who are close to Creative Learning
Scheme may be able to identify them. I also did not consider that the tutors would be
comfortable with me reporting some sensitive issues, despite the approval through
procedural ethics. In these ways, I found myself to be promoting an ethical working
relationship. I also became aware of how the research findings could be misconstrued from
another audience: the Ministry of Education. I was recounting to a Ministry official a found
poem from Luke. That statement “swim between the flags of 9 and 2”, raised questions from
the official. They asked me why students were only in the centres between 9 and 2, as they
expected students to be in the centre until at least 3pm. What they failed to understand was
that tutors are always with the students well beyond 2pm: taking them home and conducting
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home visits. Besides, the tutors were with the students all day as the students could not be
left alone at break times during the day. After my conversation with the Ministry I became
more mindful of possible implications beyond just those that personally pertained to tutors in
the study.

Experiencing researching as a connoisseur
Building relationships with my research participants did not fully explain how I gained an
understanding of tutor essences. My relationship with tutors certainly led to tutors
disclosing personal feelings and anecdotes, but my hermeneutic interpretation is also
informed by my 13 years of experience working within alternative education. As introduced
before, I am an alternative education connoisseur (Barone & Eisner, 2006). Novalis (Beiser et
al., 1996), a writer and philosopher from the early romantic German era (late 18th century),
writes about “qualitative involution” (p. 85); An idea that contributed to my understanding of
connoisseurship. Qualitative involution is the “progressive intensification of quality” (p. 85),
and the Oxford dictionary defines involution as “the process of complicating something”
("Involution", 2015). Furthermore, in a mathematical sense, involution is the “raising of
quantity to any given power” (Beiser et al., 1996, p. 85). Using this mathematical metaphor,
I imagined that an ‘outsider’ researcher, one who has less familiarity with what is being
researched, would be able to carry out qualitative research to a certain degree. However, it is
possible for an ‘inside’ researcher to experience intense qualities, thus: qualitative research to
the power of qualitative research. For example, although my observations in centres took
place over a three to six month period, the quality of perception was exponential, in that
what I observe is informed by 13 years of experience in working with people throughout the
alternative education sector. Thus, I have learned to “place heavy stakes on a simple nuance”
(Bachelard 1994, p. xxix). Having just eight research participants resulted in ample data due
to the qualitative intensification. It was like each observational insight was perceived to the
power of itself (at least) again, as I will discuss in relation to the following found poem that
attempts to reveal the nature of a student’s apology:
“sir”
his looked-at-me eyes, switched-tone voice
“i’ll see you tomorrow”

this is his way of apologising
it’s a different way of engaging
you gotta pick up on those things
the way that he looked at me
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I knew

I found this poem from Pete’s interview transcript. The young person’s way of apologizing
for disobeying the classroom rules was nuanced, something the tutor ‘picked up on.’ The
apology was discerned in the student’s ‘look’, along with the commitment from the student
to come back to the centre the next day. Just as the tutor ‘picked up’ on the nuances of
student communication, I also discerned the subtle exchange between student and tutor. I
suggest that poetry ably demonstrates the intensity yielded from observations through
qualitative involution or connoisseurship. Therefore, rather than solely trying to ‘bracket’
my experiences and pre-conceived ideas of alternative education, I acknowledged that my
own experiences provided me with the schema from which to appreciate the varied nuances
and complexities of the alternative education research milieu. As Bachelard (1994) so aptly
puts it: “the image has touched the depths before it stirs the surface” (p. xxiii). I have been
imagining tutors for the past 13 years through the depths of my experiences, and this
research was an opportunity to re/imagine tutors. Seeing tutors again in a different way has
also required some of my pre-cognitive thoughts about tutors to come to the surface.

Experiencing research as an A/r/tographer
It was not until later in my research experience that I came to understand that my work
aligned closely with a/r/tography, as I grappled with my academic identity “that lingers in
the liminal spaces between a(rtist) and r(esearcher) and t(eacher)” (Sringgay, Irwin & Kind,
2005 p. 902). “A/r/tography is an arts and education practice-based research methodology
that emphasizes living inquiry and an examination of the spaces between arts-making/
research/ teaching (a/r/t)” (Carter, Beare, Belliveau, & Irwin, 2011, p. 18). Certainly, being a
poet fulfils the artist sphere of a/r/tography, as Leggo (2013) writes:
In recent years, I have happily called myself an a/r/tographer, and as an artist and
researcher and teacher, I continue to seek to understand how poetry is a practice of
language and literacy that can foster hope and wisdom for living more effectively
and productively in the world. (para.1)
The ‘artist’ component is the area that I struggled with the most, as I have had no formal
training in poetry. However, I have had a long time interest in language and even assisted
editing two Oxford School Dictionaries for primary students (Deverson, 2003a, b). Despite
these misgivings about myself as a poet, I agree with Buber’s (2002) assertion that “everyone
is elementally endowed with the basic powers of the arts” (p. 100). Others can foster these
artistic abilities. Throughout this study there were two key experiences that fostered my
sense of myself as a poet.
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The first realization of my ‘poetic self’ returned to me at a research colleague’s workshop
(Luton, 2014) where we created an imaginary museum named the International Centre for
Academic Researchers’ Untold Stories (ICARUS). In one activity we were asked to create an
exhibit using a few artefacts Jane Luton had asked us to bring along to the workshop. These
artefacts were meant to have some meaning for us as researchers. I found a book of
children’s poems from my childhood, which mainly consisted of rhymes, riddles, and tongue
twisters (Figure 7). It was a well-worn book as it no longer had a cover and the pages were
dog-eared. I had gone through the book hundreds of times and you can see the marks where
I ticked, crossed, and scored each poem. (As a child, I had an evaluation mindset of the arts).
In Luton’s workshop I was asked to become a character of someone who knew me, and who
would be able to talk to a group visiting the museum about the artefacts I had displayed. I
decided to be ‘my parents’ who remembered me reading that book of poems over and over.
When I talked about me as ‘other,’ I found how I was bothered that my discourse was
fictional. I did not really know then if my parents would have considered me a poet. Perhaps
it was a secret I kept. Nonetheless, the workshop recovered for me an aspect of self that was
left in a box somewhere in my childhood.

Figure 7. My childhood book of poems and rhymes, missing cover.

The second key turning point came in a conversation with Canadian visiting scholar
Associate Professor Lyn Fels from Simon Fraser University in 2013. I was recounting to
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Lyn my research intent to ‘find poetry’ in the voices of tutors. Back then, I thought of myself
more as a poet, only living through the vicarious voices of my research participants. Lyn
challenged me to think, not only in terms of the poetry in others, but the poetry in me. Her
simple words were: “Adrian, you are a poet.” As an emerging academic, using poetic inquiry,
I was deeply encouraged. As I turned back to the poetic, I felt I was turning to an essence of
my being. I identify with Glenn’s (2012) experience: “Poetry drew me to the heart of where I
longed to go” (p. 19).
Since these two key moments I continued to develop my poetry through writing found
poems, literature-voiced poems and personal poems, and receiving feedback from critical
friends. Inspired by Julia Cameron’s (2002) The Artist’s Way, I often write morning pages.
This is where I write three pages of my stream of conscious in order to de-clutter my mind
from prose, and to see what poetic inspiration’s and possibilities may rise. I also took
pleasure in reading poetry, including works from Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson,
Radrindrapath Tagore, St. Ephrem, T.S. Eliot, James K. Baxter, Herman Hesse, e. e.
cummings, Pablo Neruda, and Philip Larkin, to name a few. I have presented my poems at
various conferences and seminars, including at; the Fourth International Symposium on Poetic
Inquiry, Montreal, 2013; the Fourth Interdisciplinary Conference on Perspectives and Limits of
Dialogism in Mikhail Bakhtin, Waikato, New Zealand, 2013; the Contemporary Ethnography
across the Disciplines, University of Waikato, New Zealand, 2014; and the Alternative Education
National Forum, Wellington, 2012. Thus I continued, and continue, to develop myself as a
poet, a researcher, and a teacher.

Ways of knowing tutors through found poetry
Found poetry is central to my poetic research method. Thus, I sought to find poetry from
the discourse of tutors from interviews, observing the tutors in their alternative education
centres, and bringing the tutors together for a performative workshop (Maximus, Chapter 7).
In this section I outline the methodological ways I created the tutors' found poetry that I
present in Chapter 6, in summary:
•

I interviewed tutors.

•

I observed the tutors in their alternative education work places.

•

Using the research transcripts, I created an initial set of found poems for each tutor.

•

In order to further embody the tutors' words and phrases, I ‘played’ with the created
found poems, and responded to them, to generate more poetic ‘data.’

•

The final part of my process involved incorporating into the found poems this new
material, and the found words and phrases from my initial observations.
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Finding tutors dwelling poetically
Interviewing tutors
I interviewed each of my eight research participants for 45 minutes to an hour. Later, I
recorded and transcribed the interviews. I interviewed Lincoln and Amosa in the latter part
of 2012, before observing them in their centres during early 2013. I was keen to complete
some of the interviews before Christmas in order to give me some time to reflect on their
words and phrases over the break. As for Alice, Luke, Fetu, Pete, and Rose, I interviewed
these tutors during my observation period in their centres. The benefit of interviewing
tutors during the observation period was that I gained insight from both the first-hand
experience of the observations coupled with the interview in close proximity. I interviewed
Koro after the performative workshop. Thus, his interview was my final research act, in
terms of working with the tutors. It seemed to me that Koro having the final word, as the
elder among us, was a fitting end.
The interviews took place at a range of locations negotiated with the participants. I
interviewed Lincoln in the noise of Starbucks Karangahape Road in central Auckland, Alice
at the Faculty of Education’s café (which has since burnt down), Rose—sitting on old, comfy
couches in her centre, Pete—in a quiet counselling room at his centre, Amosa—in the foyer
of Creative Learning Scheme’s main office just after the end of year prize giving with
students, Fetu and Luke—in a café just up the road from their centre, and I interviewed Koro
in his alternative education classroom.
The interviews were semi-structured conversations. While I had a series of questions to
prompt the conversation, often the discussions flowed of their own accord. My approach was
similar to the Pasifika methodology of talanoa. Vaioleti (2003) describes talanoa as “a personal
encounter where people story their issues, their realities and aspirations and allows more
mo’oni (purer, real, authentic) information to be available” (p. 14). This talanoa approach was
appropriate, given that six of my eight research participants were Pasifika. My interviews
were conversational and relaxed. The following exchange between Lincoln and me
highlighted this:
Me:

I thought I better look at my questions. I’ve actually got questions.

Lincoln:

Have I been rambling?

Me:

…it’s just a discussion about tutoring; no [you’re not rambling]

I considered Lincoln’s ‘ramblings’ a sign that the conversation was flowing.
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When interviewing Pasifika research participants, Otsuka (2005) noted in his research with
Fijian participants that he had doubts as to whether respondents answered questions
truthfully, rather answering in “a socially desirable way” (p. 9). Given my manager position
this could have been even more the case. Norrick (2005) asserts that what makes something
tellable in a research context is that it:
accrues to just the sort of identity a teller wished to project in the current context –
interesting in itself and personally revealing enough to engage listeners and to
project a particular identity, but avoiding transgression due to overly gruesome or
overly personal detail, presenting a positive self-image... (p. 329)
I acknowledge that this research leant towards romantic tellings. That which was spoken
became stars. That which was left unspoken by tutors was the dark sky; a kind of
“primordial silence” (Barrett 1958, p. 199). I imagined that even when the tutors spoke
fluently—word-after-word—there were silent gaps in-between each word or phrase that fell
deeply below what was tellable. My listening ear linked the words like constellating stars to
find meaning.

My aim was to have open-ended discussions about tutoring. I kept in mind that description
is the root of phenomenology. With phenomenological method van Manen (2014) asserts
that we must, “Aim to capture experiences as they are lived through. Avoid asking for
opinions, beliefs, or perceptions” (p. 298). Thus, my primary question was; “Can you tell me
about your journey of becoming an AE tutor?” Further questions focused on the tutors’
backgrounds, for example: “Can you tell me about your experiences at school?” I asked the
tutors to describe for me their tutor practices; “Explain what you do as an AE tutor”; “How
do you describe your job to others?”; and “Describe your tutoring style.” Not always keeping
strictly to van Manen’s advice to keep to direct experience, I also asked the tutors to reflect
on their experiences. I felt it was important to invite the tutors into making sense of their
experiences with me. For example, the questions that I asked: “In what ways do AE tutors
work with students that you consider is unique?” and “What advice would you give a new
AE tutor?”, was like asking tutors directly about their own essences. For example, in the
next found poem, Amosa’s advice to new tutor contained an initial insight into tutor
essences:
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be opened minded
even be ready to learn from students
definitely have a sense of humour
don’t take anything personally
and
reply to all your emails

After the interviews, the tutors conveyed in various ways that they felt a sense of
appreciation from being given an opportunity to share their stories. For example, Pete asked
me for a copy of his audio file, which I later made available to him; and I gave all participants
their audio files too. Pete explained that the interview had helped him clarify his practices.
He said to me: “it makes me think in different ways” (Research journal, 05-04-2013). Amosa
exclaimed after his interview, “that was cool!” And after my interview with Fetu, she gave
me a hug.

Creating found poetry from the interview transcripts
After the interviews with tutors, I set about finding words and phrases from the interview
transcripts in order to write the found poems.

I transcribed each interview verbatim
interviews between four and seven thousand words
14 to 23 pages long
confronted me with
an inexhaustible
array
of possible
combinations
articulations
ruminations
with no—
calculations
formulations
machinations
scientific schematizations
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—to
guide me in knowing
you/them/me
“There is no template or prescribed approach for creating found poetry”
(Butler-Kisber, 2010, p. 85)
so I turned to the light of
phenomenology:
phosphorescent paths,
the twinkle of being
scattered before me
even the mundane
can be made to shine (Furman, 2007)
gather the shining words
gather the other words and
make them shine

In order to find the shining language from my interviews, I reformatted the actual
transcripts and turned them into (very long) poems. The tutors’ pauses within the
interviews were represented by large white space on the page. After continuous close
listening to the recorded interviews I became attuned to the pauses, accents, and nuanced
phrases. I provide an example of the reformatted transcript in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Sample of research transcript presented as a poem.
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Having gained the confidence from closely listening poetically to the first three interviews,
and turning these transcripts into poems, I decided not to transform the remaining five
transcripts into poems. My concrete action of creating the long poem transcripts was my
initial way into developing poetic sensibility: “to see the world creatively” (Rinehart, 2010, p.
197). For the remaining five poems, I highlighted portions of transcript text that shone,
resonated, or stood out to me (Butler-Kisber, 2010; Faulkner, 2009). In a phenomenological
way, I was physically highlighting that which was already highlighted to me, from within
itself (Heidegger, 1996). I show my highlighting of the research transcript in Figure 9.

Figure 9. A sample showing highlighting of words and phrases from Lincoln’s research transcript.

Only using the highlighted words and phrases from the transcripts (as shown in Figure 9), I
created an initial set of tutor found poems by of linking words and phrases together. This
process included many drafts, additions and changes in order to create found poems that I
considered demonstrated a compression of language that held a lived moment, or a pertinent
thought, from a tutor’s experience. I created the found poem below, from Lincoln’s
transcript that demonstrates the transformation of the Lincoln’s words from the his
interview transcript into a found poem:

very hard to pin her down
very hard to keep her at school
she suddenly turned up
in a pink blouse
the one who was into all the black arts

From each tutor’s transcript, I created a series of between14 and 20 initial found poems.
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Finding poetry from observing tutors
Along with the research interviews I also observed at the tutors’ centres from early 2013 for
over a period of three to six months. I visited the centres for a few times a week. Sometimes
my visits were for an hour or two, and occasionally they were for the whole day. To observe
a range of tutor interactions I visited the centres at various times of the day, such as at
morning times so I could accompany tutors for student pick-ups in vans. When I observed
in the afternoons I was able to observe the tutors in staff meetings. The point of observing
in the centres was to truly ground my phenomenological research in the lived experiences of
tutors. I took van Manen’s (1991) view that “pedagogy must be found, not in abstract
theoretical discourse of analytic system, but right in the lived world” (p. 31). Thus I
experienced not only the word/world of the tutors from their interviews, but their everyday
actions. In seeing the tutors at work in their centres, I aimed to find them dwelling
poetically (Heidegger, 1971). Given that the tutors were not qualified teachers, I expected to
find that their discourse would not be laden with curriculum language and therefore more
attuned to poetic utterance. I aimed to collect these words and phrases and later incorporate
them to add further layers to the found poems I was to create from my research transcripts.
I did not restrict my observations to just the classroom, but included common areas, vans,
and outdoor learning environments: almost anywhere the tutors moved. I took my research
notebook into the alternative education centre, similar to how Cahnmann-Taylor (2009)
described her use of a notebook in the field “to write down images, metaphors, and overheard
phrases that may have direct or indirect relationship to our studies” (p. 19). I also took note
of other types of language in the centres, such as words from posters or notices. This
reflected Reale’s (2013) description of when she created found poetry representing the
experiences of African refugees. Reale (2013) discusses how her approach was a “fragmented
process” (p.1.) that included a pistache/bricolage created from pieces of overhead
conversations, official reports, and her own reflections.
When I entered the alternative education centre to observe, I strove to be attentively aware
(Willis, 2002). I heeded Stake’s (1995) advice to “enter the scene with a sincere interest in
learning how they [the research participants] function in their ordinary pursuits and
milieus, and with a willingness to put aside many presumptions while we learn” (p. 1). From
my observations across the three centres—Greenwoods, Te Papa, and Chapel Road—I wrote
down at least 500 tutor phrases along with many pages of reflections (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Pages from my notebook used during observations of alternative education centres.

How words shine
In this section I reflect on possible reasons why I chose certain words and phrases and not
others, either from the research transcripts or from my observations in the centres.
Poindexter (2002) writes that when she created found poems in her study of HIV patients,
she was looking for “unambiguous phrases, strong statements, eloquent expressions,
wording that appealed to me, and portions of narrative that I felt strongly captured the
person I had met and interviewed” (p. 708). Yet, Poindexter (2002) reveals that she was
reliant on “gut feelings” and “literary hunches” (p. 708). Similarly, I too felt that I was
leaning on my poetic ear and my established relationships with tutors to find words and
phrases from their discourse. In pondering on why I chose certain phrases, Louise Rosenblatt
(1986) introduced me to the work of philosopher and psychologist William James, who she
found instructive for her work on the aesthetic transaction that occurs when reading.
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Rosenblatt (1986) writes that central to the process of reading is “what William James
termed ‘selective attention.’ We are constantly engaged, he pointed out, in ‘choosing’ from all
that is offered by the moment-to-moment transaction with the environment” (p. 123).
Taking Rosenblatt’s lead, I turned to consider James’ (1907) work as a re-collective and
reflexive exercise in examining some possible, subconscious, reasons for why I highlighted
certain texts in the environment of the alternative education centres or from the transcripts.

“the essence of perception is
that it is selective” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p. 99)
“accentuation and emphasis
in every perception…”
is all
“…that we have” (James, 1907, p. 170)
In the next section I outline James’ six key reasons why we select, and demonstrate how each
of them captures an element of the process by which I made the choices.
1) According to James (1907), I chose because of practical reasons. Thus, I selected for
pragmatic intent. For example, I found words and phrases with the intent of
introducing the reader to the moment when my tutor research participants decided to
work for Creative Learning Scheme. In this way the research intent was gently
influencing what I selected. Examples from my study included Luke’s phrase, “before
I started/ oh no/ it’s not at risk youth”; or when Rose said, “I was asked to do relief
work seven, eight years ago.” It was an artful struggle to maintain the flight of
poetry with other practical research considerations (Faulkner, 2009).
2) I chose what I considered aesthetic. Some phrases I caught in the centre observations
were explicitly poetic, inviting attention from me, such as these metaphors: “Rip
tides happen everywhere on the shores of life/ Swim between the flags of 9 and
2/The flags represent—ta da!—here!” (Luke); “Landscaping for people of the land”
(Amosa). In this metaphor, Amosa likens lesson planning to landscaping for M!ori.
Amosa’s phrase “people of the land” refers to M!ori—who are known as tangata
(people) whenua (land) (Moorfield, 2015i). Some phrases I wrote down had rhythm to
them, such as, “Look at Mary, she went from 33% to 56% to 73% to 96%, she went
bang, bang, bang, she took ownership of her education” (Lincoln). At other times I
wrote down words and phrases that sounded strangely poetic. By this, I mean out of
place within the milieu of the marginalised education context of alternative education.
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My experience was reflected in an experience of French literary critic Jean Paulhan.
When Paulhan (2008) spent time amongst the Malagasy from 1908 through to 1910,
he noticed the abundant use of proverb in every-day discourse. He recognised the
proverb by “the strangeness of the words it contained that were new in the
conversation and different from what had until then been in the topic” (p.7). In my
study, Fetu’s words: “We have scholars here!” sounded strange to me. I had never
heard the word ‘scholar’ used in the alternative education context before. Another
example of a strangely poetic discourse I found was in these words from Rose: “I do
carry a lot of grace/ and I enlarge myself to have a little more grace.”
3) I chose because of “habits of attention” (James, 1907, p. 172). My habit of attention,
as a connoisseur of education, directed me to look at the relationships within
alternative education as a hallmark of good practice (Education Review Office, 2011).
Thus, I was more attuned to the subtleties of conversations, particularly between
tutors and students. For example I found this from Alice’s transcript: “I reminded
him of a teacher who hated on him/ I feel like I’ve turned the corner with students/
he sits next to me one day/ doesn’t usually talk to me/ one-on-one conversations/
during morning tea/ plays a game with you/ breakthrough.” Or this example of
language I caught from Pete in his centre: “I took him for a ride yesterday and
dropped him off last because I like being with him” (Pete). As I was a qualified
teacher I also found myself writing down examples of usual classroom discourse I
heard in the centre: “Do your work, talk less” (Rose); “What is it you don’t
understand?”; and “I feel generous today, I will give you 200 points” (Pete).
4) I chose because I was making sense of the whole. James (1907) also sees selection as a
rational exercise because “all reasoning depends on the ability of the mind to break up
the totality of the phenomenon reasoned about, into parts, and to pick out form
among these particular ones which … may lead to the proper conclusion” (p. 173).
Thus, each word and phrase selected for the found poems is one piece contributing to
the whole. It was not until the found poem was created that we could see the whole:
the ‘proper conclusion’, or essence. It was as if our subconscious held the complete
picture of what it wanted to say, and accordingly created it by bringing together the
shining parts. In the following sample (Figure 11) of a compressed transcript I show
how I created a found poem through a selection of words and phrases that spanned
over four pages. The lines connecting words represented to me constellating words
to create meaning. The completed picture revealed what student achievement looked
like for Lincoln.
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Transcript, Page 8
You know, the shoulders go back and, it doesn’t last very long and they go back to
being rat-bags the next day, but you know, it does, it is the little steps all the time.
Transcript, Page 11
…and bang, a little spark went on in his eyes, ‘oh this is easy.’
Transcript, Page 10
I’ve had several, is it epiphanies? What do you call…? Like with one student there, I
was getting so frustrated teaching basic division and I came out of the classroom…
Figure 11. Transcript showing finding poetry

The words connected above become the following found poem. The essence of the
poem is that the student embodied sense of achievement. First achievement is seen in
the eyes, then articulated through the mouth, felt in the shoulders, and finally walked
out:

a little spark went on in his eyes
“oh this is easy”
the shoulders go back
it’s little steps of epiphany
all the time

5) I chose for the sake of harmony. James (1907) further suggests that we choose
according to what harmonizes “with each other and with the main purpose” of our
work (James, 1907, p.173). Thus, in my selecting, I kept in mind the whole corpus of
poems to ensure a sense of wholeness. The collected tutor voices make we, and “ ‘we’
opens up a way of knowing that is intersubjective” (Friesen, 2012, p. 41). In this
regard, I selected phrases that resonated between my research participants. Take for
example the instances of light found in the following tutor found poems:
a little spark went on in his eyes (Lincoln)
a sparkle came back to his eye (Luke)
switch the light on/ “wake up”/ their face just beams (Amosa)
seeing them light up for the first time (Koro)
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6) I chose for ethical reasons. Finally, James writes that selection is an ethical choice:
“Which interest out of several, equally coercive, shall become supreme?” (1907, p.
174). The words that became supreme to me were the evocative, romantic and pithy
words:
love

care

jail

passion
hate

hugs
privilege

horrific

nourish

respect
honour

vision

fights
rare
attack
uplift

ra ra ra
laugh
liven

drunk
fisherman
frustrate

arrow
bullied

punching bag
struggle

Heart

BOOM!

‘Playing’ with my research data
Equipped with the initial found poems that I had created from the interview transcripts and
at least 500 words and phrases I had collected from my observations, I began to search for
ways to work with my range of ‘data’ to create poems. I wrote in my research journal:
At the moment I am building a relationship with my research data, and there
probably isn’t a better way of building a relationship than through playing.
Through this play I am hoping the data will let slip the essence of.
In this section I describe some ways I ‘played’ with the caught discourse.

Spending time with tutors’ words
When I was creating found poems, I considered that hand writing or typing the words on
paper was not adequately allowing me to consider the felt sense/gravity of what tutors had
conveyed. I needed some way of embodying the words in more tangible ways. I decided to
construct some lino and cardboard printing blocks of words and phrases found either from
the research participants’ interview transcripts or from the observations at the centre (see
Figures 12 to 16). Making prints opened a space for me to meditate on single words and
phrases because prints took at least several hours to create. In my research journal I reflected
on printmaking:
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The time it took me to create the block gave me time to dwell on the words and
each letter. I found layers of meaning and I also thought that the time creating
honoured the words of my research participants. The crayon rubbing experience
was suspenseful as I waited to see how the image was revealed. (Research journal,
18-06-2013)
Moreover, printmaking has a historical tradition of progressing issues of social justice
(Langa, 2004) and is also used as a mode in arts-therapy (White, 2002). In Chapter 7 print
making re-emerges as an activity when my research participants constructed Maximus.
Here, I present examples of the prints that I made from tutors’ words or phrases. I chose to
present them in the methods section, as this was one of my ways into the words that will
eventually reappear in the found poems in the following chapter.
“AE is like Facebook, we post on each other’s walls” is a short found poem from the research
setting that I made into a cardboard printing block (see Figure 12). The use of Facebook
reflected the social media influence, where posting comments on Facebook reflected the
manner in which tutors often spoke words of encouragement to their students. Perhaps the
walls (on Facebook) were symbolic of the students’ attitudinal, cultural, and/or emotional
walls that they sometimes presented with.

Figure 12. “AE is like Facebook” (Amosa), black crayon rubbing from cardboard block.
Figure 13. "We have scholars here" (Fetu), red, yellow, blue crayon rubbing from cardboard block.
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Figure 14. “Whoa” (Lincoln), black ink lino print; a common expression of Lincoln’s, meaning 'to
express surprise' (“Whoa”, 2015).

Figure 15. "You're beautiful" (Rose), red ink lino print.

As discussed earlier, when Luke spoke at a morning-talk with students he likened the
students coming to the centre to ‘swimming between the flags’, between 9am and 2pm. At
2pm the tutors began to drop students back at their homes (see Figure 16). This metaphor
spoke of alternative education being a safe place to ‘catch a wave’ of learning. The metaphor
also suggested that the tutors were the lifeguards watching-over their students in turbulent
‘life seas.’
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Figure 16. "Catch a wave between the flags of 9 and 2" (Luke), green crayon rubbing from cardboard
block.

Creating found poems from cut-ups
One method I used to work with the highlighted interview transcripts was to physically cut
words and phrases out of the transcript (Figure 17) and arrange them into couplets (Figure
18). Physically cutting out words and phrases was a further way that helped me embody the
act of creating found poems.
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Figure 17. Amosa's transcript cut-up.

From Amosa’s cut-up I was able to move the words and phrases around freely in order to
experiment with different combinations. In Figure 18 I present one of my renderings: a
couplet poem.
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Figure 18. Couplet found poem created from Amosa’s research interview transcript.

Responding to found poems I created
From my sets of initial tutor found poems, I responded to them by exploring the deep
resonances that the poems evoked in me. This was a way to test the potency of the poems.
In Figure 19, I wrote a poem in response to Amosa’s found poem. I also wondered if the
poems I wrote were too sentimental, positioning tutors as ‘saviours’. In writing my response
to the poems, I was beginning to catch (Wolff, 1976) the essences that were being set free in
my response to the poetic text.
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Figure 19. Example of my responses to a found poem.
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Creating layers within the found poems
Next, I incorporated another two layers of found material into many of the original found
poems with: 1) reflections from responding to the poems (as just explained), along with some
poetic notes from my research journals and, 2) the words and phrases I found from the
research observations (some of which I had turned into prints). This layered poetic text
created a dialogue between myself and the research participants (the participants’ voices
coming both from the interview and the context of their everyday work with students). In
the example in Figure 20, I show a found poem created from discourse relating to/and from
Lincoln. The text justified to the left is found from the research transcript. The centred text
in italics was found from my research journal and the text justified at the right-hand margin
was found from my observations of Lincoln at the centre. The arrows indicate the
recommended way to read the poem.

different people told my wife I should be
what they call ‘a teacher’
teachers: a new discovery!
what a joke
it was something I never aspired to
we’ve got to look a bit deeper as to why
Figure 20. Example of a found poem showing layers of discourse (Lincoln).

By adding my voice, I explicitly implicated myself in the practice of meaning-making. These
lines shaped the overall sense of the poems. The way Lincoln described teachers made them
sound strange: “what they call a teacher”. My reflection, “teachers: a new discovery!” could
be read as either enhancing Lincoln’s statement, or providing some ironic humour.
Moreover, I could be hinting that Lincoln is the “new discovery” of a teacher. The ambiguity
that poetry affords can make any one of these interpretations valid. The insertion of the
words from the research milieu, “we’ve got to look a bit deeper as to why”, is found from
Lincoln speaking to one of his students. This phrase is like Lincoln turning back on himself,
thus asking himself the very question he was asking his student. This turning back reflected
how Annie Dillard (cited in The Found Poetry Review, 2014) describes literary found poetry:
“By entering a found text as a poem, the poet doubles its context. The original meaning
remains intact, but now it swings between two poles. The poet adds, or at any rate increases,
the element of delight” (para 1). In the poem sample the words swung between the context
of the alternative education centre where Lincoln worked to the research interview context.
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I, as the researcher, was in the middle, making it swing. Moreover, the co-constructed
nature of the found poems gave rise to what Glesne (1999) terms a “third voice” (p. 183).
Glesne (1999) explains that this new voice “is neither the interviewee’s or the researcher’s
but is a combination of both” (p. 183). The form echoes Witkin’s (2007) “relational poetry”, in
which, “a free standing poem was responded to via an interweaving second poem with the
lines of the first” (p. 477). A new poem is created through interweaving a poetic response to
the original poem. Thus, Witkin (2007) observes that “a poem may be considered an
expression of the ongoing conversations in a poet’s life” (p. 478).
Figure 21 shows how I incorporated observational notes, as shown in handwriting, into one
of the first versions of Alice’s found poems.

Figure 21. Adding a layer of text to one poem I found from Alice.

Inviting responses to the found poems from others
I decided to privilege Koro’s found poems, the ‘elder tutor’, in the form of a response to the
found poems of the other tutors. This echoes the kaupapa (protocols) in formal M!ori
welcome where the tangta whenua (host, literally ‘the people of the land’) responds to the mihi
(speech) of manuhiri (visitor) (Tauroa & Tauroa, 2008). As a result, these appear at the end of
each set of tutors’ found poems in the following chapter. The found poem was an imagined
response that I created from Koro’s research transcript.
I also acknowledge that the unscripted voice of the poems is your voice. I consider reader
response to be an important part of this phenomenological study. I agree with Rosenblatt’s
(1980) view that “a poem is not a ready-made object to which a reader is passively exposed”,
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but “a poem is a happening, an event” (p. 386), or what Leggo (2008) refers to as “a textual
event” (p. 166). Rosenblatt (1986) contends that the “physical text is simple marks on paper
until a reader transacts with them” (p. 123). Rosenblatt suggests that:

Each reader brings a unique reservoir of public and private significances, the residue
of past experiences with language and text in life situations. The transaction with
the signs of the text activates a two-way, or, better, circular, merge. (p. 123)
Rosenblatt (1986) does not diminish the importance of the text, but points out that the
transaction between the text and the reader creates an “evocation”, which is the “object of
response” (p. 125). I suggest that the object of response can be viewed as the essences of.
Thus, the poetic engages the reader in “co-creation” of these essences (Furman 2004, p. 162).
In this thesis, I present my interpretation of the essences, but I also invite the reader to
create their own.

The found poems I created
The style of the found poems I created bears similarity to Richardson’s (1994) Nine Poems of
Marriage and the Family. Her poems are of a short length, from 5 to 14 lines, and each poem
represents a ‘ “candid photo” or an “episode” or an epiphany’ (p. 9) that intends to evoke an
emotional response from the reader. She describes the poems as “short lyric poems”, each a
“mini-narrative, an episode representing an emotionally and morally charged experience” (p.
8). Richardson has given the cluster of poems a heading ‘Marriage and the Family’ which
she suggests implies a meta-narrative. My found poems ranged from between 2 to 24 lines.
Each poem represented a lived experience of tutoring, interspersed with my own poetic
reflections, which created depth to the poem. While Richardson (1997) makes a distinction
between narrative and lyric poetry, I suggest my poetry was a mix of both. Thus, the sets of
found poems, as a whole, presented a meta narrative of the essences of tutors.
When writing and creating found poetry I aimed to find a sense of completeness. I was
reminded by Dewey (1934) that “a poem presents material so that it becomes a universe in
itself… self-enclosed and self-limiting… self-sufficient” (p. 241). Although my poems enclose
an idea in a short length, importantly it was my intention that they provide just enough
words from which to launch the imagination. Following Richardson (1994), I understood the
space around my poems might equally act to complete the poem. Richardson (1994) explains
that the spaces around her poems “invite greater readerly responses and interpretive work”
(p. 8.). While my poems are short, I aimed that they would emit an intensity of light. As
Simon Armitage (2002) writes, “In a short poem, a whole universe can be concocted in a
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couple of lines, with an emotional pull – like a gravitational force drawing the reader towards
its core” (p. xii). I would replace the word ‘core’ with the word ‘essence’; therefore this
phrase would come to read: ‘drawing the reader towards it essence.’

Conclusion
As I demonstrated in this chapter, using poetry as a method to represent tutors in alternative
education was a process of refining and building a relationship with the words and phrases I
caught from transcripts, observations, and my own personal poetic reflections. I am
reminded here by Heidegger’s (1968) assertion that “without relatedness, the craft will never
be anything but empty busy work” (p. 15). The relationship with the poems pulled me into a
greater depth of knowing, and I sought to represent depth of this relationship through, for
example, creating layered found poems. At a wider level, relationships became equally
important in terms of how I ethically worked with the tutors, how I worked with their voices
to represent them, in ways that resonated with them, and beyond them.
In the next chapter I present the found poems I wrote to reveal the essences of my research
participants: Lincoln, Alice, Amosa, Luke, Fetu, Pete, and Rose. Each tutor’s response to
their individual poems sits at the front of their collection. Koro makes a response following
each set of tutor poems. I clustered the poems together to make visible the “multi-vocal
understanding of a phenomena” (Butler-Kisber & Stewart, 2009, p. 5). Therefore, the flow is
not abruptly interrupted by overt analysis, although the poems are carefully placed and titled
in order to orientate the reader towards essences. Moreover, I wanted to present the tutors
as whole. As Buber (1996) maintains, “If I face a human being as my Thou, and say the
primary word I-Thou to him [or her], he [or she] is not a thing among things, and does not
consist of things”, “not a loose bundle of named qualities” (p. 59).
I reiterate that the tutors’ voices from the research interview transcripts were justified on the
left-hand margin, my voice was in italics in the centre, and the tutors’ voices that I found
from my observations is presented on the right-hand margin. Occasionally I will signal a
change in structure to allow a new form to convey certain content more powerfully.
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Chapter 6: The precepts of Chiron (2): tutors of
alternative education

I think it would be fitting if we opened up
a window
in prayer
(Amosa)

I dwell in Possibility –
A fairer House than Prose –
More numerous of Windows –
Superior – for Doors –
Of Chambers as the Cedars –
Impregnable of eye –
And for an everlasting Roof
The Gambrels of the Sky –
Of Visitors – the fairest –
For Occupation – This –
The spreading wide my narrow Hands
To gather Paradise –
(Emily Dickinson, 1960, p. 327)
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Lincoln

When I read the poems to Lincoln it was like I was confessing to him
my sins. Sin = hamartia, Greek—to “miss the mark.” I wondered—
had I missed the mark?
I read a poem.
Lincoln said he knew exactly which student I was talking about.
I am relieved.
(Research journal, 10-09-2013).
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in the beginning…
(i)
as a youngster
in a little village in england
i had total respect for teachers
you never called them by their first name
teachers back in england were
always strict
always fair
and always friendly
if it was a male, suit and tie
females wore smart outfits
Lincoln addresses people as…
sorry sir/
there you go young lady
i can always remember
arriving in new zealand
to see the way the teachers looked—why
you couldn’t tell them apart from
who is the teacher and
who is the student

(ii)
different people told my wife i should be
what they call ‘a teacher’
teachers: a new discovery!
what a joke
it was something i never aspired to
we’ve got to look a bit deeper as to why
i’ve always been on the go:
kinaesthetic, outside doing stuff, never settle down at a desk
teaching students was not my cuppa tea
i’m not very good at going to courses, sitting down listening to lectures and stuff like that
had a good laugh at it
but the big boss upstairs was doing something (my job came to an abrupt end)
next minute
i am sitting in an office talking to
the Boss downstairs
the rest is history
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custos 56 (1): through a father’s eyes
(i)
my own family of four boys and a
special needs daughter
coaching soccer teams, cricket teams
i ended up doing the full committee thing
became a referee
that was my training
if you put it that way
i am more of a father
an older male role model who they have not had
i could have easily chucked it away, but
i do love them and
if i didn’t—i couldn’t be here, but
i would never call myself
a teacher

(ii)
all the baggage they bring with them
horrific stuff done to them
knocked sideways
hurt
father doesn’t want him
mum doesn’t want him
most of these kids don’t have their original parents
mum’s come home after a stroke
he’s been dumped from pillar to post
if mum’s not interested
no wonder he’s got anger
how are we going to get her
to come in for an
enrolment?
you’ve gotta deal with that before you can start

56

Latin, meaning “guardian, keeper, protector” (Harper, 2015a).
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(iii)
they are going to have their down days
you’ve got to be so diplomatic:
request
a demand
can trigger memories from home

(iv)

Lincoln sees the girl who
twists the van’s rear vision mirror towards her
applies lipstick and eye shadow
he buys her a hand mirror for her birthday
he’ll give it to her
when he’s ready
because she’s learned to hate birthdays
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pedagogue
(i)
teacher training doesn’t work
because if it did, they wouldn’t be here
i didn’t say it wouldn’t be helpful
and i’ve said it many times before
education is about
third
in
line
and no, you don’t get to use a calculator for this one
if these students wanted just education they would be in mainstream
they need more than 1 + 1 and spell humpty dumpty and stuff like that
m!ori – that’s beyond us
you could learn it in a booklet from the correspondence school
my goal is to make him smile
teaching is about life
teaching them those basic things when I was brought up, you know, life skills, that’s what we
really do
how to deal with life and get on

(ii)
the correspondence school material
is
all
lined
up
like a round of ammunition
the autistic boy sits at the back of the classroom
one kid disappears to be tested

(iii)
Lincoln shows me a letter written by the correspondence school teacher to his student Larry
the letter begins, dear Cathy…
and we wonder why Larry won’t engage?
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(iv)
you’ve gotta work out what works for them
we go with what we’ve got
you don’t just go: “bang”, rip into them what they’ve done wrong
that’s for tuesday’s training or thursday’s training
on the day of the game you’re always encouraging them
it’s just little keys with each different student
the ones who can put the ball at the back of the net two times, they’re your striker
slower ones are your defenders
mid-fielders
plenty of strength
so they keep going
and also another thing
get teams to encourage one another within
you got it!
they don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care

(v)
staff meeting 26 march 2013
it’s hot
parents from the school next door are filling the church car park
a girl wrote a suicide letter
health nurse will be alerted when she comes into the centre
later that week
a boy is truanting
working with his father scaffolding
even though
he’s 14
the misbehaviour of another boy
is due to this
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possibility
(i)
now i look at these students
i look at the mess they’re in, and i look, and think
whoa
what will they become?

(ii)
yes—you give us headaches sometimes
yes—we’ve had our down days
but
we love having you

(iii)
i don’t think you’re one of these guys that are going to sit on the fence
i believe you are going to be a success story
you can do it if you set your mind to it
never be ashamed of what you can do
rekindle the thoughts of good times
take ownership of your education
i know you are more than capable
participating is taking part
nothing is impossible

(iv)
a little spark went on in his eyes
the shoulders go back
“oh, this is easy”
it is little steps of epiphany all the time
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(v)
very hard to pin her down
very hard to keep her at school
she suddenly turned up
in a pink blouse
the one who was into all the black arts

(vi)
Mary could hardly put two days together
first child at 21
if she did this
she could live off the state
she went from 33% to 56% to 73% to 95%
bang, bang, bang
she took ownership of her education
she’s bragging
she’s actually done half the course at serville’s hairdressing

(vii)
they’re not doing what they were into
they’re not in jail
they’re not living off welfare
transition is coming out at the end with a whole new mindset
to me that’s success
massive big guy
big hugs
he’s going well, father of three
to two different females

(viii)
i am getting older
i don’t really want to give up
yet we are just a link in the chain
for a time
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Koro
in the end it doesn’t come down to my education
it comes down to how I can turn these kids around
the kids are sitting at your feet like Gamaliel57
you’ve got to keep stoking the fire
it cannot plateau out

Gamaliel was a doctor of Jewish law written about in the Bible in Acts 5:34—“a certain Pharisee in
the council… a teacher of the Law, highly esteemed by all the people” (The Bible, Amplified).
57
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Alice

“So cool/ uncanny—It’s like looking in a mirror”
I half-apologised to Alice for the small poems.
Alice thought the size and the space around the poems
“gave more room for the words to own it… to pop.”
(Research journal, 25-11-2013)
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difference/ different
(i)
i was a youth leader for
the last 12 years
let go of everything and
went overseas
on the way back
i landed in teaching, not
a professional teacher—
people always go you should go into teachers college
but i never
you know, it’s just not the right thing
just in your gut, you’re like
no it’s not right
i’m happy about that because i’m teaching now
as a tutor
just learnt on the job
watching how others work
pick up tools on the way
it feels right
right place, right time
people ask
“how are you enjoying your new role?”
i’m like
“it’s a good challenge”
i am starting to enjoy it
love it
learning where my boundaries are
it’s just a real privilege working with these students
making a difference
so, yeah
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(ii)
i have a different story
i really liked school
i would sit at my desk and get things done
do your work
never quit
the words of Winston Churchill
are printed on card and pasted on Alice’s desk
do anything
never
strive higher
never
push harder
never
dream bigger
give up!
get the reward
where do you want to be?
the government says
this is the curriculum
this is how you deliver it
teachers deliver it and
they get the reward
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(iii)58
it’s quite a cool story:
middle-class little white girl walking into AE (it’s quite hilarious)
cracks me up
science degree under your belt
students didn’t click with me as quickly
(hats off!)
i’m going to keep loving/caring for you
i like winning students over
every student’s different, aye
whether you hate me or not, being abusive
throwing stuff back at me
(how can we frame that?)
(i don’t judge)
i’m going to keep loving you
i reminded him of a teacher who hated on him
i feel like i’ve turned the corner with the students
he sits next to me you one day
doesn’t usually talk to you
one-on-one conversations
during morning tea
plays a game with you
breakthrough

The form of this poem is different from the others. In this poem I wanted the words to show
movement together reflecting a relationship that became closer. Therefore, in this poem the words
that I gained from the observation in her centre are in parentheses.
58
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tutor
(i)
at about 8:30am Alice and another staff member leave to pick students up in vans
when the students arrive,
they play table tennis
and call her “miss”

(ii)
in AE
it’s pulled together a different way
you can’t really push them
i’m not a teacher going ra ra ra
i care about them
their future
a Bob Marley poster reads:
don’t forget your history nor your destiny
i am there to help
you can encourage and inspire them
what are the barriers stopping students
from being the best they can be?
what goal do you want for term 1?
if you want to live a happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or trivia
-Albert Einstein

(iii)
tutoring: a professional position
be as professional as i can be
form a relationship
have a certain boundary
to
deliver the education
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(iv)
my consistency
has given them a place
where they feel safe
open up a little bit more
around me
to actually
sit, marinate and be
themselves
open to my guidance or direction

(v)
the new thing you tried
just worked
they were listening
capturing things

it was cool how they were stepping up

that felt great

(vi)
lesson planning is quite different
different people on correspondence
credits
someone else doing something
ages all different
five different learning intentions
though, the other AE centre is known as the ‘academic’ one
here, all the tables are facing the front of the class
i think this will be challenging
you get frustrated by others
do things as a group
come
alongside
a
student
i will sit with you
help them find the answers
i like mixing it up a bit
is that allowed?
is white a colour?
also, have back-ups as well
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(vii)
bells from the public school next door
noises of young children playing
echo through Greenwood’s centre
reminding the students of happier times

(viii)
teacher’s content
tutor’s relationship
an arrow in the quiver is a tutor-trained teacher
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falling through cracks into light
(i)
they didn’t want to be in school or in class
living in the moment
not thinking about the
future then
falling
through
cracks
to
the
guidance counselling department
someone to talk to that’s no teacher or authority figure
how you respond shapes your/their story
had good chats with them
the system’s failed them, that’s the problem right there
that’s just my viewpoint

(ii)
oh this sucked and i don’t want to be here
TO
this feels like home and i don’t want to leave

(iii)
if your life is a movie, what would it be?
he was drunk and something happened
potential hero faces a challenge
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(iv)
wisdom in the morning talk
you ask the questions—they provide
you are just adding to
ideas
discussion
kids just coming up with life questions
curious questions
repaint the picture for them

(v)
i can speak and inspire them to be able to see great things in their life
quiet the other voices
a place where you make a difference and see
something
change
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Koro
85% of my students turn up every day
95% of my students were out of school because of truancy
didn’t like going to school
the kids just enjoy coming
i don’t know what the formula is
it’s atmosphere, culture
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Amosa

“These poems represent my best answers.”
(Research journal, 23-11-2013)
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openings
(i)
it was a sunday morning
he gave me a couple of hours to think about it
i was thinking more a week
Sheena said “we shouldn’t, like, think too much”
“yip, I’ll take it”, it’s just down the road from my house
i was working very long hours at my previous chef job,
unsociable hours
i needed to hand in my resignation
i didn’t even talk to my wife about it
my wife said i should go to teachers college
i wonder if his wife prays
and his children are clothed and fed well
my very first day was ‘professional development’
was just all over my head
i can’t teach, i’m not a teacher
what have i got myself into?
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on the way to the centre
(i)
houses tucked away/ underside of
main roads
main streams
one student’s young brother we dropped off at primary school
on the way

(ii)
the van idles like the curtains that hang over the large ranch-slider window
Ropata jumps from the van, bounds up to the door,
one hand pulling up his low riding shorts, the other hand knocks
he waits for his fellow classmate
deathly silence is borrowed from the cemetery over the road
only we are at this wake
there will be a few echoes in the classroom today—the tutor says as we drive away

(iii)
Amosa points to a house where an ex-student of his lived
but sadly
the boy died
his house is over the road
from the cemetery
Amosa told me that
on the day of the tangi59
the m!ori wardens put cones over the road
to allow
the procession
to go
from his boy’s house
to the cemetery

59 Tangi is a M!ori word. The verb means: “to cry, mourn, weep, weep over” (Moorfield, 2015j), the
noun means: “rites for the dead, funeral.”

!
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Chiron
(i)
it’s exciting
it’s challenging
it definitely keeps you on your toes
you’re their educator
you’re their driver
you’re their shoulder to cry on
you’re their
emotional punching bag
the list goes on

(ii)
we all have our experiences
school
it wasn’t the best
just the norms
“do this, do that, do this”
a real drag
“write this down because this is what it says in the text book and I’m telling you”
that kind of authority teaching
if i had a teacher that was more like me
i would have really enjoyed it

(iii)
my music and art teacher stand out to me
love playing music
rubs off on to the way i try to get these kids engaged
let’s not sleep with our eyes wide open
customize your lesson plans
landscaping for people of the land
spontaneous music
out-of-the box art
we all have our experiences
we can use them to our advantage
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(iv)60
a classmate teaching:

one of their own up there

the other students
didn’t think it was going to work
i said:
“just give him a chance”

it’s good for me just to sit down
and he delivered it well

(v)
sitting
a lot of sitting
marinating in talk, laughter, listening
kids swinging on chairs
i like it when there
is a bit of noise in the classroom
Amosa was a chef
perhaps the metaphor is
correct

The poem breaks the convention of justifying words to either the left or right margins. The words
in this poem take on the form of the content by representing the student “up there” and the tutor who
chose to “sit down”.
60
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(vi)
photos of students’ tagging sits in Amosa’s inbox
the unsanctioned literature from
the students make for
stern warnings
strict conditions
the consortium is wanting to kick students off the programme for fighting
three strikes … “they can’t kick me out ‘til i punch two more”
the tutors tell me it is important to come to a place of
forgiveness

(vii)
Amosa tells me that the new tutor is keen to do waka ama61 with his students
but
the school has strict health and safety rules which prevents kids from being in
open

water

(viii)
the mentoring survey shows that Amosa is good at confronting in a ‘non aggressive way’
the student deftly turns her sweatshirt inside out to obscure
gang insignia

(ix)
my very first lesson
i was teaching
place
values
i was real confident
chad, my co-tutor, was sitting in the back, he was like agreeing with me
thought i did well
she
the alternative education manager
stopped me
“you just did everything wrong”
bombed out
terrible
it’s been a while since i’ve done any maths
sometimes you can fake it

61

!

Traditional M!ori outrigger canoeing.
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(x)
you just feel like you’re
under attack constantly
talk to someone about your frustration
you can’t take anything
personally

(xi)
they would think i was tutoring english as a second language
now i just say
i’m a youth worker.
i just use education as a tool
i don’t want to be that teacher at school
it is very important to understand who you are
an AE tutor is almost at an advantage, you know,
‘cause we are there every day

(xii)
a whole lot of new students
starts the process:
build foundation
develop a culture
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(xiii)62
s
o
c
i
a
l

t
e
a
c
h
i
opposed to

w
o
r
k

n
g

teaching, i don’t mind it
it would be hard to do both at the same time

62

This found poem’s form represents the content.
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(xiv)
i guess i am
pretty disarming personality
kind of
i am confident
I have a really good view of myself
nah
it sounds arrogant
it’s not aye?
i like them to take after me
nah
we don’t need any more
Amosas
it’s not a good look to take on your students’ personalities
i like them to take after me
actually

(xv)

advice to a young tutor
be opened minded
even be ready to learn from students
definitely have a sense of humour
don’t take anything personally
and
he allowed thousands of emails to pile up
reply to all your emails

(xvi)
his eye is blood shot
“the kids think I’m half stoned”
he said
i tell the most driest jokes
you have to have a sense of humour in this job
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the precepts of Amosa

(i)
AE is like facebook
we post on
each others’ walls

(ii)

students, you are all princes and princesses
we have some budding sportsmen in here
go back to school and become a lawyer
hold your head up high
think encouraging
positive—uplifting
love each other
think bigger
don’t let your environment define who you are

(iii)
testimonies
keep me in the job
it’s those things, yeah,
that keep me in my job
that kid has come such a long way
youngest of 11 siblings
he was a problem at the other AE programme
he cut his hair, the
veil came off
we just have a little laugh
and wonder how they
are
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(iv)
he is pretty intelligent
he was pretty clever
he was definitely street smart
he knew he was clever
nothing comes for free
they worked and earned it
not clever enough not to get caught by the police

(v)
what we have lacked in credit achievement
we have made up in relationships
young ones need some firm, firm guidance
older students kind of give kind help

(vi)
what do you think the purpose of AE is?
supply opportunities for these kids
to be something
to be someone
for some kids, all it needs is
for someone to
switch the light on
“wake up”
their face just beams

(vii)
i had a student whose goal was
to be a fisherman
i love raw fish
sea food
never seen a fish blink
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(viii)
student drop offs:
i know who stoners are
i know the ones sit and watch telly all night
i know the ones who get together with older students after hours
regardless, when we drop them off at home
they all say to me
“see ya tomorrow”
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Koro
young aggressive boy
tongan/english didn’t know much at all
loved sports, i got him into the warriors’ academy and all
he came back crying, i was going
“why you crying for?”
and he goes
“that was just the best day of my life”
“i got to do this. i got to do that. i trained, i trained hard and i played”
what you crying for you young aggressive boy?
tongan/english didn’t know much at all
unfortunately he fell back into his old ways
he was crying
some more
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Fetu

“I can see myself in these poems. I really like them.”
(Research journal, 13-11-2013)
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the call
(i)
never thought of CLS63
it started off when i was doing internship
at
bible college
“Fetu”
“what are you doing, like part-time?”
pretty much started relieving in yj64 and out west
relieving: helped me to get some more money
it was cool to get to know the kids
branched off
from there

(ii)
i know that i am called
but it’s definitely character building
that will
further
me
on
to
great things

(iii)
“huh?” “alternative education?”
i work with kids kicked
out
of school
or just
difficult
in bad situations
and then i tell them i tutor
they are like “oh that’s really cool, have you had any fights?”
it’s always those questions they ask

Creative Learning Scheme
Youth Justice residence in South Auckland where Creative Learning Scheme provides education
services.!
63
64
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(iv)
job interview
i don’t know if you remember our talk
when you interviewed me, you said
“go in with your open eyes”
it’s a journey
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legacy
(i)
my mum was a widow
i didn’t grow up with a father figure
somehow connects to the majority of these kids
grandma left behind a legacy
i learnt so much from her
i have been through it all
i can relate
i have a heart for people

(ii)
i talk to students about my childhood
i was bullied at primary school
they’re like ‘really?’
let’s be honest
gave me low self esteem
emotionally and physically draining
breaking point came
then
can i say God was a factor?
and people actually came and said
“you’re not like that”
i’m blessed
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a day in the life

(i)
you have your challenges
you also see the rewards that come from it
there is crap, sorry, ‘bad stuff’ that happens
i understand crap happens
let’s be honest
it’s a bit of a struggle this side
i tackled two girls fighting on the road
my pants split
i don’t know if it’s funny to you, but it was funny
i keep cracking up about that
after all their fighting no one knew what the actual problem was, you know
it was because a kid threw an apple
you just laugh at that

(ii)
arrive at the AE centre
students spread around the building
boys playing touch
a few at table tennis
a few girls dancing in the hall
a few waiting for morning talk
in the morning it is
becoming family again
doing rituals
of
be/coming together
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(iii)
some students don’t want to ask anything
a lot of you are keeping your books tidy
but yet they want to
they don’t know how to
ask
just be silent
anyone know what a noun is? a verb?
i know it’s a thursday
push forward
just make out everything is ok, but yet it is
not
as much as he wants help
he needs to want it
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teacher
(i)
repetition is a big thing for these kids
a big thing for these kids
is repetition

(ii)
i know i am a teacher, is that bad?
call me Fetu, or call me queen
a princess crown is tacked to the top of her computer screen
i always go by tutor, due to
the whole academic, qualified, like teachers, you know what i mean?
we do tutoring, mentoring
i was a youth leader in my old church

(iii)
step foot into their world
just seeing how life is for them
encourage students to see
beyond what they think of themselves
uplift. know how to restrain
love people more
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(iv)
that was quite a struggle planning stuff
today we have normal classes
like for english and maths
maths, english and meaty stuff
it’s good to be practical
i like to liven it up
get the kids more interactive
i got the class into a van
“man, maths is everywhere”
we did the pick-up route for mangere bridge, measured the kms
the class, they were like happy
not in class
“gosh, that reminds me when i was their age”
thinking i am dumb
but in the end i did make some awesome friends
and the class were back into their work

(v)
Fetu, a tutor
busily getting work done for the reliever
who is a trained teacher
school journals and
activities
printing booklets
with instructions
—impressive!

(vi)
being a tutor is just building relationships
you have your five love languages – i like quality time
not only in class time
sitting back watching everyone
let the kids eat first
taking it one day at a time
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(vii)
it’s a privilege to serve young people
we just got to persevere
don’t let intimidation creep in
kids sussing you out
just looking at you
go in with open eyes
be confident in who you are and
that you are called to be
here

(viii)
i am not trying to struggle to learn things on my own
it’s good to feed off aunty ‘Ofa, a teacher
your brain gets to think more academically
to explore
this is training ground

(ix)
learning in the van:
a tutor’s relative passes away
the students talk about death and tangi and the
impacts of smoking
students point out courses they want to transition to
mentoring
reflection
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the promised land

(i)
a rainbow spreads like water as we drive over the bridge
Gail said she was catching the bus in
Fetu plays soul music on the radio
i’m taking students to the promised land

(ii)
who wants to go to mainstream?
be an all black65?
BOOM!
you’ll need support from here and home
you can’t be here until you’re 30
you have a life
vision is awesome
but
change comes from within
you’ve got to be practical
if you want to be someone
if you want to go somewhere
you got to wake up and pay attention
wake up and pay attention to learning
keep that at the back of your head

(iii)
it just gives me the greatest joy to hear the students’ testimonies
stories made gold
he has come a long way
you give him a ball, he’ll run it straight
come to a place of forgiveness
shot!

65

New Zealand’s national rugby team.
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the disappearing roll
(i) 66
visit 1.
1. Ropata
he doesn’t want to be here
2. Neil
3. Emily
4. Faye
5. Ruth
6. Jane
7. Tamati
8. Mataroa
who pops up from another AE programme
visit 2.
1. Ropata
2. Neil
3. Emily
she came up with all the most randomness excuses
i didn’t buy
4.
5. Ruth
6.
7. Tamati
8. Mataroa
hustling money
visit 3.
1.
2. Neil
3. Emily
4.
5. Ruth
6.
7. Tamati
he turned 16 and stopped coming
8.
sick of low numbers

66This

poem breaks the convention for presenting poems that is used in this chapter. When I visited
Te Papa centre I noticed that students were ‘disappearing’ and I wondered what happened to them.
The names of these students are pseudonyms. My words are in italics, other words were found either
from Fetu’s transcript or found from my observations at the centre.
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(ii)
i have a heart for people
call me queen
that is I,
Fetu!
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Koro

make it creative of course
i love being spontaneous
(it’s my middle name)
spur of the moment change to something else made it up on the spot
if the kids are not into it, of course
making cheesecake
it would panic the teachers
they realise in the end they have learnt so many things
i remember back in the day
we’d just put things together and just did it
management, meetings, structures, surveys
we never had all that before
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Luke

Luke said he can see/hear/ and remember what the poems refer to.
“Cool trip down memory lane—thank you!”
(Research journal, 13-11-2013)
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becoming
(i)
before i started “oh no, it’s not at-risk youth?”
pretty much got chucked into the deep end
do this, do this, do this,
this is what you need to do
this is what you need to do
thought i can kinda cruise around
i matured quite quickly
rather than being the new guy looking in
you have to be the person now on the inside
not having the qualification has allowed me to be relational
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tutor

(i)
being a part of the conversation – even if they’re lying or not
talk is relaxed but serious
implied and ambiguous
clever humour
they are actually normal kids
i talk about rugby so that we can
talk about education

(ii)
kinda being a family from 9 – 2 with all the kids
someone’s tagging on the wall
bring them all together
class reps are gonna to sort it
“we know you are better than that, you don’t need to go around tagging to present yourself
look how awesome you are already”

(iii)
it’s rare
it’s hard, it’s fun
i don’t know if there are many jobs like that
if any

(iv)
teachers at mainstream high schools don’t listen to them or just give them work and
“there you go” – you are left to your own devices
don’t know
what you are doing, hard to figure out what is going on
they get into trouble
and find themselves outside of highschool, especially the girls say
their teachers in mainstream didn’t listen to them
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(v)
Paul, he thought we were mainstream teachers—didn’t want to share anything
i just told him: “i don’t have any qualifications that says i am a mainstream teacher, but i am
here to move you to where you need to go”
he was, “oh, ok, sweet”

(vi)
write the question of the day on the board
go to
computer room, find online
run back
write down the question, go
back to computers
there is a lot of movement around the building
it’s like putting bits of breadcrumbs on the board
won’t quite hit what the question’s asking
but entices them to figure out more
on world war 2

(vii)
every time i get frustrated
heading
down towards getting angry at someone
i’ve got Amosa
laughing in the background
saved me so many times
someone there that can just laugh at situations and not take it to heart
laugh it off in the end
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(viii)
every time 4 o’clock would come by
tutors work in break times
always with the students
on our journey of life as we go through a thing called time
my old centre leader would
log off his emails
detach
close
down bits of work that were on his screen
and play
solitaire

(ix)
oh man
the sinking feeling kind of hit me this morning
i’m leaving
after four years tutoring in CLS
going to study
i’ve always wanted to be in IT
but i would like to stick with the teaching pathway as much as i can
going to miss good leadership
going to miss the kids, their humour, how much some of them frustrate me
going to miss being on the other side of the table
from the point of knowing what’s going on
now i go back to being a student

(x)
he walked in
decided to do an impromptu observation
alarm bells go off in my head
step up and start leading
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the precepts of Luke
(i)
swim between the flags of
9 and 2
in the safe place
rip tides happen everywhere
on the shores of life

(ii)
food, not only nourishes us
but helps us knowing each
other
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breakthrough

(i)
billy, when he went back to school
that was a highlight, the dark space that he had
it was quite awesome to see that transition
some scary moments
his thoughts go blank at one point he
stormed off, angry, stormed off, sat on the ledge of the balcony
(every day wasn’t a dull day, never a lull day)
freaked out, quite a big drop
you’re on the other side
(talk calmly, talk calmly)
found out that he had been adopted: his ‘mother’ was actually his grandmother
oh crap
(please don’t jump, don’t fall, don’t do anything)
i started sharing about my grandparents and how
i was given up at three months old, but hey “i’m still here, i’m still moving forward.”
“don’t lie about your life being the same as mine”
i buried that i didn’t tell anyone
he knew someone else was on the same page as him
a sparkle came back to his eye
“i want to be alive”
it kinda did justice to both of us

(ii)
achievement:
“oh, i got it, i know”
“oh wow, i didn’t know that before.”

(iii)
the power of the sheet
that says why they’re here
“got into a fight”
“showed violence towards someone”
stuck in the pattern of a rip
and all this other stuff
they don’t reflect what’s on that piece of paper
it’s just crazy
the ones who are supposed to be the most violent
aren’t
189

Koro

I am a signpost pointing them in the right direction
getting them down the road
that’s my responsibility
seeing them light up for the first time
that’s my reward
the pay packet
it’s just a bonus
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Pete

He seemed tired after playing basketball, and here I am reading him
poems.
“Mean”
He thought the poems were mean.
He said that the poems are a good reminder to him.
He told me he was going to use the poems—wanted to use this method
for literacy with his students.
(Research journal, 28-11-2013).
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my past
(i)
man, i used to go to school like last period
seriously
for training, that’s pretty much it
skip school and rock up to training
monday, wednesday, friday’s league, tuesday, thursday, saturday’s rugby
i could do pretty much what i wanted to do
to an extent
“go to the back of the class if you want to sleep”
“all the ones that want to learn come to the front”
seriously

(ii)
in seventh form, i got chased down carrington road by the cops
it helps me relate to the students
they want to beat the police
they were ramming me to the side
you’ve been there
i was sitting on the road like this, scared as
i had that mind-set
all i heard from the cop was
“the prodigal son”
“this guy’s a good kid”
i finally got it
they let me go
i overcame it
seriously

(iii)
i didn’t use my circumstances
as an excuse for my actions
to sum it all up
cater to vision
not
circumstance
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the cave of mt. pelion
(i)
it’s little things, like student drop
offs
like, Paul
he had a tough
day
a tough
day with us
he is sitting in the front and just talking, you know what i mean
i dropped him off last
what’s up man?
his attitude just switched, it was a random conversation for him, but for me i thought about it
before
i actually thought
about that
cause i’m
intentional

(ii)
they have too much walls, those teachers
don’t go there zones. i am a tutor.
whereas me, i never thought that way
engage at any level, passion (we can say that stuff aye?)
attention’s good though. it shows that you honour them
but not crossing the line
when you give them that attention these guys
feel honoured. i am a tutor.
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(iii)
David’s a teacher
he always gives me glimpses and
i’ve done youth ministry and stuff, not proudful but

we teach real intellectual stuff
i did some scientific research

my lessons go

game:
Pete writes a word on the whiteboard that the students are charged to transform
one
letter
at
a
time

BAIL
BAIT
WAIT
WAIL
WALL
WALT, because I like Walt Disney
THAT
THAI
THAN

slight change of the rules
THEY
THEM
THEO

(iv)
activity
listen up, listen up, listen up
elaborate more on your goals
bro, don’t be silly
boys don’t rip pages out of your book
proof read your work
sit down, you’re distracting the class
spell “effective”
we are going to be “effective” today
come on bro
that-a-one
get into the unit standard or whatever
carry on with your formal writing
be creative
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(v)
i repeat myself a lot
say it once
chances are they’ll forget
so i repeat it
change it
same principle
but in a creative way
project it
casting the
same vision
same goal
transition back
why not forward?
to
school

(vi)
“sir are we in the gym tomorrow?”
“sir are we in the gym tomorrow?”
“do you want to get fit?”
“do you want to get strong?”
it’s a drawing card
they love sport
that guy wants to be a body builder
“yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah”

(vii)67
“sir”
his looked-at-me eyes, switched-tone voice
“i’ll see you tomorrow”
this is his way of apologising
it’s a different way of engaging
you gotta pick up on those things
the way that he looked at me
I knew

The italics in this poem are there to represent emphasis of Pete’s words. In this poem all of these
words are from Pete’s interview transcript.
67
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(viii)
i have to wait ‘til the kids go to sleep to do any planning and stuff like that
time, time, time
my wife takes me back to my first interview
i see them referring back to their goal and posing another question after question
God why am i here?
it’s about vision, try to remember that, she knows
at least God’s teaching you something, it’s not punishment, it’s training that helps
God’s got something prepared for you ahead
she knows
yeah, solid

(ix)
passion is always increasing
inspiration is always increasing
yeah, yeah
i actually see a future with what i am doing
time + family
sometimes i talk tongan to people, and if a random dude started doing it
“you’re just an idiot.”
you know

(x)
i have laughs, more laughs than i do
sitting on the road scared outside
i was thinking, there was a process that happened
full on punches in the back of the van, didn’t look like it would go
to surprised-changed-culture, the way they talk to each other
don’t know how we got here, it’s dumb not to know
having an answer not a method, you know
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(xi)
permission to establish your own sort of culture
they talk to each other
i keep thinking how did we go
from that kind of culture to where we are now
cater to vision instead of to your circumstances or your needs
in different ways, i repeat myself a lot
always casting the same vision
teenage minds, yeah
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hope

(i)
each student stood to introduce themselves to me
their name, the name of their previous school
and
their transition goal
most wanted to go back to school
one wanted a job
and one said he wanted to go to
university

(ii)
top dog award68:
this guy has challenged my professional tutor status
don’t really need to teach him much
just give him the paper
he’s blessed with
an amazing
gift

(iii)
i see him on k rd before 8 o’clock
doesn’t miss a day
seeing people go back to mainstream
“flip, i get paid to do this.”
and Charles is doing well
those values are installed in them
they’ve got vision, purpose
that’s big!
my passion is always increasing
“it doesn’t feel like you are working.”
that’s the beauty of it

This poem is found at Chapel Road prizegiving. Pete is awarding a student a prize for excellence in
mathematics .
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(iv)

the boys
they’re good
i mean
good
good
good

(v)
i’ve learnt heaps from my students
i have learnt the true meaning of
loving someone

(vi)
a cockroach appears from under a student’s bag
Asif gets some toilet paper
while Tasi cages the cockroach in his hands
Asif returns, smothers the cockroach with paper and carefully takes it outside
in cupped hand
“we look after creatures here”
18 months later Asif is arrested for aggravated robbery

(vii)
stand behind your chairs
is that us boys?
we roll
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Koro
i see past
that really staunch guy sitting in the corner
trying to be tough
it may take a while
i don’t know how to teach
classroom management or anything like that
all brand new to me
i thought
if i can build relationships with the kids then i could teach them
that was my motto
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Rose

“Very good.” She sat pretty quiet throughout. “I can hear myself
through this.”
Mentions of Tonga reverberate.
Yet, in a cultural kind of way, I felt that she received the poems in a
matter that you would with receiving a gift from someone in
authority—with quiet respect.
(Research journal, 23-11-2013).
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back in those days

(i)
back in those days
i went to a good school in tonga that was run by the marist brothers
very strict
but i was best in that class
with a particular tongan teacher i hate
he used that tongan discipline
but i was the smartest in the tongan language
I love my language
and left to australia in 1979
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custos (2): through a mother’s eyes

(i)
i was asked to do relief work seven, eight years ago
there was a need
i just felt that these kids need a mother
i want to protect them, you know, from what’s going on
i want to protect these girls
what would i do with my own kids?
i ask her if she worries
she sleeps in parks if stuff goes down at home
i see the girl’s long face, as she sits on a park bench under shadowy trees
back in the day i wanted to be a policewomen, that was my dream
i am not a teacher, as such
i learnt that these kids need more than this teaching
just care for them
full-time
going on six years now

(ii)
i do carry a lot of grace
and i enlarge myself to have a little more grace
the way she acts, i don’t have to re
act
i look at the holistic side
maybe she didn’t have breakfast in the morning
“what’s going on?” “how’s home life?”
there’s time for:
“this is what you should do”
but i also operate with a little bit of grace

(iii)

(text messages)
“oh miss, can i come over just for a visit?”
i text her
“ok, yep, come”
“can i have lunch?”
“ok”
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(iv)
are you guys coming to school today?
went to sleep at 3 in the morning
i told you it is a school night
you need to go to bed early
can you please get up
you should be here
one student prays ‘guide the girls back to the centre’
i think tiara is up to something
she’s not herself
something’s up

(v)
love, that’s a good place to start
they need a little bit of someone who has a little bit of time to
sit beside them, yeah
teaching and mentoring will add on to love

(vi)
reach to the door to home
some parents try and argue their right, for what, for what, for this and that
life is not normal, whatever life they are doing
dad’s a work-a-holic
mother’s at the casino
i suppose not everybody’s normal
they are just too busy to care, you can tell
we are still trying to get her caregiver to a meeting

(vii)
i lay a mat in front of me for you
“the students, they love it”
go – explore
but remember
the mat is here for you to
sit on
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pedagogue

(i)
i use the tongan language
it kind of breaks down barriers, a door to home
whanogo! listen,
(it’s like a tell-off)
i can sense their respect
if you speak that in english you say it twice, three times, you know
but when you speak it out loud in tongan it’s like
“ok miss”

(ii)
a com-pli-ca-ted thought: i have to be a teacher
i don’t want to be up the front
take that mind-set off me
i am already, a teacher at home in my house
do your work – less talk
started to tap into what i’ve got (my own genuine love, kids and tongan) and
this term we will be learning about whole numbers, basic facts
teach it from the front

(iii)
the espoused timetable
is not necessarily the
actual
the day moves by
relationship

(iv)
today is going to be good!
speak that over them
we are intentional
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(v)
educate these kids
not only
physically, but also
mentally
out and about and
in the classroom
i teach from the front
i’m a very authoritative person
and i use that in the
classroom to
draw
attention
have a goal
you want to see the best in
these young people
carry
passion

(vi)
on fridays the students make their own way here
as i drive on the road that leads up to the centre
i see two of the boys on their way
when you move on from here
we will not be there to
pick you up
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(vii)
the tutor is a brooding consciousness of the students
the students need not trust their own self discipline
as the tutor fills in for any deficiencies

(viii)
teach in the classroom
teach out-and-about
tap into what i’ve got
draw their attention
what can i do differently?
genuine love for these young people
makes it work
they have their moments, but yeah
they’re good kids
the girls, they love detail, very colourful
the boys, just black and white, and that’s it
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(ix)69

family time they are late lock the door Asif
are you all good? anyone have any concerns you want to raise?
no miss
mark?
no miss
no miss
nope
you okay Sione?
yeah
you are quiet this morning
we’re tired
oh
is there tag today?
no next week
it was our way to get you here today
you need to do press-ups sir
jokes
sir!
shall we unlock the door?
no, who would like to pray?
thank you for this glorious day and bless us all

This poem, found from my observational notes, breaks the convention to be written in the form of a
circle, which represents the students sitting in a circle.
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(x)
someone with just
knowledge
it’s not going to work
if that person
doesn’t care
because these young people
have been kicked out
because the teaching
style doesn’t
work
for
them
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fame

(i)
i get quite emotional when i talk about the students
emotional
she got tearful talking about the girls
seeing them achieve something
moving on to a positive pathway
more respectful
not shy anymore
the way they dress and talk
and
not just a beautiful face
(i thought wow, i’ve done something here, breaking new ground)
this is achievement for me
that’s my wall of fame

(ii)
when Trish from the consortium turned up with a camera to take the girls’ ID photos
the shot was only going to be minuscule, they were told
the girls thronged around one girl
who had a bag of makeup and
a mirror was soon located

(iii)
they love coming here
it is a safe place
some students are playing cards together
others are enjoying the comfort of sitting on the couches
a place they can be free
be at home
be themselves between
9 and 2
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(iv)70

conversation with and about Keita
your dad ok now?
she was away for a week looking after her mum
you help out a lot at home?
Keita’s a good girl, she’s responsible, she tells girls off
you can pray for them
she’s like a third tutor

(v)
i think you’re going to do well
you’re beautiful
she’s unique
I love my job

This poem breaks convention, to present a conversation between Rose and a student, I named
Keita, observed during field work.
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Koro

qualified teacher
them knowing the planning side, teaching side
taught me heaps
working alongside a qualified teacher
they provide me with quite a lot of experience
but i’ve gotta change that experience into the culture of our class
What would happen if all the tutors suddenly disappeared and were replaced by teachers?
i pray that would never happen
they hated their teachers
(not trying to bag them or anything like that)
it’s all about the curriculum and them doing their teaching
they throw it out
whenever they can the kids will just absorb it
this is what I’ve seen
i was at school, that happened to me
i don’t want to be formalized
lose the essence of the tutor
essence of a tutor
down to passion, desire to change, turn these kids around
i don’t want to lose the tutor
this is just me speaking honestly
i don’t want to be formalized
just saying
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Chapter 7:

Reeta and Maximus

Having worked with the tutors to find poetry from their individual voices, I decided to bring
them together for a workshop to explore their shared lived experiences. I aimed to provide
tutors with an opportunity to explore their identity together, from a phenomenological
perspective. Thus, I facilitated a performative workshop where an implicit naming could
occur. It would be a chance for the tutor to: “come into the Open as”, which is a
“renunciation of all the dim confusion” that surrounds the tutor role (Heidegger 1971, p. 71).
As Freire (1970) writes, “to exist, humanely, is to name the world, to change it” (p. 69).
Naming, which occurs from encounters of dialogue with mutual love and trust, brings
significance and dignity. It is to turn “anybodies, faceless men without qualities” into
“somebodies”, who are “positively characterized and appropriately labelled” (Geertz, 1973, p.
363).
In regards to using found poetry, I further “exploit the power of the form to inform” (Eisner,
1981, p. 5) through this performative workshop. Building on my word prints of tutor
discourse that I created earlier, I introduced the use of larger three-dimensional found
concrete poems to assist in this phenomenological naming. In this chapter, I present two of
these poems, which performed as robots: Reeta and Maximus. These two poem robots were
the result of a performative poetic inquiry that explored firstly, the identities of arts-based
researchers (Reeta) and, secondly, the alternative education tutors (Maximus).

Three-dimensional concrete found poems
Draper (1971) defines concrete poems as:
verbal artefacts which exploit the possibilities, not only of sound, sense, and
rhythm—the traditional fields of poetry—but also space, whether it be flat, twodimensional space of letters on the printed page, or the three-dimensional space of
words in relief and sculptured ideograms. (p. 329)

Bollobás (1986) writes of the “performative nature of concrete poetry” (p. 279), which seeks to
enact, present, and perform instead of describe, represent, and interpret. For example, earlier
in this study I presented two-dimensional concrete found poems such as the following
arrangement of words from Amosa’s collection:
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The words of the poem performed the polarity between social work and teaching from
Amosa’s viewpoint. The space between “social work” and “teaching” acted as a no man’s land
where those disciplines feared to tread. I sought to further exploit the form of concrete
found poetry by lifting it into three-dimensions using a more embodied way than that of the
printmaking I had undertook earlier. As Bollobás (1986) suggests, concrete poetry can be
viewed as “the embodiment of man’s [sic] search for ‘Truth’” (p. 279). Thus, I created a
workshop for tutors to create a three-dimensional found poem in the shape of a robot, which
could perform as a tutor. I invited the robot, as a performance poem in-and-of-itself, to speak
to me about his or her essences.
Before I explain the creation of three-dimensional poems within my research study I signal
here that the disciplinary foundation for this work rests on the performativity of poems,
rather than on a drama exercise. Thus, it was not so much that I was using drama as an
inquiry method, but that I was exploiting the drama of poetry as a method. As Bollobás
(1986) writes, “The poet’s job is not to master or control language (and force it into linear
progression), but to participate in this performance where spatial configurations are born” (p.
285). Thus, I invited my research participants into the space where they created threedimensional found poetic configurations. However, in working with the performance of
poetry, there were occasions when I leant on the arms of drama researchers from whom I
gleaned insights that resonated with my own method. Yet their arms gracefully guided me
back to the poems themselves.
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Reeta the arts-based researcher robot
In order to fully prepare for my tutor workshop, I practiced my methodology of creating
concrete found poems through a two-hour workshop I held with members of the Critical
Research Unit of Applied Theatre (CRUAT), Faculty of Education, University of Auckland.
CRUAT was established in 2011 by Associate Professor Peter O’Connor as the “academic
home for postgraduate students researching applied theatre with particular interests in social
justice” (Fitzpatrick, Mullen & O’Connor, in press, p. 3). Although I am not an applied
theatre academic, I participated in CRUAT as an arts-based researcher supervised by
O’Connor. One benefit I gained from being with applied theatre colleagues was that they
provoked me to consider more fully the performative nature of poetry. As a member of
CRUAT we were encouraged to facilitate seminars for the group, which were safe places to
explore emerging methodologies and receive critical feedback. As Fitzpatrick et al. (2015)
write, “The workshop space provided an environment of collaboration, which supported and
encouraged innovative methods where students took risks and grew as scholars” (pp. 1-2).
In my CRUAT workshop, rather than exploring the essences of alternative education tutors,
I invited the members of CRUAT to explore the essences of arts-based researchers. Akin to
the lack of recognition alternative education tutors receive in the formal education system,
O’Connor (Fitzpatrick, et al., in press) observed that, prior to the formation of CRUAT,
“Arts-based research had very limited recognition in the Faculty of Education or the
University of Auckland” (p. 13). Thus, the workshop that I presented to CRUAT may not
have just benefited me, in terms of refining my methods, but benefited CRUAT members
who continue to develop their arts-based researcher identities within the university.

Elements of the workshop
I facilitated the two-hour workshop with CRUAT in late July 2013, prior to the workshop I
scheduled for the tutors in September of that year. The space in between workshops gave me
enough time to consider what I had learnt from my inaugural experience.
Deriving from phenomenology’s focus on essences, I developed a short narrative that
encouraged the CRUAT participants to focus on essences of identity. After some
introductory ‘warm up’ games, the group of six sat in a semi-circle. A large object (waisthigh) covered by a sheet sat in front of everyone. I stated the following:
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The Minister of Education is replacing all human researchers with robots. We have
managed to get one of these robots. We have an opportunity to infuse this robot
with the essences of a CRUAT arts-based researcher. We have one of them—it will
become one of us. We will send this robot back to infiltrate all of the other robots
with our essences.

After presenting the task to the group I carefully took the sheet off the object to unveil a
robot made of cardboard boxes (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Robot made of cardboard boxes.

One group member suggested I should have covered the cardboard boxes with tinfoil, to
make it look more like a robot. I decided to use boxes and other common materials, such as
polystyrene for arms and disposable cups for eyes, as I wanted to demonstrate to the group
that they too could easily recreate the method by recycling everyday materials. Moreover, in
using these everyday materials when creating poetry, I also raised their value beyond
utilitarian use—for they contributed to the form of the three-dimensional. In addition, as the
findings will reveal, the printed words on the boxes also ended up influencing the found
poems in both workshops.
The workshop continued with an open-ended invitation from me, “What shall we do with
this robot?” Someone suggested that we needed to name it. The group discussed various
names, which included Pete, which transformed to Rete, and then Weet, which derived from
the Weet-Bix box the robot, was made from. The robot was eventually named Reeta. As
one group member offered, “The name Reeta is a nod to a/r/tographer Rita Irwin.” A group
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member wrote the name Reeta on her right hand shoulder. I reflected in my research
journal, “Perhaps what is birthed needs a name from the beginning.” I noticed that when
Reeta was named, we could talk about her like she was one among us.
Next I suggested that Reeta needed to look more like a CRUAT researcher. One method to
do this was to search through newspapers and magazines I had supplied to find words and
phrases that the CRUAT members thought best described them as arts-based researchers
(Figure 23). The group got to cutting out such words and pasted these onto Reeta (Figure
24). I advised the group to be conscious where they were pasting the words because the
position would enhance their meaning. For example, I noticed someone had pasted the
words The Midas Touch on the end of Reeta’s hand.

Figure 23. The group finding words and phrases for Reeta.
Figure 24. Pasting phrases on Reeta.

I reflected in my research journal that, “I sensed there was a lot of energy as we started to
hunt for our essences.” It was like everyone was engaged in a treasure hunt, with each
person looking for his or her own shining treasures. After an hour into the workshop, Reeta
was adorned with many words and phrases gathered by the group. I represent for you a
two-dimensional found concrete poem (Figure 25) using the words found by the group. I
have placed a selection of the words and phrases in close proximity to where I found them on
Reeta. In this poem, Reeta performs as a CRUAT arts-based researcher, and this is followed
by a short found poem made from the words and phrases from Reeta.
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Figure 25. Reeta as a two-dimensional concrete poem.

Found poem from Reeta
Reeta
the accidental poet
stepping out of the shadows
our only
goal has been to lower space and make it accessible
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In the workshop, we slowly walked around Reeta and quietly read the statements. The
phrases that resonated with group members elicited laugher, “ahas!” and nods, such as: the
feeling of “stop start” as we grappled with emerging research methodologies, the romantic
notions of “toying with a grand idea”, and “love”. We also recognised that each of us, in our
own way, had become “the accidental poet” as many in the group also incorporated poetry
into their research. Some phrases created curiosity and more questions among the group, for
example, “what is our darker legacy?” “what does ‘past perfect’ mean?”, and “how are we
boldly going?”
One discussion point that had particular pertinence to the act of finding essences was raised
by one group member who provoked me to consider how we could critically evaluate Reeta:
“Should we agree together about what phrases were placed on Reeta?”, and if so, “By what
methods could we agree?” We discussed that in future versions of this workshop each
participant could be given a set number of phrases they could select. The participants would
then be required to explain to the group their selected phrases to be approved before they
were pasted on. I personally felt uncomfortable with this suggested method, as I wanted to
invite many responses from participants in my future tutor workshop; I aimed to give tutors
the freedom to play; to “participate in this performance where spatial configurations are
born” (Bollobás, 1986, p. 285). To resolve the tension between playing and distilling the
essences, I added a new component to my future workshop. As I explain further in this
chapter, this additional activity required tutors to identify from all the words and phrases,
those that resonated most.
One other piece of feedback was that they felt they wanted Reeta to say things that they
could not find in the newspapers and magazines. I considered that the phrases found
through those print sources may have equally provided ways of saying what the group had
not thought of, and therefore the sources provided a constraint for the creative process.
However, I was to recollect this discussion in the tutor workshop, and in the end I did allow
tutors to contribute words and phrases beyond the print sources.
Once Reeta was created, I divided the group into two smaller groups. These groups were
given further activities in order to explore Reeta, and enliven her within the remaining 30
minutes of the workshop.

Giving Reeta a heart
To the first group, I suggested that Reeta needed a heart. One group member remarked “it
is like giving the heart to the tin man in The Wizard of Oz.” To create her heart I asked my
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colleagues to write similes that reflected the character of Reeta. I chose similes as I wanted
to introduce to the workshop a familiar poetic device that I thought my research participants
would be comfortable using. However, from my observation, the group found this task more
difficult than I anticipated. I wondered if there was too much of a ‘jump’ to the abstract from
the previous kinaesthetic pasting exercise. In the simile activity I was asking the group to
synthesize the essences of Reeta and then liken these essences to something else. In their
feedback to me, the group suggested that instead of similes, the participants could be asked,
“What are the common sayings of CRUAT/ alternative education tutors?” Despite the
difficulty of the task, the group managed to brainstorm 18 similes. I asked the group to
select two similes that resonated with them the most. The group members were then asked
to speak the following insightful similes into the heart of Reeta; her heart was my recording
device:

you’re as constant as the moon
you’re as confused and intricate as the mutterings of Derrida

I replayed the recording to the group and I wrote in my research journal that “it was like
Reeta was speaking to us.” However, I realized the simile activity was unnecessarily
complex and decided not to include it in my forthcoming workshop with tutors. Although,
as I will explain, I did retain the idea of speaking into the heart of their tutor robot as I found
this to be a powerfully symbolic moment of confirming in Reeta who the group felt she was.

Giving Reeta a new language
The other group’s task was to change the language of Reeta. To do this, my colleagues were
asked to create found poetry from a document outlining the University of Auckland’s
regulations on doctoral research. It was a document that many of us have struggled with as
doctoral research students. The group retrieved this document from Reeta’s mouth, which I
had placed there before the workshop. I intended this to be a subversive activity—turning
the prose of the university into poetry. The group worked to highlight words and phrases
from the text and the following is one example of a found poem they created:
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This explicitly desirable thought
People justified
Experimental types
undertake questions
If explained
advance others

One group member suggested to me that they could have created found poems using the
words and phrases pasted on Reeta. I agreed this would deepen our interaction with the
concrete found poem and, as I will discuss, this method became central to my upcoming
workshop with tutors.

Concluding the workshop
The workshop concluded with the entire group giving advice to Reeta before she was to go
into the world and infiltrate other research robots with her essences. The advice was a
poetic performance from arts-based researchers in response to the three-dimensional,
concrete, found poem they had created. I asked the group to make two rows facing each
other, with enough room in the middle for Reeta to walk down. As she walked down the
alley, the arts-based researchers spoke some advice to Reeta. This is reminiscent of conscience
alley; a technique used within drama education in which a key protagonist, when faced with a
challenge, can garner the thoughts or insights of other characters (Farmer, 2014). As I
carried Reeta down the alley, the group encouraged Reeta to be brave in her quest to become
an arts-based researcher. However, the act of me carrying Reeta down the aisle, and even
manoeuvring her body to look at the group members as she walked past them, was more of a
humorous distraction than the sacred moment for Reeta’s commissioning that I had
envisaged. Thus, in the workshop I held with tutors I adapted the concluding activity that
then yielded some surprising, and powerfully poetic, results.

Ready to return to world of the alternative education tutors
The workshop I facilitated with my colleagues from CRUAT both helped clarify my research
methods, and articulated to me the ways I was becoming an arts-based researcher. One key
element of being an arts-based researcher I learnt through the workshop was the importance
of play. Throughout the performative research activity I sensed the activity was both
playful: experimenting, risk taking, playing with language; and mindful: thinking about what
we do, taking the human content and context of our work seriously, considering how what
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we learn might change us (Neelands, 2001). In my workshop I opened a space where we
played with words, echoing a conversation between colleagues at the first CRUAT workshop
in 2011: “Do we need a plan?”/ “Perhaps we should just play with ideas first!” (Fitzpatrick et
al., 2015, p. 1). In preparation for my performative workshop with tutors, I developed a
revised plan and I was also sensitised to the possibility of play.
I now invite you to ‘step inside’ the workshop that I conducted with seven of my eight tutor
participants, in which we explored the intersubjective essences of tutors in alternative
education. To note, Pete had to leave the workshop early because he had commitments to
fulfil with his youth group. Fetu did not attend the workshop as she was out of Auckland,
although she asked me to explain how it went. To fully bring the workshop to life, I present
in the present tense, as it happens, so that readers can image themselves a part of the
experience. Throughout, I weave in my methodological choices and reflections.

Maximus
This is how the workshop begins:
“So what are we doing here?” says one tutor, a few others nodding their heads in
agreement. This made me apprehensive—conscious of not wanting to waste the
tutors’ time. All but one of the participants has driven across the city in heavy
traffic, after a long day with their students. (Research journal, 05-09-2013)

After some refreshments and non-threatening performative warm-up activities (such as the
group passing an invisible object around the circle in an embodied manner) I gather the
tutors to stand around a hidden object, covered by a sheet. I frame our time together with:
Today let’s imagine that the Minister of Education has decided to do away with
human teachers, replacing them with robots. We have managed to get one of these
robots through the ‘Institute for the Preservation of Real People in Education’
(IPRiE). We are charged with infiltrating the robot with the essences of the AE
tutor. We have one of them; it will become one of us.

The Minister of Education ‘doing away with human teachers’ in favour of robots is symbolic
of neo-liberal education reforms, that have resulted in the narrowing of the curriculum to
reading, writing, and mathematics (Thrupp & White, 2013), coupled with the de222

professionalization of teaching (Codd, 2005). Illich and Sanders (1998) see this growing
“algorithmization or mathematization” within society as evidence of people renouncing their
“intimate uniqueness” (p. 222). Although my intention is for the workshop to go some way
to reveal the intimate uniqueness of tutors, in the early stages of this workshop, I wonder if
this activity would achieve this aim. I am given confidence that Reeta achieved this and
helped me to understand myself as a CRUAT arts-based researcher.
Lifting off a sheet, I introduce the tutors to the crudely constructed robot with its body made
from cardboard boxes, arms of polystyrene and cardboard-cups for eyes. None of the tutors
suggested to me that my robot needed some tinfoil. The tutors are:
Amused

at the box-like robot

Astonished

that this is research

Apprehensive

what shall we do?

We stand around looking at the box robot. I ask the tutors to think about what they could
do with it, and they give answers such as “short circuit the robot” (Luke), or turn him into a
Dalek from the Dr. Who television series (Lincoln). Drawing from a suggestion in my Reeta
workshop, I encourage the tutors to begin with thinking of a name for the robot. The tutors
throw around a few names. Luke, seeing the company logo ‘OfficeMax’ on the box, suggests
that the robot is named Maximus. Maximus is Latin for “greatest” (“Maximum”, 2015).
With the group agreeing on the name, Amosa chooses to scribe ‘Maximus’ across the
forehead of the robot with a black marker. I notice that once Maximus is named, his status
rises beyond an inanimate object, to becoming a type of personality amongst us; one whom
we could get to know. Life proceeds from the name, according to the storyteller Phod-lohk,
“in the way a river proceeds from its source” (Momaday 1976). From the outset, his name
gives two pieces of information: he is male, and he is ‘great’. This glimmer of revelation
resonates with Rousseau’s (1956) declaration about tutors from his 18th Century treatise on
Education: “A tutor! What a noble soul!” (p. 17).
Next, I ask the tutors to search for words and phrases from the weekend newspaper that they
feel describe themselves as tutors. I toy with the idea that the experiences of tutors are
somehow encoded through this large selection of language, as Merleau-Ponty suggests:
“language has all our future experiences written in to it, just as the destiny of men is written
in the stars” (1973, p. 6). I ask the tutors to cut out these words and phrases and paste them
on the robot, making Maximus a type of three-dimensional concrete poem. In the workshop,
tutors are not completely free to brainstorm, as they are initially restricted to using only the
words and phrases they find in one newspaper.
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The act of selecting particular words and phrases functions as an initial distilling for
essences. The room is large and open, Koro sits at a table; Alice, Rose, and Lincoln sit on the
floor, and Pete and Amosa stay standing yet continually moving. Amosa decides to find
music on his iPhone to play while performing the activity. Most tutors cut and paste words
and phrases, one after another. Many joke around. Alice makes a pile of words in front of
her, carefully considering each one, distilling further for essences. Pete decides to paste
images on the robot from a catalogue: a coffee machine, walkie-talkie, GPS, and charger. He
explains that the robot is getting an “upgrade.” This moving, standing, cutting, pasting,
music listening, sorting, and joking are ways of thinking, considering, sorting, and engaging.
I caution the tutors to pay particular attention where they paste these words, mindful that
their position will enhance meaning. Rose seeks my approval as she gingerly straddles the
word opportunity between the two eyes of Maximus (see Figure 26), and pastes the phrases
‘new look’, and ‘in the heart’, as eyelids.
Maximus
Eyes of:

opportunities

Speaking:

tender respect

Hands:

help, create, fun

From a heart of:

substance, inspiration

After about 40 minutes, Maximus is clothed with over 80 separate words and phrases. I give
the tutors time to walk around Maximus and read the various phrases. It is as if he is
speaking to us; as we read the words aloud it as if we are enlivening him.
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Figure 26. Maximus. (Photo: Kareen Hillenaar)
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I noted from my Reeta workshop that I needed an approach to critically engage the tutors
with the words, to explore their shared understandings. Therefore, I give each tutor seven
stars to place on statements that resonate most with her or him. I explain that when the
robot is eventually mass-produced the words that have stars will be illuminated. They are
able to distribute the stars as they wish, for example they can put more than one star on
statements they think represent the depth of tutor essences. In Figure 27, I have listed all of
the words pasted on Maximus. I have made bold the words or phrases that are given two or
more stars. I suggest that these illuminated words present an intensity of tutor essences.
During the workshop I too play with lines connecting words; it is as if I am creating
constellations with language to find meaning.

Figure 27. Words and phrases posted on Maximus by tutors.

These connections create the following found poem:
long-term - joy,
fun – builder/leadership
be a mentor
shaping tomorrow together
lift hopes
transform your whole life
we’ve got you covered
We sit down on chairs in a circle to discuss some of the words and phrases that appear on
Maximus. I pick out certain phrases, which we discuss as a group, tracing the nuances of
meaning in the alternative education context. For example Luke explains that he commits to
his students for the long-term in the same way he remains loyal to the Warriors; a rugby
league team that has had successive losses all season. When the group discusses ‘lifting
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hopes’, Koro shares how “a lot of students come to us broken, they have been rejected by a
lot of different people, and I think we need to show them hope.” He reveals: “I see myself as
the student”, because he remembers when he was in a similar situation as a young person.
The tutors discuss the importance of being a role model; one who transforms within
themselves, alongside their students. When you work on one thing with a student, as Koro
explains, it can affect many areas for the student. He has found that when a student learns to
show respect to him or herself, the student usually respects others.
With almost 40 minutes of this 90-minute workshop left, I direct the tutors to interact with
Maximus in four more ways. Firstly, the tutors depart from using only the newspaper to add
their own words to Maximus. Secondly, the tutors create their own found poem together,
reciting this into the heart of Maximus. Thirdly, as Maximus leaves impressions, each tutor
makes a one word print for him to imprint on his students. Finally, the tutors give Maximus
some advice before he departs to infiltrate the other robots. In the following section, I will
explore elements from these four activities and present fragments of meaning arising from
what I conceptualise as playful intensity. I observe that this intensity occurs when playfulness
gives way to mindfulness (Neelands, 2001). These moments disrupt linearity, enabling
research participants to take greater ownership of the experience.

Fragment one: “It’s the love that’s missing”
The first fragment of playful intensity occurs during the discussion regarding the phrases on
Maximus, and the sense that there are things the tutors want to say that are inhibited by the
limit of words and phrases available within the newspaper. Curious to explore what is
silenced, I decide to break my rule of only finding words and phrases from the newspaper,
which I had adhered to in the Reeta workshop, and allow the tutors to write their own words
about Maximus. I feel if I give voice to tutors in one hand, I cannot take it from them with
the other hand. I am surprised at the response to loosening the rules, as the tutors readily
write out words on paper and then paste them onto Maximus. Figure 28 represents what
was silenced:

Figure 28. Additional words and phrases on Maximus, generated by tutors.
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I give the tutors three extra stars that they can place on their words. In Figure 28, I have
made bold the words that were either mentioned more than once, or had two or more stars
applied to. The tutors’ new words focus on relational concepts – ‘love’, ‘care’, ‘encourage’,
and ‘listen’; personal qualities—‘loyalty’, ‘honesty’, ‘integrity’, ‘persistence’; and resilience
building factors such as ‘believing in yourself.’ Tutors caring for their students, and loving
them as a parent would, recurs as a theme in the research project. Noddings (2005) contends
that caring is central to pedagogical practice. The tutors’ parental-type love for their
students appeared throughout my interviews, and they are keen to have these traits
represented on Maximus also.

Fragment two: seeing the self in other
The next fragment of playful intensity occurs when I gather the tutors to sit in a circle
around Maximus. The tutors discuss his various attributes, and at times they contemplate
him silently. Just before we move on to the next activity, Amosa says: “Maximus could be a
manager.” I ask the Amosa to explain further and he directs me to; “look at all the skills
Maximus has.” I reply: “that you have.”
Found poem from Maximus
Extraordinary leadership
Unexpected extras
5-inch GPS, 2 way channel radios, 900-amp jump starter
Shaping tomorrow together
This is a self-actualising moment for Amosa who, by looking upon his array of skills and
dispositions pasted on to Maximus, realises his own value and essences. Amosa declaring
Maximus ‘could be a manager’ is a metaphor that expresses worth; as being ‘management’ is
what he sees as valuable. Our exchange resembles poiesis. Anton (cited in Rothenberg, 1977)
defines poiesis as “those linguistic acts of invention & discovery through which the mind
explores the transformational power of language & discovers & invents the world & itself”
(back cover). Thus, Maximus was re/creating for Amosa the self-worth as a tutor. In drama
research, Boal’s (1995) analysis of metaxis is instructive here. Boal (1995) speaks of metaxis
occurring when simultaneously the participant belongs to two different worlds: “the image of
reality and the reality of the image” (p. 43). It is within this nexus of interplaying forms that
Boal describes the potential liberating effect of “enacting his [sic] liberation in the reality of
these images… then extrapolate into his own life” (p. 44). Although there is not time in the
workshop to explore this Amosa’s comments further with him, I could see the effect
Maximus was beginning to have on my participants.
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Fragment three: the heart of Maximus
I ask the tutors to create a found poem using the words and phrases pasted on Maximus, and
to speak this poem into his heart. I explain that this will be recorded and then played back as
if Maximus himself is speaking to us. I am surprised at the ease with which tutors organise
themselves. Alice takes the whiteboard marker and begins to write words from Maximus,
which the tutors are calling out to her (Figure 29). Together they create a found poem.
They add a new phrase: ‘finding that diamond in the rough.’

Figure 29. Tutors using a whiteboard creating the found poem.

I give the tutors about 15 minutes to rehearse before they speak the following poem in
unison into the recording device:
Found poem from Maximus
believe in yourself to see beyond your current reality
to lift hopes, love, integrity and fresh ideas
move in the right direction – transformed lives: finding that diamond in the
rough
be a role model and a mentor
be someone who builds with the long term in mind
we’ve got you covered
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The chorus of tutors reciting the poem into the recording device is performative and
ritualistic. Austin (1976) points out that a performative sentence, “indicates that the issuing
of the utterance is the performance of an action – it is not normally thought of as just saying
something” (pp. 6-7). Therefore, as the tutors recite the poem it feels as if Maximus is
receiving his soul. The found poem reads as a two-fold imperative. Firstly, the tutors direct
Maximus to act in certain ways, and secondly, when Maximus speaks this found poem back,
it becomes an imperative from Maximus towards others. This reflects the observation Koro
made earlier in the workshop: that transformation occurs both with the tutor and the student
simultaneously. The tutors speaking in unison into the robot’s heart also demonstrates their
agreement of essences, where each individually chosen phrase appears to “pluralise of its own
accord” (Boal 1995, p. 45). When the recording is played back it is as if Maximus speaks; his
voice and words are familiar yet strange.

Fragment four: leaving imprints
Because Maximus leaves impressions, I ask each tutor to make a small printing block with
the one word impression that he or she wants Maximus to make. I ask what sorts of
impressions do tutors want to make on their students? Using adhesive cut-out cardboard
letters the tutors individually create a printing block. The words the tutors choose are:
confidence (Rose), hope (Alice), restore (Koro), caring (Lincoln), ready (Luke), and ripple
(Amosa). To test the imprint, tutors are able to make crayon rubbings from their prints (see
Figure 30).
The tutors discuss among themselves that this is an activity they would like to do with their
own students. In these ways the workshop could become a pedagogic gift to tutors. On a
later occasion I discussed with the principal of Creative Learning Scheme that a similar
process could be used to explore the graduate profile of an alternative education student.
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Figure 30. The one-word impression prints made by tutors. (Photo: Kareen Hillenaar)

During the last 10 minutes of this workshop, I ask each tutor to give Maximus some advice
before he leaves to infiltrate schools and alternative education settings. In giving their
advice, I ask the tutors to make sure they include the word from their print. After Rose gives
her advice to Maximus to be confident, Koro turns this part of the workshop into a
performative and ritualistic moment. Koro stands, approaches Maximus, and says:
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[Koro]
whatever he imprints, he restores – digest it!
The tutor approaches Maximus, and
as he says, “digest it” he thrusts the
word into the mouth, a cut out hole.
[Lincoln]
caring… Maximus, you are more than a robot, you have a heart now,
we anoint you, and appoint you
The tutor takes the print and places
it in his mouth as another tutor acts
to sprinkle anointing oil over
Maximus.
[Alice]
Maximus, this is your mission: instil and impart hope!
Like the Koro, she places the print
inside Maximus’ mouth.
[Luke]
a person who is going to make ready, I knight you
The tutor enacts knighting the tutor,
by tapping Maximus on each
shoulder.
[Amosa]
ripple… generational impact… go!
The tutor waves his hands upwards
to ‘shoo’ Maximus off.
At this point I put a sheet over Maximus and the workshop ends. The physical actions and
interactions with Maximus are an unexpected innovation from the tutors, lending insight to
their pedagogy which values embodied learning experiences, humour, and encouraging
language. The rich discourse of the tutors is far from robotic automations reflected in the
type of discourse arising from neoliberal policies in education (Fielding & Moss, 2011).
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Maximus: a romantic critic
Make—believe
what if …?
dream great years
together
Inadvertently the tutors romanticised their role, which became a critique of neo-liberal
teaching practices. From the beginning of the workshop with naming the tutor ‘Maximus’,
greatest; then to labelling the tutor with words such as: tender, loyal, inspiration, man on a
mission, honest, genuine, and positive; to the final act of knighting him (tutors knighting
themselves), it is as if Sir Maximus was about to mount his steed and proceed to save
students thrust from a Dickensian type of schooling. Maximus only briefly alludes to his
challenges, with: “Kids these days – 12 months no payments & no interest.” The workshop
method was also romantic, promoting the tutors to work aesthetically, as they considered
where best to place words on Maximus and as they performed anointing and gifting of words
into Maximus.

The slippage between fiction and non-fiction and the imprinting of
essences
I am writing this in March 2015, some 18 months after the workshop I held with tutors. I
reflect now on what I initially intended to be a ‘fictional’ workshop (in terms of creating an
actual working robot), and consider how one aspect of the workshop has become ‘nonfiction’: the imprinting of essences. Once I whipped the sheet over Maximus at the end of the
tutor workshop, I expected that this was where Maximus would end—in the imagination.
However, subsequent to the workshop, Maximus has imprinted his essences at various
conferences and workshops where I have discussed both my research methods: namely found
poetry and poetic inquiry, and research content: tutors in alternative education. For
example, Maximus was recreated in my presentation at the Fourth International Symposium on
Poetic Inquiry in Montreal, 2013. Maximus even travelled without me to where CRUAT
colleagues Molly Mullen and Esther Fitzpatrick incorporated a replica (clone) of Maximus
within their presentation on arts-based research practices at the Artistry, Performance and
Scholarly Inquiry conference, in July 2014 at the University of Melbourne. Maximus also
featured on the front-cover of the Faculty of Education’s (2015) magazine, Te Kuaka, which
highlights to its stakeholders current research undertaken by Faculty staff (and in my case, a
doctoral student) (Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Maximus on the cover of Te Kuaka.

To encourage an embodied and performative interaction with my research, in a forthcoming
book chapter (Schoone, in press) I included plans to allow the reader to make their own
Maximus (see Figures 32, 33). In this chapter I explain that I am:
inviting you to participate in this workshop, pulling the imagined reproduction of
Maximus out of the book and into the real world. …Your making of a threedimensional Maximus is an embodied way of engaging with the text. The time it
takes to cut, fold, and paste the structure seems to honour the words, as we grapple
to make each cut-out part fit together. Once made, you can place Maximus in
different positions and angles, opening up possibilities of new ways to read him, or
for him to speak to you. This alternative way of engaging with academic text fits
the context of my research on ‘alternative education.’
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Figure 32. Plans for making Maximus.

Figure 33. Maximus made from cut out plans.
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Beyond the world of academe, Maximus engaged with my own young family. I remember
bringing Maximus home from my office at work, and as I brought him inside from the car,
Lily (6 years) called out lovingly - “Oh, Maximus”. He became a kind of friend to the family.
My children started to make their own ‘Maximus’ with boxes and bottles. Lily coached
Oscar (4 years) into cutting words out of magazines to paste onto their robot, even though
Oscar could not read the words! Figure 34 shows an image of my son August (2 years),
looking a little uncertain as he touches Maximus’ arm; both August and Maximus are of
equal height.

Figure 34. August and Maximus meet. (Photo: Kareen Hillenaar)

I consider that given my own young children can engage with my PhD research, my creative
research has a potentially wide audience.
Today Maximus sits in my office, and he continues to speak. As I read the words on him, it
is as if he is gesturing to me: “the spoken word is genuine gesture, and it contains its
meaning in the same way a gesture contains it” (Merleau-Ponty 1962, p. 183)

Conclusion
Asking the tutors to create their own three-dimensional concrete found poem invited them
into a performative space where they together explored their identity as tutors. Moreover,
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creating Maximus provided a safe distance for tutors to explore their identity and Maximus,
being the accumulation of multiple voices, and provided another level of distance again. As
the tutors created the Maximus poem, the poem turned to them and created in the tutors a
sense of self-worth. Furthermore, observing the tutors working together and listening to
their conversations was a rich source of poetic utterance for my research project. In the next
chapter, I gather together the voices from research literature, the tutors’ individual voices,
and the voice of Maximus, and invite them to poetically perform together the essences of
alternative education tutors.
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Chapter 8: Essences of alternative education tutors
Introduction (1)
of all poetic structures based upon the word, the constellation is the simplest. It
disposes its groups of words as if they were clusters of stars.
the constellation is a system, it is also a playground with definite boundaries. the
poet sets it all up. he designs the playground as a field-of-force & suggests its
possible workings. the reader, the new reader, accepts it in the spirit of play, then
plays with it. (Gomringer, 1968, p. 5)

Introduction (2)
i invite you into this chapter—the playground of essences of tutors, which I, the poet,
set up
as a series of
l
n

l
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me, the accidental poet
stepping out of the shadows
my only
goal has been to lower space and make it accessible (Reeta)
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Introduction (3)
In this chapter, my penultimate poems:
The CONSTELLATIONS PERFORM for you TUTOR ESSENCES
as three-dimensional concrete found poems

regather the voices of Amosa, Luke, Pete, Fetu, Amosa, Rose, and Koro
regather the voices of Reeta and Maximus
regather the voices from the tutors of old: Chiron, the ancient pedagogues of Greece and
Rome and Rousseau’s tutor for Emile
regather the voices of phenomenological pedagogues, and new voices—unspoken thus far
regather my voice from research journals
regather the shining fragments
and make a universe of
tutor constellations

Creating constellation poems
In this section I outline the steps I undertook to find, and then create, 21 constellations of
alternative education tutor essences, both in visual (the three-dimensional constellation) and
poetic representations.

Regathering
My process of finding essences reflected Prendergast’s (2015) experience of when she was
confronted with a 600-page bibliography of poetic inquiry texts from which to make a found
poem. Prendergast (2015) explains that using Wolff’s notion of “surrender and catch” she
would “attempt to let the many dozens of poems I would read wash over me, and let
whatever impact each on might, or might not, have happen” (p. 6). She explains that she
eventually highlighted text, which symbolised her catch. Likewise, I read many times the
152 individual tutor found poems and the words and phrases from Maximus (which
numbered at least 100). I highlighted approximately 200 words and phrases (Figure 35),
which resonated most with me.
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Figure 35. Words and phrases selected from found poems in Chapters 6 and 7.

Sorting
Next, using the same post it notes, I sorted the words and phrases into themes, such as:
love/care, creative pedagogy, and criticisms of conventional schooling. I ended up with 29
different groups, which I ultimately merged into 21 (see Figure 36). Reminded of Marcuse’s
(1968) assertion that essences emerge through a relationship between the actual and the
potential, I combined some disparate terms that represented opposites into the same group,
such as joy and pain. I wanted to see what different kinds of essences would ensue. Thus, I
saw pain is the actual and joy as the potential—which complicated the essence of joy, in the
way my research participant Luke expressed: “Being a tutor/It’s hard/It’s fun.” I decided to
include 21 essences and not reduce these down to, say, three or four key attributes of tutors.
By having 21 essences, I could demonstrate the breadth of tutor expression. Moreover, I
thought that as this was the first significant opportunity for alternative education tutors’
voices to be heard within education research, I needed to demonstrate their many unique
ways of being in education. Poetry afforded me the way to achieve this, for as Leggo (2008)
writes, “In poetry I am not trying to close anything down; I am not trying to understand
everything; I am not seeking to control” (p. 168).
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Figure 36. Sorting words and phrases into groups.

The constellation metaphor
In this section I present to you the constellation metaphor, and in the following section I will
explain how I used this metaphor to demonstrate the essences of tutors. Found poetry,
phenomenology, tutoring, and cultural significance meet in my research metaphor of
constellations. Kittay (1987) describes metaphors as “a linguistic means by which we bring
together and fuse into unity diverse thoughts and thereby reform our perceptions of the
world” (p. 6). Constellations have particular pertinence to M!ori and Pasifika cultures.
M!ori and Pasifika voyaged across oceans using the stars to help navigate. The constellation
of Matariki (also known as Pleiades) also heralds the dawn of the M!ori New Year
(Meredith, 2014) that many M!ori, and non-M!ori alike, come together to celebrate
Matariki.
In research, Durie (1999) used the constellation metaphor as a conceptual map for M!ori
mental health. Durie (1999) points to the constellation Te Pae Mähutonga, the Southern
Cross, as a navigational aid important to the discovery of Aotearoa/New Zealand. He argues
that “because Te Pae Mähutonga has served as a guide for successive generations, it can also
be used as a symbolic map for bringing together the significant components of health
promotion” (p. 2.) Durie’s (1999) use of the constellation metaphor gave me confidence that
had I employed a culturally responsive research methodology—particularly given that six of
my eight research participants were Pasifika, and 70% of students in alternative education
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are M!ori and Pasifika (Education Review Office, 2011). Furthermore, the constellation
metaphor also speaks of guidance. Thus, the constellations are not only beautiful
adornments across the night sky; they are also used for practical navigational means.
Therefore, in my research, I consider the use of constellations of tutor essences as a guide,
navigating us towards a deeper understanding of their roles.
The constellation metaphor also worked for me from a phenomenological perspective. As
discussed previously, given that light is embedded in the word phenomenology with pha
(Heidegger, 1996) and phenomenology acknowledges the shining of being (Thwaites, 2009),
it leads nicely into the metaphor of constellations. Heidegger (1971) even used the imagery
of stars when he wrote:
To think is to confine yourself to a
single thought that one day stands
still like a star in the world's sky (p. 4)
Therefore, the words and phrases that shone to me from the tutors’ voices, my own research
journals, and various other research and authors, became confining thoughts that shone like
stars. Moreover, through my research on historical tutor figures, I found Chiron—who
eventually became the constellation of Sagittarius (Hards, 2004). My constellations of
alternative education tutors mirror this mythology.

How I created constellations for the three-dimensional concrete found
poem
With each set of words and phrases, I began to create constellations from within each group.
In another act of distilling essences, I made a further selection of words and phrases from
within the group. Those selected words and phrases were my stars. The dark space that
surrounds the constellation represents mystery, the unexplored areas, and the spirit. In
Figure 37, I present the constellation of joy. Readers can imagine their own links between
the stars. As it stands, this is a concrete found poem performing the essence of joy (See
Figure, 37. A larger version appears later in this chapter).
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Figure 37. The constellation of joy.

The fragments of discourse reflect James’ (2009) description of literary cut-ups:
Through a recombinatory process of creating new texts from de-contextualized
fragments, ordinary discourse migrates to open metaphorical polyvalence of poetry;
the cut-up procedure strives to render what Mallarme calls “the prismatic
subdivisions of an idea.” (p.61)
Thus, the tutors’ words and phrases are decontextualized and are stretched to perform in
new ways, against the dark backdrop. Seeing the words as stars has a romantic effect. The
ordinary language becomes extraordinary through been separated out from the
encumbrances of other words that used to surround it, and by being lit up.
In keeping with my use of everyday products as sources of artistic materials, like the
Maximus and Reeta made from boxes and cups, I created constellations using white
polystyrene balls. I wrote the words and phrases I highlighted on a sticker and stuck them
to each ball (see Figure 38).
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Figure 38. The solitary star speaks of solitaire.

Next, I threaded the stars with nylon string and hung these constellations from trees (Figure
39). One aim of making the constellations three-dimensional, and suspending them, was that
I could create found poems by viewing the words from various angles.

Figure 39. Hanging the constellation in the trees. (Photo: Kareen Hillenaar)

Alas, my constellations took flight in the wind (Figure 40). The moving constellation
became difficult to read, as the various stars tangled. The metaphor was tangling.
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Figure 40. Constellation in the trees takes flight. (Photo: Kareen Hillenaar)

When the wind eventually died down, I was able to lay on my back under the constellations,
and I read poems, by connecting various words from the constellation of stars together. I
walked through the constellations and I found yet another combination of words I had not
seen before.
In the next iteration of suspending constellations, I sought to steady the stars by installing
the constellations across the net of the trampoline at home (see Figure 41).

Figure 41. Constellations suspended over trampoline.
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I took photos of polystyrene balls suspended against the night-sky. I changed the
configurations of the stars many times so I would have a range of possible constellations I
could use for the different tutor essences. Within the photos of constellations there were
speckles of light emitting from actual stars. I imagined the constellation of Sagittarius as the
backdrop to my own. I edited the photos of constellations on my computer, typing the words
and phrases onto each of the stars. This way the words would be clearer to read. I attributed
the words and phrases to the stars for aesthetic and poetic effect. Thus, in the example of the
essence of joy (Figure 36), I placed ‘smile’ and ‘joy’ at the centre of the constellation, and the
word ‘attack’ sits on the edges; creating dissonance.

Writing essence found poems
Further into this chapter, I present the photographs of the three-dimensional constellation
poems on the left page while on the right page sits the corresponding found poem. I created
these found poems by taking words and phrases from each of the three-dimensional poems,
and also incorporating reflections from my research journals, quotes from the research
literature, or other pertinent sources. This found poem is my interpretation of the threedimensional constellation. The found poem is my making sense of the stars. Thus, the found
poem represents the imaginary lines that travel between the stars, in order to link them
together to form a constellation—or in the case of my research—to form an essence.
I decided not to discuss the essences in a prosaic manner, straight from the constellations,
because I worried that such an approach would turn essence into essentials, and the Thou
into an It (Buber 1996). As van Manen (2014) observes, “When a poem is paraphrased or
retold, then something is bound to have happened in the rephrasing of the poem or poetic
text: something essential has disappeared” (p. 45). Thus, the poems hold the essences
gracefully. I even grappled to name each essence because, in naming, I am also projecting a
type of ‘catch-all’ phrase.
An illustration by Shahn (Figure 42, cited in Weaver 1959, p. 50) helped me to conceptualise
my role in making sense from the constellations. The positioning of the man in this painting
implicates him as actively creating the constellations from the stars above him. We can also
see in this painting Einstein’s unified field equations: “the equations that begin to probe the
Universe, the art and equations, together inspiring us to go ever deeper into the exploration
of its meaning” (Kaler, 2005, para. 21). I consider myself like the man in Shahn’s painting,
making sense of all the shining fragments of knowledge about tutors. I am also cognizant of
the other probing-s in this universe, and hence, in my found poems I cite research literature
and other published sources.
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Figure 42. Shahn's (cited in Weaver 1959, p. 50) subject in this illustration makes visible the observer
in creating constellations.

As I linked words and phrases together in my found poems, to the right of the three
dimensional constellations, I also re/created a constellation. Although Wolff (1986) does not
name it as creating constellations, this was the image I thought of when he describes how
poetry is created:
it tries to illuminate relations, phrase by phrase, often word by word, among parts,
lighting up the web which sustains them and which accounts for their failing to
collapse – the gossamer of meaning and meanings. (p. 349)
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To note, in this research journey I have consulted M!ori speakers in alternative education to
explore some renderings of the essences with cultural terms. From these conversations, I
soon found there are no literal word-for-word translations, as language implicates an entire
cultural world-view. I consider that words in M!ori bring with them a stream of ancestral
and metaphorical nuances that I cannot give service to in this thesis. Yet, I am encouraged
by M!ori in alternative education to present my renderings, and tentative musings as a way
of opening a conversation.
i sat with my Ngapuhi71 friend, on the edge of a meeting
and he talked to me and my Jewish friend
about things M!ori
Thus, I have incorporated some M!ori language terms throughout the essences poems,
which provoke the beginning of a conversation about how these essences relate to a M!ori
worldview. Similarly I have included a Tongan word, talanoa (conversation), as a title to one
of my poems. I felt confident using this term through my knowledge of Tongan culture and
language gained from my Master’s research exploring the experiences of New Zealand-born
Tongan youths (Schoone, 2010).

Structure of the constellation poems
Each of the poems in this section is a structured found poem. Faulkner (2009) encourages
the poet researcher to create their own form… and even your own “arbitrary (or not) rules”
as she explains that creating your own poetic form may be a helpful way to “push your craft,
avoid the usual, and flirt with originality” (p. 132). Thus, I have created my own poetic
structure for these essence poems. I decided to introduce some structure to my poems to
contrast with the free verse poems of individual tutors in Chapter 6. This was to present the
‘bringing together’ of meaning, and I saw the structure as symbolic of the lines drawn to
create constellations. My poems are reminiscent of Glosa, which Drury (1995) describes as
the poem “beginning with a short stanza… that states the theme of the poem; succeeding
stanzas explain or gloss each of those lines” (p. 122). While my invented form does not
systematically gloss each line from the beginning stanza, my poems do begin with a theme,
which the whole poem then addresses. The structure of my poems are as follows:
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•

(1) Four lines found from individual tutor poems and/or from Maximus, then

•

(2) Four lines in italics of reflection from my research journal entries, then

•

(3) One line from research literature or other pertinent sources

•

(1) Four lines found from individual tutor poems and/or from Maximus, then

•

(3) One line from research literature or other pertinent sources, then

•

(2) Four lines in italics of reflection from my research journal entries, then

•

(3) One line from research literature or other pertinent sources

•

(2) Four lines in italics of reflection from my research journal entries, then

•

(1) Four lines found from individual tutor poems and/or from Maximus, then

•

(2) One line from research literature of other pertinent sources (occasionally the
quoted material runs into another line or two)

At the close of this chapter of constellations I present a found poem entitled, The interlocking
horizons of tutor essences.72 This poem performs the galaxy of all of the tutor constellations
and invites the reader to imagine linkages between the essences, with the possibility of
creating even more, as Gomringer (1968) suggests:
with each constellation something new comes into the world. Each constellation is
a reality in itself & not a poem about the same thing.
the constellation is a challenge, it is also an invitation. (p. 5)

The term “the interlocking horizons” derives from Edie (cited in Moustakas, 1994, p. 71). This
phenomenological insight refers to constiuent parts of our whole perceptual experience.
72
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the essence of call
i’m called
my passion
is to make a difference
that’s the beauty of it
i remember thinking
i would never work in alternative education
i committed to two years
this is 13 years later
a vocation, Latin, vocare means to voice, to call73
can i say God was a factor
in prayer
on sunday
yip, i’ll take it
“God- a presence in history [who]…pushes me toward world transformation74”
alternative education
i’ve heard me saying
is run on nothing more than
the good-will of people
“the most difficult students in the hands of … the well-meaning”75
i’m glad you asked
the well-meaning are rarely profiteers
professionals, or pretentious
(i find myself getting angry writing this)
frustrated
they’re good kids
they have their moments, but yeah
they’re good
“every pedagogue can hear the calling if only he or she is attuned to the logos”76

73“Vocation”

(2015)
Freire (1997, p. 103)
75 Langely (2009, p. 6)
76 van Manen (1982, p. 288)!
74
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the essence of love
i do love them
and if i didn’t
i couldn’t be here
it’s nothing too scary
Rose is the mother/ Lincoln’s the father
Fetu and Alice, they’re like older sisters
Pete, Luke and Amosa—the older brothers
and Koro is there, looking on
“The best schools should resemble the best home”77
sit beside them
a shoulder to cry on
being a family
helps
Rose invites her students to the park
with her own family
she lays a mat out before her
for them to sit on
“Parenting and teaching derive from the same fundamental experience of pedagogy”78
after the fight in the centre
Fetu took the girls to McDonalds to talk it out
Luke and Amosa went to the gym
with the boys
love
that’s a good place to start
they need a little bit of someone who has a little bit of time to
care for them
manaakitanga – exercising the “ethos of care”79

Noddings (2003, p. 260)
van Manen (1991, p. 7)
79 MacFarlane, Glynn, Cavanagh & Bateman (2007, p. 67)!
77
78
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the essence of joy
it’s hard
it’s fun
kids these days
cracking up in the background
when i walked up the stairs
to the boys laughing
in class
i understood these were healing rooms
“Enjoyment is… the very pulsation of the I”80
it’s culture
it’s atmosphere
disarming personality
telling the driest jokes
impromptu
the boys started singing the Samoan
national anthem
Rose and Pete are Tongan
joy is made of “the memory of its thirst”81
the ‘warm up’ game they played
becomes the lesson
for when you are in joy
you let it take you
it gives me the greatest joy
winning students over
my goal is
to make him smile
“…it may even be instrumental to future happiness.82”

Levinas (1979, p. 113)
Levinas (1979, p. 113)
82 Noddings (2003, p. 240)!
80
81
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the essence of empathy
i have been there
chased by the cops
i can relate to
their world
confronted with themselves in their students
is a strange redemptive act
tutors giving back
seems to make it right
they find in the alternative education space “…every word is at home”83
it kinda did justice to us both
sharing about my grandparents
and how
i was given up at three months old
Amosa jokes that his purpose is to make
the students become like him
it is not good for tutors to take on the
personalities of the students
“There is a hidden influence which proceeds from the teacher’s integrity, and this has an
‘integrating force.’84
the students have an uncanny
ability to
suss out
who is authentic and who is pretending
that reminds me
my mum was a widow
it’s a journey
i have a heart for people
“Yes, yes—you say who we are, you recognize our condition”85

T.S. Eliot (1944, p. 4)
Buber (2002, p. 107)
85 Nouwen (1972, p. 39)!
83
84
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the essence of grace

i do carry grace
and i enlarge myself
to have a little more
grace
grace is a hopeful waiting
waiting for the curtain to move
grace is an holistic seeing
Rose wonders if her students had breakfast this morning
Latin, ‘gratia’: “favour, esteem, regard”86
when he’s ready
when they feel safe
tender boundary
not crossing the line
in grace there is forgiveness
there is a forgetting
a generous believing
a fresh beginning
“…respect for the students means forgetting or ignoring their past…”87
there’s tagging in the centre
tutors pull the students together to sort it out
no blame given here
the tutors always say “see you tomorrow”
uplift. know how to restrain
see past
don’t judge
just give him a chance
“the Thou meets me through grace – it is not found by seeking”88

“Grace" (2015)
Mills & McGregor (2014, p. 46)
88 Buber (1996, p. 26)!
86
87
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the essence of mana 89
when you give them attention
these guys feel honoured.
seriously
respect
Rose didn’t want to stand at the front of the prize giving
she was in the back
preparing a feast for her students
ham, salads, pork, crackling, gravy—all the trimmings
mana is both the “power and the authority to proceed”90
it’s a privilege to serve young people
sorry sir
there you go young lady
kids eat first
when respect is given
respect is earned
can never be demanded
from position
the tutor becomes a “student among students”91
sharing
trusting
believing
empowering
one of their own up there
they didn’t think it was going to work
it’s good for me just to sit down
and he delivered it well
“Mutuality”92

!

Mana means prestige, authority, control, power, influence, status, spiritual power, charisma
(Moorfield 2015f).
90 Marsden (2003, p. 4)
91 Freire (1970, p. 56)
92 Buber (2002, p. 104)
89
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the essence of watching-over
sitting back watching
i look and i think
whoa
what will they become?
the tutors’ gaze
is a qualitative view
watching out for
seeing beyond
tutor, Latin, ‘tueri’: ‘to watch, guard’93
i see him on k rd before 8’oclock
doesn’t miss a school day
seeing people go back to mainstream
flip, i get paid to do this
the tutor is like a brooding consciousness
the students need not trust their own self-discipline
the tutor sees all
hears all
kaitiaki: trustee, minder, guard, custodian, guardian, caregiver, keeper, steward.94
i ask if she worries
“She sleeps in parks if stuff goes down at home.”
i see the girl’s long face, as she sits on a park bench
under shadowy trees
i want to protect them
you know,
from what’s going on
i want to protect these girls
The pedagogue was a disciplinarian, a protector, and an educator.95

“Tutor” (2015)
Moorfield (2015a)
95 Young (2011)!
93
94
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the essence of commitment
my consistency
has given them a place
where they feel safe
there every day
mum’s at the casino
the social worker didn’t turn up to the appointment
yet—the AE van pulls up at the house
every day
manawanui: “be steadfast, stout-hearted, tolerant, patient, unwavering, resolute, persistent,
committed, dedicated, unswerving, staunch, dogged”96
long-term responsibility
wonder how they are
great years together
we’ve got you covered
koro tells me that an ex-student of his
sent him a facebook message
he’s in australia now
he’s doing well
“There are callings so great that they cannot be undertaken for money…”97
i wonder
if his wife prays
and his children are clothed
and fed well
ripple
general impact – go!
we are just a link
in the chain for a time
“He is still your disciple, but not your scholar. He is a man and your friend”98

Moorfield (2015g)
Rousseau (1956, p. 17)
98 Rousseau (1956, p. 281)!!
96
97
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the essence of past experiences
we all have our experiences
coach, referee, chef, mother, father, youth-worker, league player, musician
science degree under your belt, and
i love my language!
for these are the metaphors for praxis
this is teaching at-large
i say to tutors
bring forward your skills, bring forward your skills
in1842 “a few labourers and mechanics, … imparted to them such humble information as
they themselves possessed”99
i would never call myself a teacher
due to
the whole academic, qualified, like teachers,
you know what i mean?
when Rose speaks tongan to the students
they respect her
Luke says he talks about rugby so he can talk about education
and Lincoln referees his class like a soccer troop
“teacher training, we consider it a negative credential that has to be overcome”100
the AE consortium manager told me that
this is teaching with a small ‘t’
the tutor is qualified by his or her call
the tutor is qualified by his or her ability to relate
didn’t want to share ‘cause he thought we were mainstream teachers
i just told him “i don’t have any qualifications… but
i’m here to move you to where you need to go”
he was “oh ok, sweet”
“Pedagogues, in an unschooled world, …would come into their own.”101

Campbell (1941, p. 30)
Lees (2014, p. 98)
101 Illich (1970, p. 99)!
99

100
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the essence of criticality
the system’s failed them
and the teaching style doesn’t work
they hated their teachers
do this do that do this
only a few students in AE
ever return to mainstream
unsurprised, the minister of education asked me
“and why would they want to”?
alternative education: “anti-theory, anti-systems, anti-scientism, anti-abstraction”102
very strict
authority teaching
a teacher hated on him
kicked out
the union rep stood at the back of the hall
challenging my
challenge of
teachers
the children we observe at school are not who they are, “but children exposed by our
methods of teaching”103
the ex-principal, who became a member of parliament
dropped by the AE centre one day
observing Koro teach—the MP turned to me and said
“i thought he was a teacher”
if i had a teacher
that was more like me
i would have really enjoyed it
seriously
“…what mattered to the young people was the ‘relationship’ not the ‘role’”104

Raywid (1983, p. 190)
Heisenberg (cited in Postman and Weingartner 1969, p. 76)
104 Mills & McGregor (2014, p. 85)!
102
103
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the essence of wh!nau 105

Amosa is there
laughing in the background
saved me many times
a perfect pairing
the tutor is always in chorus
with others
tutoring
from their strengths
for the art of public speaking Achilles was sent to be tutored by Phoenix106
qualified teacher
them knowing the planning-side of stuff
i feed off the glimpses
teacher’s content – tutor’s relationship
as a manager i have always found that having
2 tutors, preferably one male and one female
with 14 students
is the perfect mix
“in the sacred communitas of knowing”107
it takes a team
to form the magic
there is joy
doing life together
encourage one another within
we’ve got your back
shaping tomorrow
together
“He waka eke noa - a canoe which we are all in with no exception”108

M!ori word for family.
Hards (2004)
107 McLaren (1987, p. 75)
108 M!ori proverbs: Whaktauk" (2014, entry 17.)!
105
106
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the essence of guidance
i’m a signpost
pointing them in the right direction
getting them down the road
that’s my responsibility
Alice tells me that the students
who came to her as a guidance counsellor
saw no future, because
they’re living in the moment
“If you never or rarely get what you need in the present, then the future always feels a long
way away”109
open to my guidance
direction
i’m a very authoritative person
call me queen
each of the students introduced themselves
with their transition goal
return to mainstream
become a fisherman
rehearsing for a future that may never arrive110
one kid doesn’t attend anymore
he’s 14
and works with his dad on scaffolding
because the money’s good
firm guidance
shaping tomorrow together
becomes
my wall of fame
“…the fiery young man” becomes “a thinker, a philosopher, a young theologian”111

O’Connor (2009)
Heathcote, cited in Johnson, L., & O’Neill, C. (1984)
111 Rousseau (1956, p. 279)!
109
110
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the essence of poiesis
i speak over
the ‘most violent ‘
unlimited potential
we have scholars here
forever traveling between the actual and the potential
the tutor constantly reaffirms an alternative reality
what is, and can be
is the essence of being
“Teachers who want to help the pupil … must intend him… in his potentiality and in his
actuality”112
come on bro
you’re beautiful
princes and princesses
blessed with an amazing gift
this is a poetic, daring kind of speech
creating new imaginings
proclaiming possibilities
to students in limiting situations
“Every occasion for whatever passes over and goes forward into presencing from that which
is not presencing is poi"sis, is bringing-forth”113
spoken not written
imparted not memorised
if language creates dwelling
then this is the home of possibility
that-a-one
winner
capable
All Black
“I dwell in possibility/ A fairer House than Prose”114

!

Buber (1996, p. 178)
Plato (Symposium 205b cited by Heidegger, 1977, p. 10)
114 Dickinson (1960, p. 327)!
112
113
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the essence of talanoa 115
we had good chats with them
sitting in the front and just talking
one-on-one conversations
during morning tea
the talk
becomes strands that
weave our
relationship
“Ko te kai o nga rangatira he korero – the food of the gods is talk”116
morning talk’s a cool time
discussion
kids just coming up with life questions
curious questions
they all sit in a circle
speaking of nothing, yet of everything
speaking in-turn
no-one walks in the sacred place
“Dialogue cannot exist, however, in the absence of a profound love for the world and for
people”117
Fetu tells me
her students don’t know how to ask questions
they have learnt to be silent
silenced
talk calmly
talk calmly
they’re sitting at your feet
like Gamaliel
“… subterranean dialogic, that steady potential presence of the one to the other is
established and endured…”118

Talanoa means ‘conversation’ in the Tongan language (Vaioleti, 2003).
Whakatauk" spoken by Anaru Tau, alterantive education teacher from Nga Puhi tribe (North or
the North Island of New Zealand, used with permission).
117 Freire(1970, p. 70)
118 Buber (1947, pp. 116-117)!
115
116
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the essence of holism
teaching is about life
you know
how to deal with life
and get on
the girls in the class were doing social studies
until the AE administrator turned up to take student ID photos
there was a quick scurrying for mirrors and make-up
the girls wanted to look their best
“education worthy of the name is essentially education of the character”119
achievement is
a new look, a desire to change
confidence, growth, happy
going to bed early
i was impressed when i saw the tutors using
the school journals
and photocopying
unit standard materials
“intelligence has got the upper hand to such as extent that it transforms the real task into an
unreal trick”120
in tongan society
to be intelligent is to be both smart, and well-behaved
a young tongan boy who was dropped off to the centre by his grandfather
who said to him each day: “you’ll be the first to go to university”
we teach real intellectual stuff,
this guy has challenged my
professional tutor
status
“Wh!ia te iti kahurangi
Ki te t#ohu koe, me he maunga teitei
Pursue excellence – should you stumble, let it be to a lofty mountain”121

Buber (1947, p. 123)
Kierkegaard (1949, p. 9)
121 Te Taura Whiri i te reo M!ori (the M!ori Language Commission) (2015, para. 7)!
119
120
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the essence of thoughtful pedagogy
it was a random conversation for him
but for me i thought about it
‘cause
i’m intentional
the tutors may appear relaxed
streams of intentional
thought-before actions flow beneath
Lincoln waits to give her the mirror
‘Thoughtfulness is a special kind of knowledge’122
“sir”
his looked-at-me-eyes, switched-tone voice
it’s a different way of engaging
you gotta pick up on those things
the tutor attunes to moments
it’s a relational kind of knowing
where to point
the arrow
“There is an acute danger in thinking professionally about students”123
the tutor knows the students
who went to bed at 3am in the morning
she knows the stoners, and the ones who watch telly all night
doing maths at 9am ‘aint gonna work
customize
you have got to be so diplomatic
request
a demand can trigger memories from home
“Staff are compassionate, actively listening”124

van Manen (2002, p. 5)
van Manen, (2002, p. 25)
124 Education Review Office (2011, p. 70)!
122
123
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the essence of inspirational pedagogy

spontaneous is
my middle name
liven it up
from in your gut
the espoused timetable
is not necessarily the actual
the day moves by
relationship
“To learn means to make everything we do answer to whatever essentials addresses
themselves to us at the given moment”125
what if?
is not a method
it’s
life
the tutors’ ‘formal teaching’ made a
parody of teaching
teaching ‘from the front’
echoes the ancien regime
“education has lost the paradise of pure instinctiveness”126
went to visit the AE class
at the scheduled time
they had left the building
to do music on K Rd
i remember back in the day
we’d just put things together and just did it
management, meetings, structures, surveys
we never had all that before
Oho: “to wake up, … awake, arise, rear up”127

Heidegger (1968, p. 8)
Buber (2002, p. 106)
127 Moorfield (2015h)!
125
126
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the essence of movement
you’re their educator
from here and home
you’re their driver
from here and home
we drive around parts of mangere i never knew existed
groups of houses tucked behind
mainroads, mainstreams
the van idles
“Even more jolting is a sudden realization of my vast ignorance… a world no longer
honoured in the dominant culture”128
maths is everywhere
i got the class into the van
teach out-and-about
full on punches in the back of the van
in the van the students talk about death and tangi
Amosa tells me that on the day of the tangi
the m!ori wardens put cones over the road
so there could be a procession from the home to the cemetery
“Pedagogy… is a lived experience that supersedes the dominant indoor agenda”129
the students spent the day
visiting caves
taking photos of their own
chalked cave men
stand behind your chairs
is that us boys?
time we roll
we’re moving in the right direction
hardly sitting still: “needing to move to think”130

!

Barone (1989, p. 148)
Foran & Olson (2012, p. 197)
130 Robinson & TED (2006, 16:50)!
128
129
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the essence of epiphany
it’s little steps
of epiphany
all the time
you’ve got to keep stoking the fire
the tutor catches achievement on the little things
the haircut that now reveals the face
the invitation to converse
one or two NCEA credits
“He iti r!, he iti m!pihi pounamu”131 – small indeed, but made of greenstone
a little spark went on in his eyes,
‘oh this is easy’
bang, bang, bang
900 amp jump starter
the tutors yearn for the spark of learning
embodied in their students
those aha moments
for these are the stepping stones of progress
epiphany – “manifestation, striking appearance”132
the shining is celebrated
with large piles of certificates, praise and food
the light illuminates
other hidden things we cannot speak of now
it cannot plateau
open up
a little bit more
make the most of every day
“For the mind… like wood, it only required kindling to create in it an impulse133

Brougham & Reed (2009, p. 117) Greenstone is culturally significant to M!ori, and is considered a
precious gem
132 “Epiphany” (2015)
133 Plutarch (n.d. p. 259)
131
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the essence of mystery
don’t know how we got here
it’s dumb not to know
having an answer, not a method
you know
before their eyes
the tutors see the mysterious
transformation of students
the veil falls gracefully
“Between these two moments lies the leap, which no science has explained”134
suddenly she turned up in a pink blouse
the one who was into all the black arts
unexpected extras
wonder how
Amosa tells me that the tutor is poetic
there are dark spaces
lines travel over ambiguities
connecting moments of hope
“We can know more than we can tell”135
before them
appearances of students and
the disappearances of students leaves
echoes in the classroom
it’s rare
it’s make-believe
i get emotional playing
solitaire
no “mastery of pedagogical techniques”136—the tutors surrender to mystery

Kierkegaard (1980, p. 61)
Polanyi (1967, p. 4)
136 Giroux (1988, p. xxx)!
134
135
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the essence of transformation
big plans for big star
stories made gold
they become
someone
the students dress immaculately for their
graduation from AE
i expected the tutors to speak with high expectations
we were all surprised when the parents spoke about how proud they are
they’re “moving forward with pride…” 137
they’ve got vision, purpose
that’s big
a head-start
a positive pathway
Leo comes to show the AE hui138, his certificate from school
he thanks us all for the work we do
naming the tutors
he presents his certificate on to us
“To alter is to change, to change is to transform, it’s like putting fresh clothes on”139
transitioning out of that support is the hardest
i took a kid to the uniform shop on Remuera Road
and we paid for his school uniform
i wonder how he is getting on now
it’s ready to go now
new mindset
opportunities
set for the race of his life
“To save really means to set something free into its own presencing”140

Alternative Education National Body (2015)
Conference in M!ori
139 Pulu (2012)
140 Heidegger (1971, p. 148)!
137
138
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Chapter 9: Re/arriving where we started
In this final chapter, I discuss both the implications of re/arriving at the tutor and the
methodological insights I gained from working with tutors through a phenomenological
poetic inquiry approach. In the first part I argue that in re/arriving to the place of the tutor,
we arrive to a valuable role within education: albeit refreshed for a new age. In the second
part of this chapter, I discuss how I re/arrived at my poetic self. I conclude that when I
combined my developing poetic skills with insights from fellow poetic inquirers, and
phenomenological philosophers, I was able to push poetic inquiry into a playful and
transformative space. I argue that the methodology worked to bring the presence of
alternative education tutors, who are a marginalised workforce, into education research and
potentially into wider society.

Part 1: This is the time of the tutor
My research sought to find the essences of the lived experiences of tutors in alternative
education. Through my poetic inquiry I revealed the following 21 essences:
1. call
2. love
3. joy
4. empathy
5. grace
6. mana
7. watching-over
8. commitment
9. experience
10. criticality
11. wh!nau
12. guidance
13. poiesis
14. talanoa
15. holism
16. thoughtful pedagogy
17. inspirational pedagogy
18. movement
19. epiphany
294

20. mystery
21. transformation
These 21 essences resonate with the pedagogy from the tutors of old. For example, Chiron
was considered noble and righteous (the essence of call), and he was charged with the holistic
care and education of his students (the essence of love, the essence of holism). He instructed
students with proverbs and precepts (the essence of poiesis, the essence of guidance), and he
observed the students undertaking challenges he had set for them in the outdoors (the
essence of watching-over, the essence of grace, the essence of movement, the essence of
thoughtful pedagogy). The ancient pedagogues of Greece and Rome were also types of
tutors who demonstrated some of the essences I discovered. For example, pedagogues, who
were attached to the family, protected students on their way to the master (the essence of
watching-over, the essence of movement), they showed care towards their students (the
essence of love), they were holistic educators (the essence of holism), and they also taught
students any specialist skills they held (the essence of past experience). Finally Rousseau’s
(1956) tutor for Emile responded to the call to be a tutor (the essence of call) to teach
students in a ‘naturalistic’ teaching style by taking them to the countryside (the essence of
moving, the essence of inspirational pedagogy), and was a loving dedicated companion for
the long-term (the essence of commitment, the essence of love). Thus, in finding the shared
pedagogies between the tutors of old and alternative education tutor essences, I assert that
there is a distinct tutor pedagogy within the wider discourse of teaching and learning, which
the tutors in alternative education have made relevant for our times.
Moreover, my highlighting of tutor pedagogy is my contribution to a growing cohort of
education researchers who suggest that conventional schools need to look to alternative
education for different models of education to address the complex needs of current learners
(Aron, 2003; McGregor & Mills, 2011; Sliwka & Yee, 2015; te Riele, 2009). From my study,
tutors provoke us to re-examine the phenomenological roots of pedagogy itself. The
‘unqualified’ tutor provides a view of pedagogy that does not pivot on standard teacher
training and the standard curriculum. Tutor pedagogy, as demonstrated by the 21, closely
aligns to phenomenological pedagogy, which, van Manen defines as “a relationship of
practical actions between an adult and a young person who is on the way to adulthood” (p.
284). Van Manen (1982) positions the relationship between the teacher and the student at
the nexus of teaching and learning, whereby the teacher responds to the call of his or her
student. Van Manen’s emphasis on relationships equally reflects a core pedagogical principal
important to a culturally responsive pedagogy for M!ori students (Bishop & Berryman,
2006). As I reflected in one of my observations at an alternative education centre:
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the espoused timetable
is not necessarily the
actual
the day moves by
relationship
Students reported that their lack of personal relationships with teachers was one key reason
that they ended up in alternative education (Brooking et al., 2009). At the same time,
increasing compliance demands on teachers in conventional schools, driven by neoliberal
policies (Codd, 2005; Thrupp & White, 2013), have contributed to teachers having less time
to develop interpersonal relationships with students. From alternative education students’
perspectives, the lack of a teacher’s personal touch was also manifesting in teachers not
providing an education that met their individual needs or interests (Brooking et al., 2009).
In contrast, tutors’ pedagogy in alternative education was motivated by love and concern for
their students, which they demonstrated through providing a deeply engaging education that
involved movement, creativity and fun. Thus, the tutors had a more Hebraic way of being in
education, beholding “concrete man [and woman] in his [or her] wholeness” (Barrett, 1958,
p. 68). Barrett (1958) writes that in the Hebraic sense, knowledge derives from “body and
blood, bones and bowels, trust and anger, love and fear, passionate adhesion to faith, to
being” (p. 70). For example, the holistic manner in which the tutors worked with students
was strengthened by the seemingly simple task of transporting students to and from their
home to the alternative education centre by van. This essence of movement was a tangible way
to bring wholeness between the lived spaces students inhabit in the world.
Furthermore, the revelation of the tutor essence of poiesis provided an insight as to the
manner in which alternative education became alternative/transformative. The tutors seemed
to instinctively address textual disenfranchisement, which Richardson (1990) describes as the
state of people’s lives who adhere to macro narratives that are “limiting, destructive, or at
odds” (p. 129) with their actual life. The tutors were relentless with affirming students in
their strengths, achievements, and future career and life possibilities. I surmise that if
language creates essences of dwelling, then the students receiving alter-native propositions
for ways-of-being from their tutors, may create the possibilities for new student places of
dwelling. As Emily Dickinson (1960) writes: poetry creates “a house of Possibility” (p. 327).
In one found poem from tutor participant Luke, he addresses “the power of the sheet [from
the conventional school]/ that says why they’re here/… the ones who are supposed to be
the most violent/ aren’t.” Luke, like the other tutors in this research, did not participate in
the negative “self-fulfilling prophecies” (Rist, 2000, p. 257) that the students reported they
received from their conventional schools. Instead the tutors spoke an:
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alternative
altering
discourse

Returning to phenomenological understandings of teaching is an important discussion to be
had within education research, not only for the 3500 students aged 13 to 16 years who are
formally disenfranchised from conventional education (Education Review Office, 2011), and
possibly many more we do not know about (Counties Manukau District Health Board, 2006),
but for all students in secondary schools. This is because the evidence suggests that even
students in conventional schools are disenfranchised from learning. For example, in 2013,
only 34.2% of M!ori students, and 34.9% of Pasifika students (as compared to 59.1% New
Zealand-European students) gained university entrance, New Zealand’s high secondary
school qualification (New Zealand Qualifications Authority 2013, p. 13). Given that the
tutors’ in my study were able to engage their almost exclusively M!ori and Pasifika cohort of
disenfranchised students through the 21 essences, these essences provide a compelling
insight into what is missing from students’ experiences of pedagogies in many conventional
schools.

Galaxies beyond
This research also provides a conceptual foundation on which to build professional
development opportunities to develop tutors skills. Currently there are no formal
qualifications tailored for tutors in New Zealand. I imagine that the lack of professional
development pathways contributed to five of my eight research participants moving on to
new careers since this research was completed. Lincoln now works in another nongovernment organisation assisting unemployed adults into work. Fetu returned home to
Wellington to be closer to her family. Luke is undertaking IT training. Rose now facilitates
a parenting programme and Amosa is training to be a primary school teacher. From this
study, only Alice, Pete and Koro remain as tutors in alternative education. In terms of future
research into training for tutors, one promising academic discipline in which tutors could be
positioned in is social pedagogy. Social pedagogy is described as the place where “education
and care meet” (Cameron & Moss, 2011, p. 8). Social pedagogy holds promise, due to its
broad and holistic understanding of education that involves the individual, the community,
and society as a whole (Cameron & Moss, 2011; Petrie, 2011). I recommend that when
considering such professional development opportunities, we need to carefully consider the
artful ways in which tutors today engage young people in learning. Hence, professional
development for tutors should not lead them to lose their essences, but open a safe place
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where tutors can explore and re/create their essences of practice within wider disciplinary
and knowledge frameworks.
Another area for future research, which this thesis highlighted, surrounds the role that nonformal education provision, such as alternative education, has in contributing to education
opportunities for all students. Within this discussion I recommend there needs to be greater
consideration of the ways in which alternative education dis/connects with conventional
schooling and how the myriad of connections and disconnections either promote or stifle the
development of an individual student’s potential. This research examined one of these
disconnects: the emergence of the tutor as the key protagonist for teaching, as opposed to the
qualified schoolteacher. Furthermore, this disconnect provides a new opportunity for
reconnection too, that could serve all secondary school students. I believe that a revolution,
for a more humanistic and relational education for secondary school students, has begun with
tutors in alternative education who demonstrate a pedagogy that is undeniably different from
much of the teacher pedagogy in conventional schooling. This is a 360-degree revolution, in
which we return to a place we once knew. I ask, what if alternative education tutors become
valued educational protagonists alongside teachers, which they once were? What if every
secondary student, both in alternative education settings and in conventional schools, was
assigned a tutor? It could be as if the ancient role of the pedagogue has been refreshed for a
new age, where students engage in education with their loyal and watchful guardian. The
tutor is other than the parent, and other than the teacher. The tutor moves metaphorically
and physically between the school, the community and the home, and in doing so helps to
build connections between them all: making sense of the whole.

Part 2: The promise of phenomenological poetic inquiry
In this final part of my thesis, I explore the promise that phenomenological poetic inquiry
provides for researchers wishing to explore the experiences of marginalised groups in society
using artful and graceful ways. Through engaging with poetic research methods I have
found a research methodology that has been effective in revealing the essences of the lived
experiences of alternative education tutors. In addition, I found my identity as a poet.

Re/finding myself as a poet
In the first instance, I have become a type of research finding. Throughout this poetic
inquiry I have re/found myself as a poet. As Clarke (2014a) maintains, “During the inquiry,
the researcher, like the participants, is in a state of becoming” (p. 104). For example, I
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observed during this research that the alternative education tutors’ identities were in a state
of ‘becoming’ more visible to both themselves and to me. Likewise, my own poet research
identity was equally ‘becoming’ more visible to me and to others as I became more confident
creating found poems from research participants, writing my own poetry, and sharing these
poems in conference presentations and talks to other academics, alternative education tutors,
and Ministry of Education officials.
The result of me ‘re/becoming’ poetic appears most evident when I now look back at how I
embarked on this PhD study. Some of my initial thoughts regarding how I would research
with tutors were more linear, as I was thinking in terms of:
statistical aggressions (!),
triangulations,
extrapolations, falsifications, effect sizes,
collating, comparisons
and
charts demonstrating computations of tutor effectiveness ratings
(Schoone, 2014, p. 203)
However, this linear view of research, when I intended to study the ‘effectiveness’ of
tutoring, was soon disrupted after I considered more thoughtfully the poetic, playful and
pastoral nature of tutors that I had observed from my work in alternative education prior to
this PhD research. Furthermore, I realized then, that a study examining effective teaching
practices would likely play into Ministry of Education (2009b) notions of alternative
education achieving credibility through benchmarking against a mainstream ideal measured
by student qualification achievement. From my experience of working with tutors as a
pedagogical leader, I was impressed at how ‘unqualified’ tutors in alternative education were
able to engage students in learning again. Therefore, I decided to alter the focus of my study
from ‘effectiveness’ to phenomenological essences.
My use of phenomenology ultimately ushered me into using poetry. I was convinced of the
connection between phenomenology and poetry, when I found on many occasions that
researchers referred to poetry’s ability to reveal essences; for essences is a central notion of
phenomenology (van Manen, 2014). When I made this link between phenomenology and
poetry, it was as if the roof lifted off my research to reveal a bejewelled night sky, that I
looked upon, wondered about, and wished to write of. With the ‘ceiling’ of what I considered
traditional qualitative research gone, the ceiling of prosaic ethnography, I was exposed to the
artistic elements. I was not using the arts as a research method; rather the arts in my
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research became an extension of my being-in-the-world (Heidegger, 1997). It was a relief to
find poetic inquiry, which departs from “mechanistic models of inquiry” (Cahnmann, 2008, p.
6). I found poetic inquiry provided me with an opportunity to write from within. This is a
writing from within myself as a poet, from within the alternative education sector as a
connoisseur, and from within Creative Learning Scheme, where I had worked for 13 years.

Finding a research methodology that works for marginalised groups
In this section I highlight three ways that phenomenological poetic inquiry worked to
engage the alternative education tutor participants. I demonstrate that the methodology I
used, with this marginalised workforce, was a graceful way to enter their worlds and
honoured their ways-of-being.
1. Poetic inquiry informed by phenomenological philosophy
Phenomenology was an appropriate methodology because alternative education itself is
phenomenological (Goodman 1999). Notwithstanding the experiences and knowledge of
alternative education that I brought to the research setting, the phenomenological basis of
this thesis created an opportunity to view pedagogical practices as they were lived-out.
Therefore, rather than applying theoretical frameworks to understand the pedagogy of
tutors, the meanings were ‘allowed’ to derive from within the tutors’ practices themselves.
The meaning and significance of tutor practice became “immanent to its very ontology” (van
Manen, 1982, p. 284). The phenomenological framing assured tutors that I was not looking
for ‘effective’ practices, rather, their lived-experiences.
I found that poetic inquiry worked to bring (the voices of the) tutors to the fore. The
feedback from the research participants revealed their delight and amusement with, and also
the accuracy of, the poems, which they expressed were essences of their lived experiences.
Using found poetry honoured tutors who “speak in ‘non science’ voices” (Clarke et al. 2005,
p. 915). Indeed, in my role as Chairperson of the Alternative Education National Body, I
have honoured their voices by using these poems to express the heart of tutoring to Ministry
of Education policy makers. Often I perform poems from memory, which I believe
demonstrates the embodied nature of poetic inquiry, in that we eventually live and speak out
the research findings from within. The poems were able to give policy makers an experience
of meeting tutors as if the tutors were present, speaking before them. I hoped that the
evocative language brought a sense of ‘reality’ to those bureaucrats who found themselves
distanced from the constituents they serve. The feedback I received from some of them
revealed that they were emotionally touched. My hope is that tutors’ voices promote change
in policies to reflect more holistic and humanistic ways of being in education. As
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Brueggemann (1989, p. 3) contends, “poetic speech is the only proclamation worth doing in a
situation of reductionism.” Yet my fear is that in the positivistic rush to embrace what some
consider ‘best evidence’ practices in education, and alongside calls for greater standardisation
in education (Fielding & Moss, 2011), we do not give ourselves time to look to the stars and
see where they are guiding us.

2. Creative and embodied research
Poetic inquiry worked to engage tutors due to the creative and embodied nature of the
inquiry. I noticed that the tutors in alternative education were not just ‘in their heads’; they
were practical and moving, embodying their responses. Therefore, the workshop where they
created Maximus engaged the tutors as they cut out words and phrases, pasted, sorted,
moved around the room, spoke in chorus, and acted out a ceremony to knight Maximus.
These tutors continued their engagement with Maximus beyond the workshop, with some
asking after him from time to time. The creative methodology was also a type of pedagogical
gift to the tutors, whom I overheard considering using aspects of found poetry and print
making with their own students to explore student graduate profiles. Thus, I found that my
use of poetic methods throughout the research helped connect tutors to my work. As
Cahnmann-Taylor (2009) argues, poetry can make research more accessible to a wider
audience; an audience who, “longs for fresh language to describe the indescribable emotional
and intellectual experiences in and beyond classroom” (p. 26). For example, Koro tutor told
me he enjoyed reading a book chapter I wrote about Maximus (Schoone, 2015), as it brought
back to him memories of the fun time we had together. He joked that he read it to ensure I
was relaying the events truthfully. This anecdote points to the inclusive and inviting nature
of arts-based research that I suggest is a delightful and powerful way into the lived-world of
others.

3. Relational and holistic based research.
After working for 13 years within the alternative education sector, and at Creative Learning
Scheme, I entered this research with relational strength. I knew my research participants,
some of them for many years prior to this research. I was intent to develop or strengthen ‘IThou’ relationships, where, “the Thou meets me through grace—it is not found by seeking’
(Buber, 1996, p. 26). The grace in which I operated throughout this work provided the
conditions where tutors trusted me; their experiences became more ‘tellable’ (Norrick, 2005).
My hope is that my knowledge gained from being a connoisseur helped amplify the authentic
insights I gleaned from tutors. Thus, my research methodology highlighted the benefits of
this more humanistic approach. Moreover, I count it a privilege that I was able to gain
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access to and reveal a depth of tutor discourse and experience that I may not have been able
to receive had I been relationally distant from my participants.
Throughout the research I kept the tutors informed of my progress by, for example, sharing
drafts of their found poems with them. Some of the tutors have been in conference
presentations where I have spoken their found poems. For example, when I spoke a found
poem from Rose at a conference she also attended, Rose told me that she “knew it was her”
(Research journal, 28-09-2012). I also found that tutors’ encouraged me to continue this
PhD journey in this creative manner in which it developed. Their encouragement came to
me vicariously through their voices in Maximus, who on various occasions since his creation
has inspired me. Once, when I found myself grappling with poetic methodology, Maximus
chimed in with:
believe in yourself to see beyond your current reality
to lift hopes, love, integrity and fresh ideas
move in the right direction – transformed lives: finding that diamond in the
rough
In summary, I found that phenomenological poetic inquiry was an inclusive and appropriate
methodology to explore and present the lived-experiences of tutors that honoured the
multiple experiences of tutors working in the education space. Poetic inquiry, was a creative
and evocative tool to represent their voices, and invited a wider audience into engagement
with tutors’ experiences, beyond academe. The relational basis on which I conducted the
research humanised the research method and, in combination with being a connoisseur, I
received a nuanced view of tutors’ experiences.

Finding three-dimensional found poetry
Found poetry was a central poetic research method utilised during my poetic inquiry. I
argue that the way I used the method has opened up new possibilities for its application
during a poetic inquiry. Throughout this research I pushed found poetry into a playful,
embodied, and performative spaces in three key ways. Firstly, creating lino and cardboard
prints from tutors’ words and phrases that I found from observations in their alternative
education workspaces, provided an opportunity to tangibly interact with the words. The
time it took to create the print, slowed the research down and, thus, enabled me to dwell with
the words and phrases. Secondly, I invited my colleagues from CRUAT and my tutor
research participants to construct a three dimensional found poem, which they named Reeta
and Maximus respectively. The performative workshop invited moments of poiesis: “those
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linguistic acts of invention & discovery through which the mind explores the
transformational power of language & discovers & invents the world & itself” (Anton, cited
in Rothenberg, 1977, back cover). Hence, my CRUAT colleagues and alternative education
tutors were confronted with themselves in the ‘other’. The workshop provided a safe
distance from which to explore their essences of being-in-the-world. Thus, the method was a
powerful way to explore identity. My third and penultimate use of three-dimensional found
poetry occurred when I created constellations of alternative tutor essences as a way of
finding and performing their essences. Given that creating constellations was central to my
research methodology, I will now describe in more detail how this research metaphor helped
me conceptualise my research findings. I argue that the way I used the constellation
metaphor can provide fellow qualitative and arts-based researchers a fresh way to approach
the rich data that ensues from these wider approaches.

Finding constellations
When I was considering the fragmentary nature of my research data, such as, snippets of
language I found from observations, found poems from transcripts, and ink and crayon prints
of tutors’ words, I searched for a way to make sense of these fragments as a whole. Initially I
turned to Laurel Richardson’s (2000) notion of crystallization. Richardson (2000) explains
that “The scholar draws freely on his or her productions from literary, artistic, and scientific
genres” (p. 934), bringing these different “takes” of the same topic together, so as to form a
‘crystal’ “with an infinite variety of shapes, substances… and angles.” (p. 934). Richardson
(2000) considers that crystallization gives us a “deepened, complex, thoroughly partial,
understanding of the topic.” Given that my research takes on various forms, the idea of
crystallization could have helped me create a “coherent text or series of related texts”
(Ellingson, 2009, p. 4). Yet, as I looked at the spaces that surround poetry, and the beauty of
each fragment of found poetry as a universe unto itself, I decided to keep the gaps where they
were. Thus, I began to see that if I created constellations with these words and phrases,
drawing imaginary lines connecting the shining parts, this could be a powerful metaphor to
make and perform meaning.
In order to examine the idea of creating constellations further, I now make comparisons
between crystallization and creating constellations. To crystalize is “to give a definite form
or expression to (an idea, argument, etc.) or (an idea, argument, etc.) to assume a
recognizable or definite form” (“Crystallize”, 2015). Creating constellations also gave form
to my research data, but the form was not something solid or definite like a crystal. For
example, instead of bringing the different sides of the research findings together to gain a
multi-dimensional perspective, as in crystallization (Richardson & Pierre 2000), I presented
essences. Essences are not sides. Essences are provinces of meaning derived from
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constellations. Creating constellations invites readers an opportunity to view an unfolding,
and widening interpretation from stars (individual research findings, such as a found poem),
to constellations (essences created from the individual parts, such as the essence of
transformation), to galaxies (a combination of essences that point us towards specific fields of
knowledge (such as ‘the tutor’), and finally to the universe (the positioning of the field of
knowledge within wider discourses, such as ‘education’).
Unlike the ‘pulling together’ of fragments with crystallization, I kept the parts separate. I
argue that by keeping the dark spaces visible the metaphor allowed me to acknowledge the
uncertainties and ambiguities in my research findings. Empson (1949) defines ambiguity as
“any verbal nuance, however slight, which gives room for alternative reactions to the same
piece of language” (p. 1). Therefore, constellations could be re-imagined in a moment by the
reader, and therefore yield different essences and understandings. The gaps and spaces also
spoke of the void place where the spirit hovers – for the words that were spoken have become
the light (Genesis 1, vs. 2, 3, Amplified). In this way, the spaces that surround the research
poems acknowledged the mauri (the life-source), spirit, and the inexhaustibility of
knowledge. Thus, the constellation metaphor enabled the space for the spirit that kept the
research breathing and therefore ‘alive’, eschewing any attempt to turn the poem into an It
(Buber, 1970).
Another difference between crystals and constellations is that they both deal with light in
different ways. For example, I can hold a crystal in my hand and place it against the light. I
cannot hold a constellation in my hands in this way. The crystal is dependent on light for us
to realise the beauty of its many refractions, yet the stars in the constellations emit their own
light—the shining comes from within. My use of phenomenology in this research made this
shining of knowledge possible. These shining stars had a utilitarian use, helping us to
navigate to places of knowing about tutors, in a similar way in which M!ori and Pasifika
people have used the stars to guide them on Pacific Ocean voyages (Meredith, 2014). By
creating constellations of tutor essences I inadvertently worked to immortalise their role
within education, rather like Chiron was immortalised as a constellations by Zeus.
One of the findings of working with poetry and the constellation metaphor is that it
unashamedly positions the thesis as a romantic piece of work. Although, one colleague, who
described an early poem as ‘romantic’, did not see the romanticism as a useful way forward,
others have argued that it can function as a form of criticism (see Beiser et al., 1996). For
example, the early romantic Novalis (Beiser et al., 1996, p. 105) contends: “The world must
be romanticized. Then one will again find the original sense.” He writes that when he gives
the “commonplace a higher meaning, the customary a mysterious appearance, the known the
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dignity of the unknown, the finite illusion of the infinite” he romanticizes it (Beiser et al.,
1996, p. 105). The poetry I used throughout this research became a deliberate romantic
intervention, as I found poetry in the voices of tutors who generally spoke romantically
about their role, in terms of being “on a mission” (Maximus), providing care and education,
and speaking words of possibility, to some of New Zealand’s most disenfranchised young
people. Furthermore, compounding the romance of my constellation metaphor was my
serendipitous discovery that the ancient tutor Chiron was turned into a constellation. This
discovery, which I found after I began work on the alternative education tutor constellations,
confirmed to me that ‘constellations’ was the ‘right metaphor.’ The use of constellations was
drawing me both to tutor beginnings and tutor endings (that is, the tutors of today) in a
most romantic way. Thus, I conclude this thesis with a found poem in which the
constellation of Chiron provokes a revolution in education—a return to the age of tutors—
where alternative education tutors today are invited into the “undeniable reality” (Borges,
1968, p. 62).
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Chiron shoots his arrow141
(an arrow in the quiver is a tutor-trained teacher)142
Piercing the heart of the ancién regime143

fragments re-assemble,
And build themselves again impregnably
In a diviner clime144
When the last of earth left to discover
Is that which was the beginning;145
A tutor!
What a noble soul!146
Tender147 guardian148
Of149 possibilities150

I authored this line.
Line from Alice’s found poem.
143 The term ancién regime, literally ‘Old, or former regime’ (French), was a term which derived from
the French Revolution. I use it here to signal conventional education’s need for a poetic revolution.
144 Excerpt from Shelley’s ‘Hellas’ as quoted by Helu (1999, p. 98).
145 Excerpt from T.S.Eliot’s ‘Little Gidding’ (1944, p. 44).
146 Rousseau (1956, p. 17)
147 Phrase found ‘on’ Maximus.
148 A word that describes/defines ‘Tutor’ (Harper 2015c).
149 I authored the word ‘of’.
150 Excerpt from Dickinson’s (1960, p. 327) ‘I dwell in Possibility’, and from my poetic reflections in
the ‘Essence of poiesis’ p. 273.!
141
142
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